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ABSTRACT
FACULTY OF PHYSICAL SCIENCES AND ENGINEERING
SCHOOL OF PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY
Doctor of Philosophy
A NOVEL MAGNETO OPTICAL TRAP FOR INTEGRATED ATOM CHIPS
by Joseph Adam Rushton
This thesis describes the design and construction of a new magneto optical trap
that is suitable for use in integrated atom chips and other vacuum systems in
which optical access is limited to a single window. The trap design relies on the
switching of optical and magnetic fields and can operate at frequencies at least
within the region of 1 kHz to 60 kHz. The design does not need patterned surfaces
in order to generate the necessary beam geometry, requiring only the use of a
single, standard mirror. Early temperature measurements have indicated that the
trap may be capable of sub-Doppler cooling, and that it is able to capture on the
order of 1.7× 106 atoms in a capture volume of 0.18 cm3.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Ultracold Atoms and Atom Chips
Soon after A. Ashkin suggested in 1970 the possibility of using resonant light to
trap neutral atoms in circular orbits[2], T.W. Ha¨nsch and A.L. Schawlow pro-
posed that near resonant red-detuned laser light could be used to cool neutral
atoms through the process of Doppler cooling[3]. Several designs were later con-
ceived to spatially confine these atoms using just the scattering force[4, 5], however
Ashkin and J.P.Gordon later proved that this was impossible due to an optical
analogy of Earnshaw’s theorem[6]. Steven Chu et al. first achieved three dimen-
sional Doppler cooling in 1985, lowering the temperature of their sodium atoms
to approximately 240µK, yet trapping had still not been achieved[7]. Other pro-
posals were suggested to get around the Earnshaw theorem by using AC light
fields, magnetic field gradients and optical pumping[8–10], and following an idea
suggested by Jean Dalibard, the Magneto Optical Trap (MOT) was demonstrated
by E.L. Raab et al. in 1987[11].
Further techniques, such as magnetic trapping and evaporative cooling[12], brought
temperatures down to the nanokelvin regime, opening the door for Bose-Einstein
condensation (BEC) in these atomic vapours[13]. The coherent nature of these
systems means that they can be used in atom interferometers, much in the same
way coherent light is used in optical interferometers. The superior sensitivity of
cold atom interferometry allows the production of highly accurate clocks, gravime-
ters and rotation sensors and enables tests of fundamental physics and precise
measurements of physical constants[14–18].
1
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In recent years interest has grown in so called atom chips[19]. These microfab-
ricated devices use lithographically defined wires and mirrors to cool, trap and
manipulate atoms close to surfaces. Atom chips typically use ‘mirror-MOTs’ in
conjunction with magnetic trapping and evaporative cooling to produce BECs
microns above their substrates. Various atom chip based sensors[20, 21], atomic
clocks[22] and even magnetic conveyor belts have been demonstrated[23] and pro-
posals have been made to use them as the basis of quantum computers[24].
Whilst atom chips themselves are microfabricated devices on the order of the size
of a matchbox, they cannot operate on their own and still require ancillary equip-
ment such as vacuum chambers, pumps and lasers to provide any functionality.
The footprint of this equipment, however, can take up a large proportion of a lab-
oratory’s space and thus serves to anchor what would otherwise be rather portable
devices. The potential benefit of mobile atom chips is evident by their accuracy
in timing and sensing applications, but many of these cannot be realized until the
burden of this anchor is lifted by miniaturizing this associated technology.
1.2 The Chip Scale Vapour Cell and Atomic Clock
One of the great innovations towards the goal of miniaturising atomic physics
packages was demonstrated in 2003 when Li-Anne Liew et al. from the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) presented a microfabricated cae-
sium vapour cell consisting of an etched silicon wafer sandwiched between a pair
of quartz windows[25]. The sandwich was sealed using the well characterized an-
odic bonding technique and allowed for cells with internal volumes below 1 mm3,
much smaller than the packages permitted by traditional glass-blowing technol-
ogy. Liew et al. also described two separate methods with which to dispense the
alkali metal within the package, either by a chemical reaction of barium azide
with caesium chloride or direct injection of liquid caesium whilst in an oxygen free
environment. The former technique allowed the sealing to be enacted in an ultra
high vacuum, whilst the latter was a simpler technique for applications that could
cope with higher background pressures. This miniature vapour cell demonstrated
the viability of microfabricating atomic physics packages and foreshadowed future
developments such as portable atomic spectroscopic and time standards.
Svenja Knappe et al. continued the development of these vapour cells at NIST,
revealing the first caesium Chip Scale Atomic Clock (CSAC) in 2004[26]. Previous
designs of miniature atomic clocks usually required the use of microwave cavities
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Figure 1.1: Chip Scale Atomic Clock (CSAC) by Svenja Knappe et al. at
NIST. The total height of the stack is 4.2 mm. This image is in the public
domain because it is a work of the United States Federal Government,
under the terms of Title 17, Chapter 1, Section 105 of the US Code.
in order to induce their magnetic dipole transitions, which had necessarily limited
their size to at least half the wavelength of the clock transition, corresponding
to ∼ 1.6 cm for caesium. The CSAC, however, was able to be reduced to sizes
much smaller than this because it probed the clock transition using the all op-
tical phenomenon of Coherent Population Trapping, realizing a resonance width
of 7.1 kHz[27, 28]. The CSAC consisted of a stack of microfabricated elements
including the vapour cell of Liew et al. in combination with a Vertical Cavity
Surface Emitting Laser VCSEL, collimating and polarizing optics, filters, heaters
and a photodiode, all of which when combined was smaller than a grain of rice.
The clock operated by modulating the VCSEL at half of the clock frequency of
caesium in order to produce two first order optical sidebands separated by the hy-
perfine transition. The vapour becomes transparent if the modulation frequency
is exactly half of the transition frequency, so a photodiode measures the transmis-
sion through the vapour cell while an external servo loop acts to maximize this
value by tuning the modulation frequency, thus keeping it locked to the atomic
reference.
The importance of the work at NIST is that it illustrated the great benefits of
miniaturising physics packages through wafer level microfabrication, both resulting
4 Chapter 1 Introduction
in a vast improvement in power consumption and portability, but also showing how
readily these processes could be scaled up and thus become more economical.
Chapter 2
Integrated Atom Chips
One approach to producing a portable atom chip is to miniaturize the existing
technology, for example the miniature vacuum chamber and ion pump used by
ColdQuanta[29]. We instead are interested in creating an Integrated Atom Chip
(IAC), so rather than placing an atom chip in a miniaturized vacuum chamber,
we invert the design so that the chip itself becomes the vacuum chamber. In
designing these devices, we will need to replace external turbomolecular and ion
vacuum pumps with non-evaporable getter films and planar microfabricated mini-
ion pumps[30]. Lasers which would usually be located on an optical bench need
to be redesigned such that they are fabricated on or in the chip and external coils
used to produce the magnetic fields must be substituted with a combination of
thin magnetic films and on-chip deposited wires and coils.
An integrated atom chip has the obvious advantage over existing atom chip designs
of an increase in portability and because of this, allows practical mobile cold atom
sensors for applications such as geodesy and the prospecting for both oil and
minerals. Microfabrication not only allows for the reduction of device size, but
also lends itself to mass production, enabling this technology to become more
affordable and opening the way for possible new applications.
We aim to produce an IAC package that is completely self contained and that can
be manufactured using techniques developed for MEMs and the semiconductor
industry, rather than just shrinking the current designs of vacuum chambers and
external optics. This should make the fabrication suitable for parallel process-
ing, both to allow for mass production of these devices, but also to reduce their
experimental cost to research institutions.
5
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2.1 Technical Challenges
In order to produce integrated atom chips we have to tackle a number of engi-
neering problems. Perhaps most obviously, we need to produce a chamber which
can seal an ultra high vacuum and we must be able to maintain this pressure
for the lifetime of the device. Suitable atom sources need to be sealed into the
chips which are able to provide atoms on demand but stable enough to maintain
a high vacuum and last for the lifetime of the chip. A trap geometry needs to be
invented that is compatible with the design of the integrated atom chip, taking
into consideration the possible constraints of the system such as reduced optical
access and, if necessary, appropriate electrical and optical feedthroughs need to
be developed to allow for manipulation of the cold atoms from the outside world.
Also the external electronic and optical systems, such as the laser stabilization,
beam modulators and electronic feedback systems need to be shrunk to a size on
the order of the integrated atom chips themselves.
Our goal is to design an integrated atom chip with a device lifetime of 1000 days.
This figure is fairly low for a commercial product but presents significant theo-
retical and technical challenges whilst acting as a benchmark for future designs.
The typical lifetime of consumer applications using MEMS vacuum encapsulation
is around 3 to 5 years and up to 20 years if used in avionics. Our 1000 day fig-
ure is thus approaching the lower end expected of a consumer device[31]. The
prototype chip must maintain a vacuum of 10−10 mbar and be able to do so with
passive pumping alone, as although integrated ion pumping has been demonstrated
previously[32], the added complexity of this technology has led us to leave this to
be implemented in a later model. Cold atom clouds can form in magneto optical
traps even at pressures on the order of the room temperature vapour pressure of
rubidium[33], however as the pressure increases the lifetime of atoms in the trap
reduces as a result of collisions with those of the background. Although higher
pressure traps have lower lifetimes than their counterparts, they offer high cap-
ture rates and so are frequently employed to pre-cool atoms before being loaded
into a secondary, low pressure MOT. We chose a target pressure of 10−10 mbar
for our integrated atom chips as it allows the freedom to implement dual cham-
ber designs, but also is sufficiently low to form Bose-Einstein condensates without
this secondary chamber if light induced atomic desorption is used to enhance the
loading rate[34].
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2.2 Ultra High Vacuum
Macroscopic vacuum chambers typically use stainless steel components, often with
the standard ConFlat or Klien flanges being employed to connect them together.
Construction of a vacuum chamber begins with a thorough degrease of these pieces,
starting the process using a simple detergent followed by an acetone bath and, af-
ter perhaps a number of intermediate solvents, a final clean with methanol. The
vacuum chamber is then assembled, and if Ultra High Vacuum (UHV) or even
lower pressures are desired then baking is performed to remove gas in the walls
of the steel which would otherwise drastically increase the base pressure. For un-
baked systems, the outgassing is dominated by absorbed gas in the metal’s surface
oxide, however baked systems experience outgassing that is primarily determined
by diffusion through the bulk of the material[35, 36]. This baking process is ac-
companied by a combination of turbo-molecular and rough pumping so that the
desorbing material can be removed. Upon completion of the bake, the chamber
is sealed off from these pumps and a number of ion pumps are activated to bring
the pressure into the UHV region.
One way to miniaturise this system would be to microfabricate a series of MEMS
pumps analogous to those used in standard vacuum chambers [37]. In a com-
mercial product, however, there would often be no need to open the device up to
atmospheric pressures, and so a simpler and more effective method of providing
in-chip ultra high vacuum would be to seal the device whilst already in a UHV
environment.
As the vacuum chamber is formed within our atom chips we first must etch or
machine a cavity into the substrate and then hermetically bond a capping wafer to
it after the appropriate pumps, wires and atom sources are placed within. Optical
access is essential to be able to magneto optically trap atoms within an IAC,
so there must be a transparent region through which lasers can be passed and
through which the atoms can be imaged. This would be achieved most easily
by using a glass wafer as the capping layer, and this is the approach we are
taking in our initial designs. The substrate that forms half of the integrated
vacuum chamber must have a negligible vapour pressure, a low outgassing and
permeability rate, and it must be able to be etched or machined. There must be
suitable bonding techniques that can hermetically seal the substrate to glass, and
the materials must have closely matched coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE)
so that they do not experience cracks due to stresses exerted during outgassing
and other microfabrication processes.
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First we consider using stainless steel as the substrate with which to form the
micro-chambers of our integrated atom chips. Stainless steel is widely used in
vacuum chambers, having been extensively studied for that purpose, and there
are a few bonding techniques available to adhere it to glass. The mismatch in
coefficients of thermal expansion preclude na¨ıvely producing a stainless steel to
glass bond at high temperature because the fragility of glass under tension makes
it liable to crack upon cooling. Kovar is used in vacuum chamber viewports as it
has a CTE that is well matched to glass, however we can immediately discount
its use due to its undesirable magnetic properties. Compression seals instead
rely on the compressive strength of glass, avoiding the application of tension, yet
this technology does not lend itself to wafer level microfabrication. Housekeeper
seals can be used for materials with poorly matched CTEs, however these rely on
forming a tapered metal edge which again may pose difficult to microfabricate.
Having discounted stainless steel we can now see that silicon is a natural choice
for the substrate of our devices. Being the most commonly used semiconductor
in electronics, many microfabrication procedures have been designed to work with
the material and it is commonly available in high purity. In addition, silicon has
extremely low permeation and outgassing rates. There are a number of glasses
that have closely matched CTEs to silicon and these can be bonded though a
number of microfabrication techniques.
The vacuum requirements of MEMS devices differ hugely depending on their ap-
plication, this varies from 103 mbar to 10−4 mbar for absolute pressure sensors to
lower than 10−4 mbar for microbolometers[38]. The lowest measured pressure we
have found reported in a MEMS device is 10−8 mbar for a field emission display.
This, admittedly, was maintained through the use of an external pump that acted
upon a evacuation tube, and was also seemingly inferred from measurements using
a vacuum gauge external to the MEMS package[39]. Pressures in other MEMS
devices may be lower than this value, however without suitable in chip gauges
they lack the means to measure the quality of their vacuum. It is a matter of
serendipity that the cold atoms that we wish to trap within our devices have the
capability of measuring their background pressure. This is possible because the
loading rate of a magneto optical trap is a linear function of the background pres-
sure. This relationship has been known since MOTs were first demonstrated, but
with the ready availability of vacuum gauges it was not characterised until 2012
when Arpornthip et al. showed that the MOT loading time τ is related to the
vacuum pressure by the proportionality constant of (2× 10−8 mbar s)/τ [40].
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2.2.1 Pumping
Our integrated atom chips will be sealed under ultra high vacuum, however with-
out the use of in-chip pumps, the quality of the vacuum will soon decrease as
the internal surfaces of the chip outgas, the seals leak and contaminants perme-
ate through the chip’s walls. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the pumping
scheme that will be employed in our first integrated atom chips is purely passive,
leaving ion pumping elements to be incorporated in subsequent designs. In our
prototype IACs, we will be using Non Evaporable Getter films, NEGs, to passively
pump any reactive gases that may desorb from the chips’ walls.
Getters are alloy depositions that act as pumps due to their ability to react with
and adsorb chemically active gaseous species that are incident upon them. NEGs
are getters which have the added property that during activation and reactivation
any adsorbed material on the film’s surface does not outgas, ruining the vacuum.
Instead the reacted species diffuse into the bulk of the material, revealing a fresh
surface ready for further pumping whilst maintaining the existing vacuum.
2.2.2 Permeation
Two of the greatest concerns that threaten the vacuum in integrated atom chips
are hydrogen and the noble gases, of which helium is a particular worry. The
Achilles heel of our passively pumped micro-chamber is that non-evaporable get-
ters are unable to pump the nobles due to their very low chemical reactivity and,
as as result, their permeation is one of the weakest links in maintaining ultra
high vacuum. Helium is often used as a tracer due to its ability to pass through
extremely small leaks and, as considered in this section, is able to permeate glass.
The permeation of gas through the walls of a vacuum chamber can be broken
down to several steps[41]:
1. Gas molecules are incident upon the external walls of the chamber.
2. Adsorption of the gas onto the material’s surface.
3. If energetically favourable the permeating gas disassociates upon adsorption.
4. The molecules are then dissolved into the surface of the material to a degree
that depends on their solubility.
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5. The gas diffuses through the bulk along a concentration gradient as per
Fick’s first law (equation 2.2), eventually reaching another surface.
6. The dissolved gas moves from the bulk of the material to this new surface.
7. Desorption of the gas occurs on the vacuum side of the chamber wall, if
necessary recombining as it does so.
Surfaces complicate the permeation process as, for example, the oxide layer that
is found upon stainless steel vacuum chambers can act as a barrier to throttle per-
meation (and degassing), and the recombination of disassociated molecules upon
desorption acts as a further restriction[36, 42, 43]. The influence of a material’s
surface only acts to reduce the permeation rate of gases, as a result treating per-
meation as mere diffusion through the bulk can only overestimate the permeation
rate, and so this conservative approach is taken in the following subsection.
2.2.2.1 Bulk Diffusion
To quantify the permeation through the walls of a vacuum chamber we begin with
Boyle’s law, which states that the product of the pressure and volume for a given
mass of gas is constant at a constant temperature. This provides a measure of the
quantity of a gas, from which the flow rate into a volume V can be defined as:
Q =
d(PV )
dt
(2.1)
where P is the pressure of a gas within the volume. Fick’s first law states that
upon reaching a steady state F , the rate at which a substance diffuses through a
barrier of unit area is proportional to the concentration gradient across the barrier:
F =
Q
A
= −D∂C
∂x
(2.2)
where C is the concentration of the diffusing substance, D is the diffusion coeffi-
cient and x is the space coordinate normal to the barrier’s surface. The diffusion
coefficient is exponentially dependent on temperature:
D = D0 exp
(−ED
kBT
)
(2.3)
where ED is the activation energy for diffusion, kB is the Boltzmann constant
and T is the barrier temperature. The concentration of gas dissolved within the
surface of a solid is determined by Henry’s law, which states that it is related to
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the partial pressure of the gas at the surface by:
C = SP n (2.4)
where the parameter S is the solubility of the gas in the solid and n is a constant
that depends on the material and is equal to one for non-metals and is one half
for diatomic molecules in metals. This latter case is known as Sieverts’ law. As
with the diffusion coefficient, the solubility also takes the form of an Arrhenius
equation:
S = S0 exp
(−ES
kBT
)
(2.5)
where ES is the energy of solution. Combining Henry’s law with Fick’s first law
of diffusion we can find the diffusion rate of a quantity of gas through the walls of
a vacuum chamber of thickness d and surface area A:
Q =
KA(P next − P nint)
d
(2.6)
where Pext and Pint are respectively the partial pressures of the diffusing substance
within the atmosphere and inside the vacuum chamber, and K = DS is the
permeation rate. This diffusion rate relies on the assumption of Fick’s first law
that the concentration gradient has reached a steady state within the barrier. If
this is not the case then Fick’s second law must be employed, which states that
the time dependence of the concentration along a diffusion barrier is determined
by the differential equation:
D
∂2C
∂x2
=
∂C
∂t
(2.7)
which is analogous to Fourier’s heat equation, and can be solved using the same
techniques[44–46].
The materials that are used to make integrated atom chips must be thoroughly
degassed prior to assembly in an effort to increase device lifetime. Degassing re-
moves dissolved gas particles within the vacuum chamber’s walls and grants a
delay period before which permeation into the chamber can reach its maximum
flow rate. A well degassed barrier should begin completely devoid of the contam-
inating gas, and thus would have a concentration of zero throughout its extent
C(x, t = 0) = 0. If at time t = 0 one side of the barrier at x = 0 is exposed
to a partial gas pressure of Pext then from Henry’s law (eq. 2.4) we can say the
concentration of this gas at its surface must equal to C(x = 0, t) = SP next. This
assumption is justified considering the time scales of diffusion throughout the bulk
are significantly longer than those which govern the initial absorption of the gas
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into the material’s surface. The concentration at the vacuum side of the barrier
is assumed to be zero throughout the diffusion process C(x = d, t) = 0, which
is appropriate if the chamber’s partial pressure is negligible compared to the at-
mospheric partial pressure, and thus does not have an appreciable influence on
the permeation rate. In equilibrium, after a sufficient time has passed, equation
2.2 shows that the concentration is linear across the barrier and is determined
by the two boundary conditions at the surfaces of the material. The equilibrium
concentration is thus given by Ceq(x) = SP
n
ext(1 − xd ), from which we can define
a new function v(x, t) that relates the equilibrium concentration to that found at
time t at position x:
C(x, t) = Ceq(x) + v(x, t) (2.8)
Taking time and position derivatives of this function gives:
∂v
∂t
=
∂C
∂t
− ∂Ceq(x)
∂t
=
∂C
∂t
(2.9)
∂2v
∂x2
=
∂2C
∂x2
− ∂
2Ceq(x)
∂x2
=
∂2C
∂x2
(2.10)
which shows that v(x, t), like C(x, t), must also satisfy equation 2.7, but with the
easier to solve boundary conditions v(x = 0, t) = v(x = d, t) = 0. This differential
equation can be solved using the separation of variables to yield a Fourier series
with an exponential time dependence:
v(x, t) =
∞∑
m=1
Bm sin
(
mpix
d
)
exp
(
−D
(
mpi
d
)2
t
)
(2.11)
We can now find the expansion coefficients by using the initial condition that
the membrane begins completely degassed v(x, t = 0) = C(x, t = 0) − Ceq(x) =
−SP next(1− xd ):
Bm =
2
d
∫ d
0
v(x, t = 0) sin
(
mpix
d
)
dx (2.12)
= −2
d
∫ d
0
SP next
(
1− x
d
)
sin
(
mpix
d
)
dx
= −2SP
n
ext
mpi
which leads to the solution:
v(x, t) = −
∞∑
m=1
2SP next
mpi
sin
(
mpix
d
)
exp
(
−D
(
mpi
d
)2
t
)
(2.13)
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C(x, t) = SP next
(1− x
d
)−
∞∑
m=1
2
mpi
sin
(
mpix
d
)
exp
(
−D
(
mpi
d
)2
t
) (2.14)
Although we know how C(x, t) is related to the pressure in the cavity from Henry’s
law Pint(t) = n
√
C(x = d, t)/S, we cannot use equation 2.14 to directly find it as
we have set the concentration to equal zero on the vacuum side of the barrier
in choosing our boundary conditions. We can however combine equations 2.1
and 2.2 to find how the rate of change of the chamber pressure is related to the
concentration profile in the material:
∂P
∂t
= −DA
V
∂C
∂x
(2.15)
then using equation 2.14 we can determine the rate at which gas flows into the
cavity:
∂P (x = d, t)
∂t
=
DSA
V d
P next
1 + ∞∑
m=1
2 cos (mpi) exp
(
−D
(
mpi
d
)2
t
) (2.16)
which after a sufficiently long time reduces back to the rate shown in equation 2.6,
again under the assumption that the cavity pressure makes a negligible reduction
of the permeation rate. Equation 2.16 can now be integrated to find the pressure
in the cavity at time t:
Pint(t) =
DSA
V d
P next
t− d2
6D
−
∞∑
m=1
2
D
(
d
mpi
)2
(−1)m exp
(
−D
(
mpi
d
)2
t
)
(2.17)
where we have used the fact that the infinite alternating series in the result is
given by the Dirichlet eta function:
η(2) =
∞∑
m=1
(−1)m−1
m2
=
pi2
12
(2.18)
The cavity pressure predicted by equation 2.17 is only overestimated by our earlier
decision to set the boundary condition of the cavity pressure to zero, thus we
are erring on the safe side of this calculation. After a sufficiently long time the
exponential in this function becomes negligible and the cavity pressure can be
approximated by the linear function:
Pint(t) ≈ DSA
V d
P next (t− tc) (2.19)
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Figure 2.1: Theoretical pressure within several different integrated atom
chips as a function of time due to helium permeation through their 1 mm
thick glass capping wafers. The plots have been calculated using equation
2.17 and data has been sourced from[47, 48].
where tc =
d2
6D
is the characteristic time, a measure of the time required to reach
a constant flow of gas.
Our integrated atom chips will have a glass capping wafer to both seal our evac-
uated cavities, but also to allow for optical access into and out of the chips. As
noble gases permeate through glasses, and also cannot be pumped by NEGs we
have to choose an appropriate type of glass that has a sufficiently low permeation
rate that the nobles do not significantly raise the base pressure of the cavities
during the lifetime of the chips.
Figure 2.1 shows the time dependent partial pressure of helium within several
atom chips with differing glass composition capping wafers as the gas permeates
through them. All of the chips are modelled at a temperature of 20 ◦C and as
having an internal volume of 0.5 cm3 with a glass capping wafer 1.0 mm thick and
single sided surface area 2.5 cm2. The devices are modelled as being exposed to
atmospheric air and thus are in the presence of a partial pressure of helium of
5.31× 10−3 mbar[49–51]. The three glass wafers modelled are fused quartz, Pyrex
(Corning 7740) and aluminosilicate (Corning 1720), and the permeation figures are
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Atomic/molecular Permeability constant K
diameter (A) (fused silica) at 700 ◦C
Helium 1.95 2.1× 10−8
Hydrogen 2.5 2.1× 10−9
Deuterium 2.55 1.7× 10−9
Neon 2.4 4.2× 10−10
Argon 3.15 <10−15
Oxygen 3.2 <10−15
Nitrogen 3.4 <10−15
Table 2.1: Atomic/molecular diameter and permeability of various gases
through fused silica at 700 ◦C[41, 54].
taken from[47, 48]. The plot clearly shows that aluminosilicate glass has superior
permeation properties, with a lifetime more than two orders of magnitude greater
than the second best glass Zerodur.
Aluminosilicate also has a sufficiently well matched CTE to silicon for it to be
anodically bonded, and so it is an ideal material for our devices, and is the main
glass material we are investigating [52]. The permeation of other gases through
glasses can be estimated by the relative size of the gaseous molecule, and table
2.1 shows this comparison for some of the smaller gases, the permeation rate
dropping by five orders of magnitude for molecules larger than 0.25 nm[41]. These
rates can be referenced to table 2.2 which shows the partial pressure of the gases
more commonly found in the atmosphere. The other gas of concern with regard to
permeation through glass is hydrogen, although it is not as much of a threat as it is
pumped by non-evaporable getters, it has has very low amounts in the atmosphere
and has a lower permeation than helium in glasses due it being transported as a
diatomic form rather than dissociating upon adsorption[53]. As silicon is the other
significant material in our integrated atom chips the permeation through it also
has to be considered. Thankfully the permeation of these gases is very low through
silicon due to its crystalline structure and so they do not provide a great threat to
the vacuum. A collection of the wide variation in the diffusivity data of hydrogen
and helium in silicon has been compiled from the literature and is presented in
appendix C for reference.
2.2.3 Outgassing
In the previous section regarding permeation we considered the flow of gas through
a barrier that is initially completely degassed. Outgassing could be defined to
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Partial pressure (mbar)[49] Partial pressure (mbar)[50, 51]
N2 791.86 791.1
O2 212.25 212.3
CO2 3.14× 10−1 3.58× 10−1
He 5.31× 10−3 5.31× 10−3
Ne 1.842× 10−2 1.842× 10−2
Ar 9.46 9.46
Kr 1.16× 10−3 1.16× 10−3
Xe 8.8× 10−5 8.8× 10−5
O3 - variable
N2O - 3.1× 10−4
CO - 1.2× 10−4
H2 - 5× 10−4
NH3 - 1× 10−4
NO2 - 1× 10−6
SO2 - 2× 10−7
H2S - 2× 10−7
CCl2F2 - 4.9× 10−7
CCl3F - 2.8× 10−7
Table 2.2: Partial pressure of the constituents of dry atmospheric air as-
suming a total pressure of 1013.25 mbar[49–51].
encompass this, and any other inadvertent flux of atoms into a vacuum chamber
however we instead regard outgassing as gas sources due to contaminants that have
not been completely removed from the bulk of the chamber or remain adhered to
its surfaces.
As mentioned previously, strict cleaning procedures must be followed to prepare a
vacuum chamber for use, however the subsequent baking step is just as important,
reducing the concentration of molecules available to outgas as the chamber is
brought back to room temperature. The desorption rate of a material depends
on the binding energies of the various contaminating gases to the surface, the
surface temperature and surface coverage[55]. Two types of adsorption methods
keep molecules and atoms adhered to the surface of a vacuum chamber. Van
der Waals forces contribute contaminants with binding energies less than 0.4 eV,
whilst chemisorption forms chemical bonds between the gas and the chamber’s
surface with energies that lie between 0.8 eV and 8 eV[55].
The surface desorption rate is given by[55, 56]:
dN
dt
= −vk (θN0)k exp
(−ES
kBT
)
(2.20)
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where N is the molecular surface density, N0 is the molecular surface density at
full coverage, θ is the fractional surface coverage, k is the desorption order, vk is
frequency of vibration of the molecules, which is typically on the order of 1013Hz,
and ES is the desorption energy. The desorption is of first order when the rate
depends linearly on the molecular surface density N = N0θ, which applies for
physisorbed molecules and for non-dissociated chemisorbed molecules[57].
For small values of binding energy, ES<0.7 eV, the desorption rate at room tem-
perature is so high that the outgassing molecules can be rapidly removed from
a chamber’s surface, whilst in contrast large values of this parameter ES>1.1 eV
cause such glacial desorption rates that they do not pose a serious threat to the
pressure of a chamber maintained at room temperature. It is the intermediate
‘Outgassing Energy Range’ (OER) which is problematic and prompts the use of a
high temperature bake out to sufficiently degas these molecules[55]. Having a des-
orption energy of between 0.82 eV to 0.99 eV, water is in the OER and as a result
is one of the most prominent gases during initial baking of vacuum chambers.
Using the same procedure as we employed in section 2.2.2 we can calculate the
distribution of gas within the wall of a vacuum chamber, or any material to be
used within the chamber, as it diffuses out while degassing. During degassing,
the material is placed within another vacuum chamber which is held at a de-
gassing pressure Pdg, the base partial pressure of the contaminant in the degassing
chamber. Initially the material is assumed to have a uniform concentration of the
contaminant throughout itself, and this concentration is determined from equa-
tion 2.4 to equal to C(x, t = 0) = SP natm, where Patm is the partial pressure of
the contaminant in the atmosphere in which it was stored prior to degassing.
During degassing the walls of the material are assumed to have a concentration
of SP ndegas, and this determines the boundary conditions of the problem to be
C(x = 0, t) = C(x = d, t) = SP ndegas. As before, we can transform the problem
from solving C(x, t) to v(x, t) with equation 2.8. Once again, this function is zero
at the walls of the material, giving rise to boundary conditions that make it easier
to solve. The expansion coefficients for the solution are given by:
Bm =
2
d
∫ d
0
−SP natm sin
(
mpix
d
)
dx (2.21)
Bm = −2SP
n
atm
mpi
[
1− (−1)m] (2.22)
v(x, t) = −
∞∑
m=1
2SP natm
mpi
[
1− (−1)m] sin(mpix
d
)
exp
(
−D
(
mpi
d
)2
t
)
(2.23)
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Figure 2.2: Concentration of helium within the walls of a 1.0 mm thick
wafer of silicon after being degassed for one week at various tempera-
tures. The base partial pressure of the degassing chamber is assumed to
be 1.0× 10−13 mbar and prior to degassing the wafer was assumed to have
reached a concentration in equilibrium with the partial pressure of helium
in the atmosphere (5.2× 10−3 mbar). The plotted temperatures are 20°C,
50°C, 100°C, 125°C and 150°C.
The Bm term is equal to zero for even values of m, hence we can skip them
in the summation and rewrite the function in terms of the concentration of the
contaminant:
C(x, t) = SP ndegas−
∞∑
m=1
4SP natm
(2m− 1) pi sin
(
(2m− 1) pix
d
)
exp
(
−D
(
(2m− 1) pi
d
)2
t
)
(2.24)
Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show the concentration profile of helium within a 1.0 mm thick
wafer of silicon as it is degassed at a number of different temperatures for one week.
The partial pressure of helium in the atmosphere was taken to be 5.2× 10−3 mbar
and the pressure of the degassing chamber was assumed to be 1.0× 10−13 mbar.
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Figure 2.3: Concentration of helium within the walls of a 1.0 mm thick
wafer of silicon after being degassed for one week at various tempera-
tures. The base partial pressure of the degassing chamber is assumed to
be 1.0× 10−13 mbar and prior to degassing the wafer was assumed to have
reached a concentration in equilibrium with the partial pressure of helium
in the atmosphere (5.2× 10−3 mbar). The plotted temperatures are 20°C,
100°C, 120°C, 140°C, 160°C and 180°C.
Using equation 2.15 and recognising that the same outgassing rate occurs both at
x = 0 and x = d we can calculate the total degassing rate of the material to be:
Q = V
∂P (t)
∂t
=
8DSAP natm
d
∞∑
m=1
exp
(
−D
(
(2m− 1) pi
d
)2
t
)
(2.25)
2.2.4 Leaks
The third type of atom source that we consider is the leaking of gas into the
vacuum chamber through micro-channels and defects in seals. The rate at which
the pressure rises within the cavity of an integrated atom chip is determined by
the balancing of the leak rate and the pumping due to the NEG:
dPc
dt
=
1
V
(
QL − LPPc (1− θ)k
)
(2.26)
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where QL is the leak rate into the chamber, Pc is the chamber pressure, θ is
the fractional surface coverage of the NEG, LP is its maximum pumping rate that
occurs at zero coverage and k is the order of desorption. Upon sealing an integrated
atom chip the pressure within its cavity drops until the leak rate matches the NEG
pumping rate. It can be seen that for a sufficiently large capacity NEG this base
pressure is approximated by:
Pbase =
QL
LP
(2.27)
and is maintained until the surface coverage of the NEG becomes so great that the
pumping rate drops dramatically and the chamber pressure rises. The calculation
of the maximum leak rate can be simplified by modelling the NEG’s pumping
speed as constant at its maximum rate until it becomes completely saturated to
its molar capacity CG, at which point pumping ceases completely. Under these
assumptions the ideal gas law can be combined with equations 2.1 and 2.26 to find
an approximate value of the maximum leak rate:
QL =
CGRT
τL
(2.28)
where R is the ideal gas constant, T is the absolute temperature and τL is the
desired lifetime of the device. Figure 2.4 shows a simulation of the pressure in an
integrated atom chip of volume V = 0.5 cm3 containing an NEG with a capacity for
1.5× 1014 molecules and an initial pumping speed of LP = 0.17 l s−1 over the course
of its lifetime as it is exposed to a nitrogen leak of QL = 7.0× 10−14 mbar l s−1. The
quoted NEG pumping speed and capacity corresponds to the nitrogen pumping
parameters of the smooth Ti-Zr-V films measured by P. Chiggiato and P. Costa
Pinto at CERN, assuming an NEG area of 1.0 cm2[58]. The simulated leak rate was
chosen by using equation 2.28 to determine the maximum permissible value that
would provide a chip lifetime of 1000 days. At the beginning of the simulation the
atom chip is sealed and the pressure drops until the base pressure from equation
2.27 is reached. The atom chip maintains this pressure until the NEG becomes
saturated at which point the pressure in the cavity rises sharply, coinciding with
the prediction by equation 2.28 which is shown in the diagram as a dashed vertical
line.
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Figure 2.4: Simulated chamber pressure and NEG surface coverage of an
integrated atom chip as nitrogen leaks in at a rate of 7.0× 10−14 mbar l s−1.
The properties of the simulated NEG film are based upon the smooth Ti-
Zr-V NEGs of P. Chiggiato and P. Costa Pinto at CERN[58].
2.2.5 Wafer bonding methods
2.2.5.1 Glass frit bonding
Glass frit bonding is a widespread wafer level technique for sealing MEMS devices
through the use of a melted glass interface and has been used to seal silicon,
silicon dioxide, silicon nitride, aluminium and glass in high yields without any
special process modification[38]. The technique involves depositing glass paste
onto a wafer via screen printing, which wets the surface as it melts. The melted
glass is able to flow across surface defects and hence provides a hermetic seal
for surfaces that are not completely uniform, even allowing for the inclusion of
electrical feedthroughs. The glass paste consists of a powdered glass with an
organic binding compound added to form a paste with sufficient viscosity to aid
application. As with other bonding methods, the glass within the paste must have
a coefficient of thermal expansion that is well matched with that of the wafers to
be sealed to prevent thermal stresses from causing fractures and compromising
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the bond. In addition to the selection of the glass to be used, inorganic additives
are also included in these glass pastes to help improve matching.
After application of the glass paste on one of the bonding surfaces it is heated to
burn out the organic binder that otherwise would provide a source of outgassing
and reduce the strength of the bond. After this degassing has been completed, the
glass is heated further to the wetting temperature as the materials to be bonded
are pressed together whilst the glass reflows. To achieve a low wetting temperature
compatible with other microelectronic processes lead glasses are usually used in
glass frit bonds, restricting the choice of glass. More recently, however, lead free
glass frit pastes have become available for example the 51115HT1 from Asahi Glass
Company which was developed specifically for vacuum applications.
Leak rates of glass frit seals have been reported in the literature down to 7× 10−9
mbar l s−1 with barriers only 200 µm thick, and it appears from the presented data
that these rates could be further improved simply by using thicker walls[59]. D.
Sparks et al.[60] produced a number of MEMS resonators that were sealed in vac-
uum with this technique and they were able to determine the background pressure
from their quality factors. The lowest pressures inferred from these resonators is
around 10−3 mbar, although the true pressures could be lower as the quality fac-
tor flattens out at lower pressures, reducing the accuracy of the measurement.
Another variation on the method can be employed if the temperatures required
during glass frit bonding causes an unacceptable level of outgassing. Lorenz et al.
showed that a high powered laser could be used to selectively heat the glass paste,
causing it to melt whilst keeping the remainder of the wafer relatively cool[61, 62].
They managed to keep the centre of a vacuum device below 200°C while its bonds
were being formed at 440°C.
2.2.5.2 Eutectic bonding
A eutectic alloy is a composition of a number of metals that has the mixing ratio
which gives the lowest possible melting point. Looking at the phase diagram of
the alloys of gold and silicon it can been seen that pure gold melts at 1063°C and
pure silicon melts at 1412°C, however many Au-Si mixtures have lower melting
points than this and the eutectic alloy lies at 19% silicon, which has a melting
point of 363°C[63].
Eutectic bonding is a type of solder seal that exploits the properties of eutectic
alloys so that, for example, a wafer coated in gold that is pressed against a wafer
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of silicon will experience silicon diffusion into the gold to form a eutectic alloy that
melts at the interface at 363°C. Upon cooling the eutectic alloy solidifies, forming
a hermetic eutectic bond.
Problems occur if the silicon wafer is not suitably cleaned before bonding as silicon
dioxide exhibits poor wettability of gold resulting in poor adhesion, as even a native
oxide is sufficient to compromise reliability. Another solution to this problem is
to add an adhesion layer upon the oxide, such as titanium or chromium, before
the gold is deposited. These intermediate layers act as diffusion barriers, but also
cause further issues as silicides are able to form and as a result the temperature
required to achieve a reliable bond raises to around 520°C[63]. Leak rates with
eutectic bonding have been quoted below 1.1× 10−13 mbar l s−1[64]
2.2.5.3 Anodic bonding
Anodic bonding is a technique which can be used to seal glasses to metals or
semiconductors through heating the interface been the materials whilst applying
a moderately high voltage across it. The electric field across the glass causes
mobile alkali ions to move away from the material interface, leaving oxygen ions
behind which are able to form bonds with the metal. Once again, matching CTEs
is extremely important with this process. Leak rates with this bonding method
have been reported down to 2.7× 10−14 mbar l s−1[64]
2.2.5.4 Direct bonding
Direct bonding is the fusion of extremely flat surfaces through van der Waals forces,
hydrogen bonds, capillary forces and/or electrostatic forces. Provided the surfaces
are sufficiently flat, they will adhere at room temperature upon being brought into
contact, a process which is often reversible. A much greater bond strength can
be achieved by subsequent annealing of the interface, which forms chemical bonds
between the surfaces[38]. There are two types of direct bonding for bonding silicon
to silicon: hydrophilic and hydrophobic. Hydrophilic bonding concerns silicon
wafers which have a surface layer of silicon dioxide, whilst hydrophobic bonding
is used for wafers which have had this oxide removed.
Surface warping of up to 100µm can produce acceptable direct bonds however
this process is very sensitive to particles that get trapped between the surfaces
causing unbonded regions. Cleanliness is particularly important for integrated
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atom chips, as the thicker wafers that are required are less deformable and as a
result less tolerant to particulates that they must seal around. Surface roughness
is another important parameter, and it should remain below 0.3 nm to 0.5 nm for
adequate bonding of hydrophilic silicon.
Hydrophilic wafer bonding can be used to bond a silicon wafer with a thermal ox-
ide to another wafer with only a thin oxide layer. Pre treating of the silicon with
RCA cleaning steps can leave a hydrophobic surface formed of Si-O-Si bonds and
silanol groups (Si-OH). Initially water is present between the two wafers which
produces van der Waals forces between the hydroxide in the silanol as a result of
hydrogen bonds. This water partially diffuses out of the interface during anneal-
ing, but it also reacts with the surfaces to produce more Si-OH bonds. As the
water is removed from the interface, the surfaces are brought closer together un-
til eventually the hydroxide groups between opposing wafers are directly bonded
together, which then react to form Si-O-Si bonds directly between the surfaces in
addition to creating additional water. The remaining water can react with silicon
to produce silicon dioxide and hydrogen, the latter of which can produce voids in
the bond if the thermal oxide is not thick enough to absorb it all.
Hydrophobic wafer bonding can be used to bond bare silicon wafers together which
have no oxide layers. In this process the wafers have their native oxide removed
by dipping them in hydrofluoric acid. The acid leaves Si-F and Si-H bonds at
the wafers’ surface, which similarly to hydrophilic direct wafer bonding draws the
surfaces together due to the van der Waals forces between H-F molecules. During
annealing the number of H-F molecules joining the wafers decreases as they form
additional bonds to the silicon surfaces. The wafers are brought closer together
and eventually the Si-H bonds of opposing wafers bond to form a Si-Si interface,
whilst producing hydrogen as a by-product. Unlike in hydrophilic direct bonding,
this hydrogen does not have a layer of silicon dioxide in which to dissolve and so
produces voids in the bond if it is unable to degas during annealing.
The problem of hydrogen voids can be avoided completely if hydrophobic direct
bonding is performed under vacuum. In this variation of the technique the wafers
are stripped of their oxide layer using a hydrofluoric acid dip as before, but then the
wafers are immediately contacted to protect their surfaces before they reach the
vacuum chamber. When ultra high vacuum is reached the wafers can be separated
and then baked as to allow for the Si-H bonds to break, leaving dangling silicon
bonds. The wafers are then allowed to cool so that the base pressure of the vacuum
chamber is reduced. Finally the wafers are brought back together, allowing for
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the dangling bonds to connect and giving a bond strength that is typical to that
found in bulk silicon itself[65].
The lowest leak rate the author has found reported for direct bonding is 3.28× 10−15
mbar l s−1, for a MEMS nanoreactor device used to aid electron microscopy of
chemical processes at the nanoscale[66].
Of all of these bonding techniques, anodic bonding and eutectic bonding seem the
most promising for use in integrated atom chips, and as a result we are currently
focusing our efforts in implementing these methods.
2.3 Atom sources
There are several methods that can be used to introduce atomic references into
integrated atom chips, two of which were already mentioned in the previous chap-
ter in the context of chip-scale atomic clocks: direct alkali metal injection and
reaction of alkali salts with azides[25]. Whilst simple, direct injection is not a
particularly attractive method as any subsequent high temperature process would
result in a thorough coating of the chamber’s internal walls and windows with the
alkali metal. This would act to both reduce optical access, but also raise the base
pressure of the device to the metal’s vapour pressure. For the case of rubidium
vapour, this would mean that the device would have to be cooled down to −35 ◦C
to reach the desired pressure of 10−10 mbar. The problem of the coated windows,
however, can be resolved instead by introducing a local cold-spot to the chip to
act as a diversionary rubidium pump. Wax micro-packets have also been designed
for use with CSACs, whereby pellets of alkali metal are stored in wax cells from
which they can be released by laser ablation[67]. It seems unlikely though that the
wax compound would be able to sustain ultra high vacuum nor be able to act as
a barrier for gas permeation, and as with the direct injection and alkali salt-azide
methods there is little that can be done to control the vapour pressure within the
device in short time scales.
Both SAES and Alvatec are manufacturers of Alkali Metal Dispensers (AMDs),
compounds which are stable under the moderately high temperatures required for
device processing, but upon being heated further they can be used to controllably
release alkali metals. These devices are usually activated in traditional vacuum
chambers through the use of joule heating, but a focused laser can also be employed
to remove the need for vacuum feedthroughs[68]. It is primarily as a result of this
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high level of control that these devices will be employed in the first generation
of our integrated atom chips, but they also have the benefit of being relatively
inexpensive and easily available.
2.4 Trap geometry
One aspect which so far has been ignored in the discussion of our integrated atom
chips is the need for a geometry of magneto optical trap that is compatible with
our most simple integrated atom chip structures: a sealed vacuum cavity in silicon
with a single window for optical access. This, of course, is the main subject of this
thesis and so the currently available geometries will be investigated in more depth
in section 3.6. Before this, we must first look at the principle of Doppler cooling
and see how it can be combined with a positional dependent Zeeman splitting to
yield magneto-optical trapping.
Chapter 3
Laser Cooling and Trapping
This chapter reviews the most basic of laser cooling and trapping techniques,
that of Doppler cooling and magneto optical trapping. These methods allow for
room temperature atoms moving at hundreds of metres per second to be cooled
down to velocities on the order of tens of centimetres per second. These tools are
commonly employed throughout atomic physics, in particular as an intermediate
step in the process of producing the Bose-Einstein condensates that are central to
many atom interferometers and atom chips. BECs require phase space densities far
higher than those attainable through the techniques described here, and instead
require approaches such as magnetic trapping and evaporative cooling, both of
which are outside the scope of this thesis.
Here we begin with a brief explanation of Doppler cooling and its limitations before
deriving the Zeeman splitting of rubidium’s hyperfine structure and demonstrating
how this can be exploited to produce a magneto optical trap. Cooling limits are
then discussed before finally reviewing some of the alternative MOT geometries
and evaluating their use in integrated atom chips.
3.1 Doppler Cooling
Doppler Cooling, which is also known as optical molasses, is a technique first
suggested in 1975[3] and then implemented in 1985[7] which exploits the frequency
dependent scattering rate of atoms in combination with the Doppler effect to
create a velocity dependent force that acts to slow and thus cool atoms down.
If a laser emitting photons of wavevector k is directed at an atom then these
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photons are absorbed and emitted at the scattering rate Γs. Upon absorption
the atom receives a quanta of momentum ~k from the photon, whilst when the
atom spontaneously emits another photon the direction of the emission, and thus
the recoil of momentum experienced by the atom, is completely random. Because
the direction of spontaneous emission is random, the atom receives an average
momentum transfer of ~k per scattering event. From this we can see that the
average force on an atom is given by:
F =
dp
dt
= ~kΓs =
~ks0Γ/2
1 + s0 +
(
2δ/Γ
)2 (3.1)
where the substituted term Γs comes from the steady state solution to the optical
Bloch equations of a damped two level atom[69]. In this expression δ = ωL − ω0
is the detuning of the laser frequency from resonance, Γ is the natural linewidth,
and s0 is the on resonance saturation parameter given by s0 = I/Is, where I is
the intensity of the laser and Is is the saturation intensity of the transition
1.
Given the above relationship, if we were to red-detune the laser’s frequency from
that of the transition then the average force exerted by the laser would be lower
than if the laser was on resonance. If, however, the atom was moving towards
the red detuned laser at velocity v then the light the atom sees would be Doppler
shifted closer to resonance by −k · v = kv, would be more likely to be absorbed
and thus would experience a greater force from the laser. Conversely an atom that
moves away from the laser sees photons Doppler shifted further from resonance
by −k · v = −kv, and so experiences a further diminished force.
This principle can be extended so that six red detuned laser beams are then
directed towards the atom, two counter-propagating about it in each axis. A
stationary atom in this configuration experiences an average force of zero, as the
scattering rates from each laser are equal, however if the atom moves towards any
of the lasers then it experiences an imbalance of the scattering rates due to the
opposite Doppler shifts. From this we can see that we have engineered a velocity
dependent force upon atoms which act to slow them down. In one dimension the
total average force exerted by a pair of counter propagating lasers is given by:
1Γ = 2pi·6.07 MHz for the D2 (λ =780 nm) line of rubidium, whilst Is depends on the hyperfine
transition being probed. For the case of circularly polarized light exciting |F = 2,mF = ±2〉 →
|F ′ = 3,m′F = ±3〉 transitions Is=1.67 mW cm−2.
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Ftot = F+ + F− =
~k+s0Γ/2
1 + s0 +
(
2(δ − k+ · v)/Γ
)2 + ~k−s0Γ/2
1 + s0 +
(
2(δ − k− · v)/Γ
)2
(3.2)
where detuning of the laser, δ, in equation 3.1 has been replaced with the total
detuning that includes the shift due the Doppler effect δ − k± · v. The subscripts
label the laser beams and signify their direction in our one dimensional space.
3.1.1 Simplification of the Velocity Dependent Force
If we consider the cooling force experienced by an atom in one dimensional optical
molasses in the situation when the atomic velocities are small then we can expand
the expression of the average force using the Taylor series:
F = F+(δ − k+ · v) + F−(δ − k− · v)
= F+(δ) +
dF+(δ)
dδ
(−k+ · v) + F−(δ) + dF−(δ)
dδ
(−k− · v) +O((k · v)2) (3.3)
Because the two cooling beams have wavevectors of equal magnitude and opposite
signs, for a stationary atom the average scattering force due to both beams cancels
out, i.e. F+(δ) = −F−(δ).
F ≈ dF+(δ)
dδ
(−k+ · v) + dF−(δ)
dδ
(−k− · v) (3.4)
The derivatives can be calculated by differentiating equation 3.1:
dF+(δ)
dδ
=
−2~k+Γs(2/Γ)2δ
1 + s0 + (2δ/Γ)2
=
−4~k+s0δ/Γ
(1 + s0 + (2δ/Γ)2)2
(3.5)
and so finally, noting k = k+ = −k−, the total force can be written as:
F ≈ 4~kΓs(2/Γ)
2δ
1 + s0 + (2δ/Γ)2
k · v = 8~ks0δ/Γ
(1 + s0 + (2δ/Γ)2)2
k · v (3.6)
F ≈ −αv (3.7)
where the proportionality constant is given by:
α = − 4~k
2Γs(2/Γ)
2δ
1 + s0 + (2δ/Γ)2
= − 8~k
2s0δ/Γ
(1 + s0 + (2δ/Γ)2)2
(3.8)
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Figure 3.1: Scattering force exerted upon an atom of rubidium 85 by a
pair of counter propagating laser beams with a red detuning of δ = −2Γ
and saturation parameter s0 = 10.0. The blue curve is the force due to the
beam propagating in the positive direction, the green curve is the force due
to the negatively propagating beam and the red curve is the total force.
The purple line shows an approximation of the total scattering force given
by equation 3.6.
This proportionality constant is positive for negative values of the laser detuning
and so produces the damping force we expected. Figure 3.1 shows a plot of the
full expression of the one dimensional Doppler cooling force given by equation
3.2 in addition to the linear approximation of equation 3.6. It can be seen that
the approximation remains fairly accurate until the atomic velocities introduce a
Doppler shift that approaches the detuning of the lasers v ∼ δ/k.
Although the average velocity of a Doppler cooled atom is zero, the root mean
squared value of its velocity is non-zero, meaning that atoms will undergo a random
walk in velocity and position space[70]. Not only does this diffusion give us the
Doppler temperature limit for our cooled atoms, it also enforces a finite lifetime for
them to remain in the cooling region. Suggestions have been made to construct
laser geometries that could both cool and trap atoms with the scattering force
alone, however the optical Earnshaw theorem showed that this is not possible.
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3.1.2 Optical Earnshaw Theorem
The optical Earnshaw theorem derived by A.Ashkin and J.P.Gordon[6] shows that
it is impossible to stably trap atoms using only the scattering force.
In equilibrium there cannot be a net flux of energy into or out of any proposed
optical trap, thus the divergence of the Poynting vector must be zero ∇·(E×H) =
0 everywhere within it. The theorem then assumes that the force exerted upon the
atom is proportional to the intensity of the light throughout the trap, so in turn
the force is proportional to the Poynting vector. It follows that the divergence of
the force must be also equal to zero, and thus any lines of force that enter the trap
must also exit it, making it inherently unstable.
The assumption that the force is proportional to the Poynting vector is invalid if we
consider optical pumping effects, because the strength of the absorption depends
on the energy level of the atom, saturation effects and on the application of external
fields which can (de)tune transitions from the laser and in turn alter absorption
strengths, bypassing the theorem[9]. The magneto optical trap described in section
3.3 does not rely merely on the confinement of magnetic moments in its operation,
but instead uses the Zeeman effect to create a positional dependent scattering rate
to bypass the optical Earnshaw theorem.
3.2 Hyperfine Structure and the Zeeman Effect
In order to understand the principle of magneto optical trapping we must first have
a grasp of the origin of the hyperfine structure and how it is modified under the
influence of magnetic fields through the Zeeman effect. Here an intuitive, classical,
picture of the normal Zeeman effect is first given as an introduction, whilst the
more realistic quantum model is provided in appendix B.
3.2.1 Classical Model of the Zeeman Effect
We can describe the Zeeman effect classically by considering the motion of an
electron of an atom oscillating in the presence of an external applied magnetic
field[71][72]. The Coulomb attraction between the electron and the atomic nucleus
provides a restoring force Fa = −meω20r, where ω0 is the resonant frequency of the
atom in the absence of a magnetic field, me is the electron rest mass and r is the
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position vector from the nucleus to the electron. The presence of a magnetic field
B exerts a force of Fm = −ev×B on the electron, where v is its velocity and e is
the elementary charge. As a result the motion of the electron is described by the
differential equation:
me
dv
dt
= −meω20r− ev ×B (3.9)
where for simplicity we define the magnetic field to be pointing in the zˆ direction,
B = Bzˆ. Solving this equation leads to the following three solutions that can be
combined to find the general expression of the electron’s motion r = rxxˆ+ryyˆ+rzzˆ:
rz = r1 cos(ω0t+ φ0) (3.10a)
rx = r2 cos(ω1t+ φ1), ry = −r2 sin(ω1t+ φ1) (3.10b)
rx = r3 cos(ω2t+ φ2), ry = r3 sin(ω2t+ φ2) (3.10c)
The general solution thus contains six free parameters (r1, r2, r3, φ0, φ1, φ2), with
the electron oscillating at frequency ω0 in addition to the two new resonant fre-
quencies:
ω1 = −Ω±
√
Ω2 + ω20 ≈ ω0 − Ω
ω2 = +Ω±
√
Ω2 + ω20 ≈ ω0 + Ω (3.11)
where the Larmor frequency, Ω = eB/2me, is much smaller than ω0 and so the
applied approximations are justified.
As illustrated in figure 3.2, the unshifted frequency ω0 corresponds to the electron
oscillating along the z axis. In this case the electron only moves parallel to the
magnetic field and so its motion, and thus energy, is unaffected by the field’s
presence. The two other frequencies correspond to solutions where the electron
moves in circular orbits in the xy plane. The direction of this rotation determines
the sign of the frequency shift and can be understood by considering the change
in the strength of the effective central potential due to the magnetic force.
3.2.1.1 Radiation due to the Zeeman Effect
The atomic nucleus forms an electric dipole with the electron, the oscillations of
which cause light to be radiated from the atom. The emitted light retains the
frequency of the oscillating electron and so in a magnetic field the Zeeman effect
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Figure 3.2: Classical picture of the motion of an electron of an atom
subject to an external magnetic field. The oscillation frequency of the
electron is ω0 in every direction in zero magnetic field, however this splits
into three frequencies, ω0, ω0 + Ω and ω0 − Ω, due to the Zeeman effect.
The unshifted frequency corresponds to the electron oscillating along the
z axis, while the shifted frequencies correspond to the electron moving in
circular orbits in the xy plane.
causes the atom to fluoresce three frequency components of light, again separated
by the Larmor frequency.
As light is a transverse wave, emission can only occur in a particular direction if
there is a component to the electron’s motion in the plane that is perpendicular
to the light’s wavevector. This shows, for example, that light cannot be emitted
with frequency ω0 with a wavevector of direction kˆ = zˆ because the motion of this
frequency component of the electron is purely along the z axis (see figure 3.3).
In general, the relative strength of the electron’s fluorescence of polarization eˆ is
proportional to |eˆ · r|2[73][74], and this fact is used in section 3.3.1.2 to determine
the positional dependent absorption of atoms within the magneto optical trap.
The electron oscillations in the z axis can only produce linearly polarized light,
and this is emitted everywhere except along the z axis. The electron’s circular
motion in the xy plane radiates linearly, elliptically and circularly polarized light
and the degree of polarization is determined by the direction of the emission. The
handedness of this polarization is dependent on the direction of rotation of the
electron’s orbital motion (an electron oscillating at frequency ω = ω0 + Ω emits
right handed polarizations2 in directions with a positive z component, and left
2Here we use the convention that the handedness of polarization is defined from the point of
view of the source.
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Figure 3.3: Relative strength of the atomic fluorescence of an atom due
to the different possible electron motions shown in equation 3.10, as a
function of the angle of the emitted light to the z axis. The blue plot
corresponds to radiation due to an electron oscillating in the z axis, while
the green plot corresponds to that of an electron exhibiting circular orbits
in the xy plane. The polarization of the light corresponding to the blue
trace is always linear, however that due to the green trace varies from
circular to linearly polarized as a function of the angle. The fluorescence
is rotationally symmetric about the z axis.
handed polarizations in directions with a −z component. An electron oscillating
at ω = ω0 − Ω emits the polarizations of opposite helicity) but, unlike the linear
oscillations, the circular orbits emit some degree of radiation in every direction
from the atom.
3.2.1.2 The Classical Magnetic Moment of the Orbiting Electron
The magnetic moment of a conducting loop of wire is given by µ = IA, where I
is the current flowing through the wire and A is the vector area that the wire loop
encloses. From this we can see that the magnetic moment of an orbiting classical
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electron is given by:
µ = IA
= − ev
2pir
A
= − ep
2me
r× v
v
= −µB
~
L (3.12)
where we have introduced the Bohr magneton, µB = e~/2me, and the electron’s
orbital angular momentum, L. A magnetic moment in a magnetic field experiences
a potential energy of U = −µ ·B, so classically the Zeeman effect shifts the energy
of the electron by:
∆E =
µB
~
L ·B (3.13)
From which we can see that the energy of an atomic electron in a magnetic field
is greater if the electron’s angular momentum is aligned with the direction of the
magnetic field.
The solutions to equation 3.9 pose no restrictions on the radii of the atomic os-
cillations (r1, r2, r3), however we know from the Planck-Einstein relation that the
frequency of the emitted radiation is related to its energy by E = ~ω, and so the
energy shift of the electron due to the Zeeman effect can be equated to the energy
shift of its corresponding emitted photon:
∆E = ~∆ω (3.14)
If the orbital angular momentum of the electron is aligned to the magnetic field
then the energy shift is positive, and so we find:
µB
~
mer
2
3(ω0 + Ω)B =
eB~
2me
(3.15)
r3 =
√
~
me(ω0 + Ω)
(3.16)
Similarly if its orbital angular momentum points in the opposite direction:
r2 =
√
~
me(ω0 − Ω) (3.17)
Which gives the modification of the atomic radius due to the presence of the
magnetic field. Upon substitution of the Coulomb potential, ω20 = (e
2/4pi0mer
3),
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and setting the magnetic field to zero we find the Bohr radius:
r1 =
4pi0~2
mee2
(3.18)
The energy shift of each angular momentum state is only dependent on the
strength of the magnetic field, the positive (negative) angular momentum z com-
ponents always have greater (lower) energies in a magnetic field. The direction of
the magnetic field only determines the angular dependence of the polarization of
the atom’s fluorescence and the angular dependence of the absorption of different
polarized light.
It is clear that this description is insufficient to describe true atoms in that the
electronic and nuclear spins have been neglected in addition to relativistic effects.
A more realistic, quantum mechanical derivation of these energy shifts is given in
appendix B.
3.3 The Magneto Optical Trap
The Magneto Optical Trap (MOT) is a device which combines the velocity de-
pendent force of optical molasses with a magnetic field gradient to bypass the
optical Earnshaw theorem and give a positional dependent force that acts to trap
atoms. The most common form of MOT uses a pair of current carrying coils in
an anti-Helmholtz configuration to produce a magnetic field zero at the centre
of a vacuum chamber, in the cooling region of optical molasses where the beams
overlap.
The addition of a pair of Helmholtz coils in the configuration shown in figure 3.4
produces a quadrupole magnetic field which acts to shift the resonant frequency
of the atoms due to the Zeeman effect as described in section 3.2 and appendix
B. The trap is designed such that as an atom moves away from the trap centre
the Zeeman shift due to the increase in magnetic field strength moves the atoms
closer to resonance with the surrounding lasers. Just as in Doppler cooling this
change in detuning between pairs of lasers causes an imbalance in their scattering
rates, however in a MOT the positional dependent imbalance of scattering rates is
due to the orthogonal electric field rotations of opposing beams and their opposite
coupling to the atoms in the presence of a positional dependent quantization axis.
This gives rise to both a velocity and positional dependent force which not only
cools the atoms but acts to push them back towards the trap centre.
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Figure 3.4: Geometry of a six beam magneto optical trap.
As shown in appendix B the interaction of an atom with a low strength magnetic
field of magnitude B causes shifts in its energy levels by ∆E = gFµBmFB, where
µB = e~/2me is the Bohr magneton, mF is the projection of the atom’s angular
momentum along B and gF is the Lande´ g factor for the level in question. From
this we can calculate how the Zeeman effect shifts the energy between two states
of a toy atom with levels of total angular momentum F = 0 and F ′ = 1 and with
gF factors of unity:
∆EF ′=1,mF ′=1,0,−1 −∆EF=0,mF=0 =

µBB mF ′ = 1
0 mF ′ = 0
−µBB mF ′ = −1
(3.19)
Figure 3.5 shows the energy level splitting of this toy atom and the corresponding
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Energy
Figure 3.5: Positional dependent Zeeman splitting of toy atom across one
dimension of a magneto optical trap.
coupling with incident light of detuning δ = ωL−ω0 along an axis of a MOT. As the
atom moves from the trap centre the mF ′ = −1 level shifts to lower energies and
thus is brought closer to resonance with the red detuned laser light. The scattering
rate is imbalanced such that the atom experiences an average force back towards
the centre of the trap. The cause of this imbalance is because the electric fields
due to the circular polarization of each laser rotate around the quantization axis
in opposite directions, and they have opposite coupling to the atom due to the
opposite direction of the quantization field either side of the trap centre.
If we now consider the Zeeman energy level shifts for the realistic transitions of
52S1/2, F = 3→ 52P3/2, F ′ = 4 of rubidium 85, then we find:
∆Ee−g = gFeµBmFeB − gFgµBmFgB = µ′B (3.20)
where
µ′ = (gFemFe − gFgmFg)µB (3.21)
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Figure 3.6: Positional dependent Zeeman splitting of 85Rb across one di-
mension of a magneto optical trap. This plot was calculated using the
method described in appendix B. Band bending is barely perceptible at
these field levels, which justifies the approximation used in equation 3.20.
The field gradient was set to typical value of 10 G cm−1. Note the large
offset indicated in the upper sub plot.
and
gF = gJ
F (F + 1) + J(J + 1)− I(I + 1)
2F (F + 1)
+ gI
F (F + 1)− J(J + 1) + I(I + 1)
2F (F + 1)
(3.22)
Figure 3.6 shows the true splitting of the 52S1/2 and 5
2P3/2 energy levels of ru-
bidium 85 in a magnetic field gradient typical of a MOT (10 G cm−1). The plot
was calculated using the techniques of appendix B, yet level bending due to state
repulsion is barely visible at these field levels and so the linear approximation
of equation B.5 (and hence equation 3.20) is valid. It should be noted that the
energy levels of the negative (positive) mF states shift to lower (higher) energies
either side of z = 0, even though the magnetic field changes direction. The reason
for this is that the definition of the energy level splitting is concerned with the
projection of the atom’s angular momentum onto the magnetic field, and the mF
levels themselves are labelled with respect to the magnetic field. Note that it is
possible for states with positive (negative) mF levels to shift to lower (higher)
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Figure 3.7: The positional dependent shift of the 52S1/2 → 52P3/2 tran-
sition energies of a rubidium 85 atom in a magneto optical trap. The
magnetic field gradient was set to typical value of 10 G cm−1.
energies in the presence of a magnetic field, but this only occurs for levels where
the Lande´ g factor gF is negative, for example the F = 2, 5
2S1/2 level of
85Rb or
the F = 1, 42S1/2 ground level of
39K.
Figure 3.7 shows the positional dependent shift of the 52S1/2 → 52P3/2 transition
energies of a rubidium 85 atom in a magneto optical trap. The red lines correspond
to σ+ transitions, the blue lines correspond to σ− transitions and the green lines
are the possible pi transitions. It is evident that σ− transitions are required to get
the greatest positional dependent force as they experience the greatest negative
detuning.
3.3.1 Polarization Coupling within a MOT
The atoms within a MOT and the magnetic field centre of the trap are rarely
coaxial with each pair of counter-propagating laser beams. Because of this, the
magnetic field direction is seldom aligned with the wavevectors of any pair of
beams, and in general both beams of each pair can couple with the atom to some
degree to induce transitions. To see where the polarization and hence angular
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dependence of the scattering rate comes from we must look at the on-resonance
saturation parameter s0 that was introduced in equation 3.1. The saturation
parameter between a ground state |g〉 and excited state |e〉 can be written as:
s0 =
2|Ω|2
Γ2
=
2E20 |〈e|eˆ · r|g〉|2
~2Γ2
(3.23)
where ˆ is the polarization of the light, r is the electron’s position vector and E0
is the electric field due to the incident radiation. This can be written in terms of
the light intensity I as s0 = I/Is, where the saturation intensity Is is given by:
Is =
c0Γ
2~2
4|〈e|eˆ · r|g〉|2 (3.24)
Circularly polarized light incident upon an atom at an angle θ to the zˆ axis has
a wavevector of direction kˆ = sin(θ)xˆ + cos(θ)zˆ and polarization given by eˆ± =
Axeˆx + Ayeˆy + Azeˆz =
1√
2
(cos(θ)eˆx − sin(θ)eˆz ± ieˆy), where the sign refers to
the handedness of the light. This can be written in the spherical basis (eˆ± =
A1eˆ1 + A−1eˆ−1 + A0eˆ0) by applying the transformation:
 A1A−1
A0
 =

− 1√
2
i√
2
0
1√
2
i√
2
0
0 0 1

AxAy
Az
 (3.25)
which yields:
eˆ± =
1
2
(− cos θ ∓ 1)eˆ1 + 1
2
(cos θ ∓ 1)eˆ−1 − 1√
2
sin θeˆ0 (3.26)
The electron’s position vector can also be written in the spherical basis in terms
of the spherical harmonics Yl,q:
r = r0eˆ0 + r1eˆ1 + r−1eˆ−1 = r
√
4pi
3
(Y1,0eˆ0 − Y1,−1eˆ1 − Y1,1eˆ−1) (3.27)
Using the orthonormality condition (eˆ∗q ·eˆq′ = δqq′) and the property of the spherical
basis (eˆ∗q = (−1)qeˆ−q)[75] we find:
eˆ± · r = 1
2
(− cos θ ∓ 1)r
√
4pi
3
Y1,1 +
1
2
(cos θ ∓ 1)r
√
4pi
3
Y1,−1 − 1√
2
sin θr
√
4pi
3
Y1,0
(3.28)
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The matrix elements 〈e|eeˆ± · r|g〉 are only non zero if they are of the following
form[69]:
〈F ′,mF + 1|eeˆ± · r|F,mF 〉 = 1
2
(− cos θ ∓ 1)〈F ′,mF + 1|er
√
4pi
3
Y1,1|F,mF 〉
〈F ′,mF − 1|eeˆ± · r|F,mF 〉 = 1
2
(cos θ ∓ 1)〈F ′,mF − 1|er
√
4pi
3
Y1,−1|F,mF 〉
〈F ′,mF |eeˆ± · r|F,mF 〉 = − 1√
2
sin θ〈F ′,mF |er
√
4pi
3
Y1,0|F,mF 〉 (3.29)
Or back in terms of the components of r in the spherical basis:
〈F ′,mF + 1|eeˆ± · r|F,mF 〉 = 1
2
(− cos θ ∓ 1)〈F ′,mF + 1|er−1|F,mF 〉
〈F ′,mF − 1|eeˆ± · r|F,mF 〉 = 1
2
(cos θ ∓ 1)〈F ′,mF − 1|er1|F,mF 〉
〈F ′,mF |eeˆ± · r|F,mF 〉 = − 1√
2
sin θ〈F ′,mF |er0|F,mF 〉 (3.30)
This shows that circularly polarized light can excite σ+, σ− and pi transitions within
a MOT, the strength of which is determined by the angle between its wavevector
and the quantization axis.
3.3.1.1 Evaluation of the Dipole Matrix Elements
We can see from the Wigner-Eckart theorem that these dipole matrix elements
can be written as a product of a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient and a reduced matrix
element. Note that we use the convention here that the normalization term is
contained within the reduced matrix element[74].
〈F ′,m′F |er−q(−1)q|F,mF 〉 = 〈F ′‖er‖F 〉〈F,mF , 1, q|F ′,m′F 〉 (3.31)
This can also be expressed in terms of a Wigner 3j symbol:
〈F ′,m′F |erq|F,mF 〉 = (−1)F
′−m′F+q
√
2F + 1〈F ′‖er‖F 〉
(
F ′ 1 F
−m′F −q mF
)
(3.32)
which is non zero only if |F ′ − 1| ≤ F ≤ F ′ + 1 and if mF − q = m′F , where
q corresponds to the polarization of the radiation q = −1, 0, 1 that excites the
transitions σ+, pi and σ− respectively.
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The reduced matrix elements 〈F ′‖er‖F 〉 and 〈J ′‖er‖J〉 can also be related using
a Wigner 6j symbol[74]:
〈F ′‖er‖F 〉 = (−1)J ′+I+F+1
√
(2F ′ + 1)(2J + 1)〈J ′‖er‖J〉
{
J ′ F ′ I
F J 1
}
(3.33)
which is non zero only if the following relations hold: |J ′−F ′| ≤ I ≤ J ′+F ′,|J ′−
J | ≤ 1 ≤ J ′ + J ,|F − F ′| ≤ 1 ≤ F + F ′ and |F − J | ≤ I ≤ F + J . Combining
these equations leads to:
〈F ′,m′F |erq|F,mF 〉 = (−1)F
′−m′F+J ′+I+F+1+q
√
(2F + 1)(2F ′ + 1)(2J + 1)
〈J ′‖er‖J〉
(
F ′ 1 F
−m′F −q mF
){
J ′ F ′ I
F J 1
}
(3.34)
which can be rewritten using 〈J ′‖er‖J〉 = (−1)J ′−J〈J‖er‖J ′〉∗, noting that the
reduced dipole matrix elements are real when using the usual phase convention
for the spherical harmonics[74]:
〈F ′,m′F |erq|F,mF 〉 = (−1)F
′−m′F+2J ′−J+I+F+1+q
√
(2F + 1)(2F ′ + 1)(2J + 1)
〈J‖er‖J ′〉
(
F ′ 1 F
−m′F −q mF
){
J ′ F ′ I
F J 1
}
(3.35)
The values of the various dipole matrix elements of the D2 line of
85Rb have
been calculated and tabulated relative to that of the reduced matrix element
〈J = 1/2‖er‖J ′ = 3/2〉 ≈ 4.23ea0 in figure 3.8.
3.3.1.2 Balancing of the Scattering Forces
Now that we have evaluated the dipole matrix elements for a single circularly
polarized beam we can find the saturation parameters associated with it by cal-
culating the squared norm of the dipole matrix elements:
|〈F ′,mF + 1|eeˆ± · r|F,mF 〉|2 = 1
4
[cos2 θ ± 2 cos θ + 1]|〈F ′,mF + 1|er−1|F,mF 〉|2
|〈F ′,mF − 1|eeˆ± · r|F,mF 〉|2 = 1
4
[cos2 θ ∓ 2 cos θ + 1]|〈F ′,mF − 1|er1|F,mF 〉|2
|〈F ′,mF |eeˆ± · r|F,mF 〉|2 = 1
2
sin2 θ|〈F ′,mF |er0|F,mF 〉|2 (3.36)
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Figure 3.8: Relative Zeeman shifts and dipole moments for the transitions
within the D2 line of
85Rb relative to the reduced matrix element 〈J =
1/2‖er‖J ′ = 3/2〉 ≈ 4.23ea0. Only the pi and σ+ transitions are shown
explicitly, however the σ− dipole moments can be calculated by applying
the transformation mF → −mF to the diagram showing the σ+ dipole
moments.
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We can see from a Taylor series that at low intensities the scattering force ex-
erted upon an atom due to a single beam is approximately proportional to the on
resonance saturation parameter:
F =
~ks0Γ/2
1 + s0 +
(
2δ′/Γ
)2
= F(s0 = 0) +
dF(s0 = 0)
ds0
s0 +O(s20)
=
~ks0Γ/2
1 +
(
2δ′/Γ
)2 +O(s20) (3.37)
where we have used the fact that the on resonance saturation parameter is propor-
tional to the intensity of the beam. We must remember, however, that in a MOT
the atoms scatter light from opposing pairs of beams and so the total average force
for a pair of beams acting on one particular transition is given by:
F =
~Γ
2
 k+s0+
1 +
(
2δ′+/Γ
)2 + k−s0−
1 +
(
2δ′−/Γ
)2
 (3.38)
where the subscripts denote which beam each parameter relates to. For a correctly
aligned MOT, atoms bathe in the light from counter propagating pairs of beams
with circular polarizations of the same helicity but opposing direction (the second
beam has a direction of θ′ = pi− θ). Inserting equations 3.23 and 3.24 we can find
the average force due to each transition:
Fσ+ =
2I
c0Γ~
[
k+|〈F ′,mF + 1|eeˆ±(θ) · r|F,mF 〉|2
1 +
(
2δ′+/Γ
)2
+
k−|〈F ′,mF + 1|eeˆ±(pi − θ) · r|F,mF 〉|2
1 +
(
2δ′−/Γ
)2
]
(3.39)
Fσ− =
2I
c0Γ~
[
k+|〈F ′,mF − 1|eeˆ±(θ) · r|F,mF 〉|2
1 +
(
2δ′+/Γ
)2
+
k−|〈F ′,mF − 1|eeˆ±(pi − θ) · r|F,mF 〉|2
1 +
(
2δ′−/Γ
)2
]
(3.40)
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Fpi =
2I
c0Γ~
[
k+|〈F ′,mF |eeˆ±(θ) · r|F,mF 〉|2
1 +
(
2δ′+/Γ
)2
+
k−|〈F ′,mF |eeˆ±(pi − θ) · r|F,mF 〉|2
1 +
(
2δ′−/Γ
)2
]
(3.41)
The total detuning of each beam seen by an atom within the trap is given by
δ′± = δ−k± ·v−Gr, where r is the distance of the atom from the trap centre and
G is a factor given by:
G =
∂ω
∂r
=
µ′
~
dB
dr
(3.42)
which from previous arguments is assumed to be constant at the field strengths
within the trapping region, but is a different value for each transition (see figure
3.7). If we consider the case of a stationary atom, i.e. δ′ = δ′+ = δ
′
−, whilst
noting that the beam’s wavevectors are equal and opposite and then by inserting
equation 3.36 we find:
Fσ+ = ±
1
2
cos θ
2Ik+|〈F ′,mF + 1|er−1|F,mF 〉|2
c0Γ~
[
1 +
(
2δ′/Γ
)2]
= ±Ik+|〈F
′,mF + 1|er−1|F,mF 〉|2
c0Γ~
[
1 +
(
2δ′/Γ
)2] kˆ+ · Bˆ (3.43)
Fσ− = ∓
1
2
cos θ
2Ik+|〈F ′,mF − 1|er1|F,mF 〉|2
c0Γ~
[
1 +
(
2δ′/Γ
)2]
= ∓Ik+|〈F
′,mF − 1|er1|F,mF 〉|2
c0Γ~
[
1 +
(
2δ′/Γ
)2] kˆ+ · Bˆ (3.44)
Fpi = 0 (3.45)
So we can see that the pi transitions contribute zero average force, leaving only
the σ transitions to be of interest, and giving the angular dependence shown in
figure 3.9. It was mentioned earlier, and shown in figure 3.7, that the σ− transitions
experience the largest positional dependent detuning and as a result the magnitude
of Fσ− will dominate over Fσ+ . We recall that the signs of these expressions are
determined by the helicity of the laser beams and the choice of magnetic field
direction, so we can ensure trapping will occur by choosing Fσ− to be negative so
that it acts to provide a restoring force.
The magneto optical trap will tend to optically pump the 85Rb atoms into the
52S1/2, F = 3,mF = −3 sub-level, and as a result in modelling the trap only the
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Figure 3.9: Relative probabilities of light with polarization eˆ− and an-
gle θ to the local direction of magnetic field (quantization axis) exciting
σ− transitions of an atom. The total absorption probability and absorp-
tion difference is also shown for an atom in the presence of two counter
propagating beams with this same circular polarization (helicity). Each
beam pair in a MOT provides an average force that is proportional to the
difference in these absorption probabilities (see equations 3.43 to 3.45).
mF = −3 → mF ′ = −4, mF = −3 → mF ′ = −3 and mF = −3 → mF ′ = −2
transitions are considered. In reality, atoms will be excited into other levels, in
particular at the centre of the MOT where the levels become degenerate, but that
type of simulation would require tracking the internal state of each atom, requiring
a much slower simulation without much indication of any improvement. Figure
3.10 shows the force exerted upon a 85Rb atom within a MOT at different speeds
moving in the positive x direction.
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Figure 3.10: Average positional dependent force upon a 85Rb atom in
a MOT that has assumed to have been pumped into the 52S1/2, F =
3,mF = −3 sub-level. Successive plots show the atom with an increas-
ing speed in the positive x axis, 1.0 m s−1 per plot. The beam intensity is
I≈6.68 mW cm−2, the detuning is δ = −2Γ and the magnetic field gradient
is 10 G cm−1.
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3.3.2 Repump laser
One factor which so far has been ignored in the discussion of the magneto optical
trap is the need for a repumping laser, without which cold atom clouds cannot
form. In our model of the MOT we have assumed that the atoms of rubidium
85 that begin in the 52S1/2, F = 3 level will always remain coupled to the laser
light because the level to which the light is resonant, 52P3/2, F
′ = 4, only permits
transitions back into the F = 3 level.
The laser light of the cooling beam, however, is red detuned from the cooling
transition which brings it closer to resonance with the 52P3/2, F
′ = 3 level. This
proximity, in combination with the additional tuning from the Doppler and Zee-
man shifts and the finite linewidth of the cooling laser, results in a probability of
the atoms becoming excited into the F ′ = 3 state. This excited level can collapse
back into the cooling cycle, although another decay route is for the atom to relax
into the 52S1/2, F = 2 ground state. This state does not interact with the cooling
beams due to having a large frequency separation of approximately 3 GHz. Atoms
which are pumped into this ground state no longer experience either cooling or
trapping forces from the cooling lasers, so they are free to escape the trapping
region.
To ensure that the atoms within the trap have a reasonable lifetime, another
laser is added to the trapping scheme which is resonant to the 52S1/2, F = 2 →
52P3/2, F
′ = 3 transition. This ‘repump’ laser does not directly bring the atoms
back into the cooling cycle, but instead pumps them into the F ′ = 3 level where
upon relaxation they have a probability of collapsing back into the F = 3 ground
state where they can again be cooled.
3.4 Cooling Limits
3.4.1 Doppler Temperature
Although the average force in a MOT acts to slow atoms down, the random
nature of both absorption from beams of equal scattering rate and the subsequent
remission of this radiation in random directions acts to cause the atoms to diffuse
in momentum space and, in doing so, produces a heating effect. An atom receives
~k of momentum in a random direction upon every relaxation event, and this
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can be modelled as a random walk, where after N scattering events the atom has
drifted in momentum space by a mean squared value of:
〈p2〉 = 〈(p1 + p2 + p3 + ....+ pN)2〉 (3.46)
where the pi terms correspond to each momentum exchange event of an atom
due to the absorption and spontaneous emission of light from the two counter-
propagating beams of equal power. If the situation is restricted to one dimension
then these terms are equal to pi = ±~k, the direction of each momentum exchange
being random. This expression can be expanded using the multinomial theorem:
〈p2〉 = 〈p21 + 2p1p2 + 2p1p3 + ....+ p22 + 2p2p3 + 2p2p4 + ....+ p2N〉
= 〈p21〉+ 〈p22〉+ 〈p23〉+ ....+ 〈p2N〉 (3.47)
where the last step is justified because each kick of momentum is uncorrelated
with each other, and so the cross terms average to zero. From this we can see the
mean squared distance diffused in momentum space is given by:
〈p2〉 = N~2k2 (3.48)
which increases at a rate given by:
d〈p2〉
dt
= ~2k2
dN
dt
= 4~2k2Γs (3.49)
where the number of scattering events is given by N = 4Γst, and Γs is the scat-
tering rate due to a single beam. The factor of four is because each scattering
event is associated with an exchange of two photons of random direction, and the
total scattering rate is doubled because of the presence of two beams. As shown in
section 3.1.1, the cooling force exerted upon atoms within a MOT is proportional
to their velocities:
F =
dp
dt
= −αv (3.50)
where the constant α is given by equation 3.8. This means that the rate at which
the atoms’ squared momentum reduces is given by:
d(p2)
dt
= 2p
dp
dt
= −2mαv2 (3.51)
The Doppler temperature, TD, of atoms within a MOT can be found by equating
the heating rate caused by the momentum diffusion with the cooling rate due to
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the velocity dependent force:
4~2k2Γs = −2mαv2 (3.52)
The temperature of atoms in one dimension is related to their root mean squared
velocity by:
T =
mv2
kB
(3.53)
so the Doppler temperature is:
TD =
−2~2k2Γs
αkB
=
~
2kB
δ2 + Γ
2
4
δ
(3.54)
This function has a minimum at a detuning of δ = −Γ/2, giving a minimum
temperature of:
TD =
~Γ
2kB
(3.55)
which is approximately equal to TD = 145.57µK for
85Rb. It was a great surprise
when a paper published in 1988 reported temperatures of sodium atoms cooled
via optical molasses down to 43 µK, significantly lower than the minimum value
of 240 µK predicted by the Doppler limit[76]. Investigations into this anomalous
behaviour led to the discovery of Sisyphus cooling by Claude Cohen-Tannoudji,
which resulted in him receiving the Nobel prize in 1997.
3.4.2 Sisyphus Cooling
This sub-Doppler cooling process relies on the optical pumping of atoms as they
move through polarization gradients of the red detuned cooling light of optical
molasses. Sisyphus cooling occurs at the centre of a magneto optical trap where
there is no magnetic field to act as the quantization axis. As a result the Zeeman
sublevels seem to be degenerate, however upon being bathed in the red-detuned
cooling beams the levels experience light shifts, the magnitude of which is pro-
portional to the square of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient for each transition and
equally to the intensity of the light of each polarization that drives these tran-
sitions. The counter propagating beams interfere so that the polarization seen
by the atoms varies spatially and in turn the light shift of the sublevels varies in
strength spatially also. As shown in figure 3.11, atoms that move through this
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Figure 3.11: One dimensional Sisyphus cooling due to the interaction of
red-detuned counter propagating linearly polarized beams upon an atom
with transition Fg = 1/2 → Fe = 3/2. The image on the left shows how
the energy of the ground states varies due to the changing polarization
of the total optical field. This energy change is due to the light shift,
which is proportional to the square of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient for
each transition and hence causes an energy splitting of the ground states.
The black circles represent the steady state occupation of the ground state
due to optical pumping such as that shown for σ+ transitions in the right
image. Due to the absence of a magnetic field the polarization is defined
with respect to the axis along which the laser beams propagate. Adapted
from[77].
undulating potential are optically pumped into their lower energy state and in the
process lose kinetic energy equal to the difference of their shifted energy levels,
cooling them down. This process continues until the kinetic energy of the atoms
is reduced enough so that they can no longer climb the potential hill and become
trapped in the optical potential wells. At low laser intensities the temperature
achieved through this process scales proportionally with the laser intensity and
inversely proportional to the laser detuning. In spite of this fact, the tempera-
ture cannot be decreased indefinitely and is limited to the point where the energy
extracted from Sisyphus cooling equates to the heating due to the photon recoils
experienced by the atoms.
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3.5 Scaling Laws of the Atom Number in a MOT
As the width of the laser beams of a MOT increases the steady state number of
trapped atoms rises as a result of the increased distance over which the atoms
experience a deceleration, allowing for faster atoms in the background vapour to
be stopped. The scaling of atom number with beam width depends on the size of
the trap, but it is always true that the steady state atom number N of a MOT
can be calculated to be[78, 79]:
N ≈ 0.1L
2
σ
(
vc
v¯vap
)4
(3.56)
where L is the beam diameter, σ is the cross section of collisions which cause
atoms to escape the trap, vc is the capture velocity and v¯vap is the average velocity
of the atoms in the background vapour. The capture velocity can be determined
through numerical simulations[79], and these have shown that sufficiently large
MOTs exhibit an approximate scaling relationship of N ∝ L3.6, matching what
has been determined experimentally[80, 81].
For small beam widths this scaling law is invalid, the reason can be understood by
considering the approximation for low velocity atoms which, as shown in section
3.1.1, experience a force that is proportional to their velocity F = −αv. Atoms
in this regime undergo an exponential deceleration over a stopping distance d =
Mvi/α, where M is the mass of the atom and vi is its initial velocity as it enters
the trap. An atom can only be captured if its stopping distance is smaller than the
geometry of the trap ∼ L, thus determining the capture velocity in this regime,
vc = Lα/M . Using this expression in combination with equation 3.56 the scaling
relationship of small MOTs is found to be N ∝ L6.
As can be seen in figure 3.1 the linear approximation breaks down at a velocity
of vt ∼ δ/k, the point at which the Doppler shift equals to the laser’s detuning.
This corresponds to the maximum capture velocity which can be modelled by the
rapid scaling law, and it follows that this transition region corresponds to a beam
diameter of:
L ≈ Mδ
αk
(3.57)
which is L ≈ 2.2 mm for 85Rb assuming a detuning of δ = −Γ/2 and on resonance
saturation parameter of s0 = 2.
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3.6 Review of Alternate MOT Geometries
Since the first demonstration of the Magneto Optical Trap (MOT) by Raab et
al.[11], there have been a number of variants of the original six beam geometry
designed to be used in applications such as atom chips, atom sources and to study
atom-surface interactions. These include the mirror, pyramidal and tetrahedral
MOTs and more recently a trap utilizing optical gratings[82–86]. All of these
designs have their advantages, but most of them require a high degree of optical
access and so have limited use in integrated atom chips without employing the
use of complex optical feedthroughs. The pyramidal geometry was one of the
first which could be implemented by directing the optical fields through a single
window, but the price of this design is the low atom number that results from its
small capture volume, which is limited both by the difficultly of microfabricating
large pyramidal cavities, but also due to an unfavourable relationship to beam
size. The tetrahedral MOT addressed this problem by forming its atom clouds
outside its reflective structure, but both of these designs have the significant dis-
advantage that if they are etched in silicon the fabrication is rather challenging.
The tetrahedral mirror geometry was later reimplemented with a single optical
grating allowing for a much higher atom number, but this design suffers in that it
can only be used to trap a single species due to the fact the angles of the diffracted
beams are wavelength dependent. We have demonstrated a new design of magneto
optical trap which only requires optical access through a single viewport, is able
to capture a large number of atoms, has inherently low scatter and can be used
to trap multiple species simultaneously. This design has use in integrated atom
chips where optical access is restricted, and this was the main motivation for its
design.
3.6.1 Mirror MOT Geometry
The most basic type of mirror MOT simply consists of a pair of anti-Helmholtz
coils aligned such that the axis though the coils lies at an angle of 45° to that of a
mirror, with the magnetic field zero positioned slightly above its surface. One laser
beam is directed towards the mirror along the coils’ axis and, after reflection, this
beam passes through a quarter wave plate before being retro-reflected to create a
two dimensional trapping force in the plane defined by the retro-reflected beam.
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Figure 3.12: Illustration of a mirror MOT created with external anti-
Helmholtz coils and another with the magnetic fields generated by a U
shaped wire beneath the mirror in conjunction with a bias coil.
Trapping in the third dimension is produced by the addition of another retro-
reflected beam directed at the magnetic field zero, in a direction perpendicular to
the plane of the other beams.
Provided the trapping region is greater than about 2 mm from the mirror’s surface
the mirror MOT exhibits the same scaling law as that of the traditional six-beam
MOT[87], albeit with half the capture volume for the same beam size. It is because
of this fact that mirror MOTs are often used as the starting stage in atom chips,
whereby the high loading rate away from the mirror is used to quickly collect a
large number of atoms, before they are transferred into a magnetic trap closer to
the mirror’s surface for subsequent evaporation[82]. Often there is an intermediate
stage where the atoms are brought into a compressed MOT close to the surface[19].
This secondary MOT does not use the anti-Helmholtz coils of the collection MOT,
but instead replaces them with a U-shaped wire beneath the mirror in conjunction
with a bias coil (see figure 3.12).
3.6.2 Pyramidal Traps
The pyramidal geometry, a cross-section of which is shown in figure 3.13, uses a
reflective cavity to generate the required optical fields for magneto optical trap-
ping through the use of a single laser. The pyramidal MOT employs the standard
anti-Helmholtz pair of coils to form the required quadrupole magnetic field, and
the correct polarization of the lasers are created by the multiple reflections in the
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Figure 3.13: Geometry of a macroscopic pyramid MOT with an apex angle
of 90° and the microfabricated equivalent etched into silicon with an apex
angle of approximately 70.53°.
cavity, each of which reverse the handedness of the circular polarized light. Pyra-
midal MOTs have been created out of macroscopic mirrors[88], however they have
also been microfabricated by anisotropically etching pits into particular planes of
silicon[89–91]. Whilst these etched silicon traps were initially demonstrated with
external coils they have since been implemented instead with a grid of planar wires
arranged upon the silicon surface. It would appear that these cavities would be
ideal for use in integrated atom chips, however the number of atoms within the
resulting clouds do not scale particularly well with the volume of the cavities, and
so fail to provide an adequate source of cold atoms for subsequent interferometry.
Microfabricated pyramidal MOTs exhibit the rapid scaling law (N ∝ L6) described
in section 3.5, where N is the number of atoms within the trapped cloud and L is
the size of the pyramid[91]. This relationship ensures that the number of trapped
atoms rapidly decreases as the length scale of the trap is reduced. Based upon this
scaling law, in a pyramid of depth equal to 1 mm it is expected that the number of
captured atoms would only be on the order of 10. Clearly for this design to be of
practical use the thickness of silicon required becomes prohibitively large, as even
for cavities 2.5 mm deep only approximately 2000 atoms are able to be captured.
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It is also worth noting that the capture volume of a pyramidal MOT is one sixth
of the volume of a standard six-beam MOT with the same sized beams.
Atoms can also be lost from the trap due to collisions with the trap’s walls, however
this only contributes significantly when the chip wall to atom cloud distance is on
the order of three Gaussian radii, and is described by the following relation[92, 93]:
Γwalls =
v¯e−
1
2
( d
σ
)2
√
8piσ
(
1 + Erf
(
d√
2σ
)) (3.58)
where v¯ is the average atomic velocity, d is distance to the trap surface and σ is
the Gaussian radius of the atomic cloud.
Pyramid MOTs that are etched in silicon do not have the apex angle of 90° that
is found in macroscopic pyramidal traps. The angle is instead determined by the
structure of the silicon and is given by θ = arccos(1/3) ≈ 70.53°. As a result of
this acute angle, and as shown in figure 3.14, three different types of reflection are
possible within the microfabricated pyramids. Type I reflections lead to trapping,
as shown in figure 3.13, type II reflections do not intersect the trapping region and
so do not need to be considered, however type III reflections cause anti-trapping.
Each time light is reflected from the metallic surfaces the polarization of the light
changes and in the case of type III reflections this causes the initially circular
polarized light to transform into a polarization close to linear. Depending on the
Figure 3.14: Possible reflections within a pyramid MOT. Type I reflections
give the trapping and cooling forces, type II reflections do not intersect
the trapping region and so can be ignored whilst type III reflections lead
to anti-trapping. The type III reflections consist of three reflections, one
of which is upon a face adjacent to the other surfaces and is not visible in
the cross section. Adapted from [92].
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intensity of these type III reflections, the reflectivity of the metallic mirrors and
the imbalance of the vertical forces this can prevent atoms from being trapped[92].
In situations where this is the case the type III reflections can be removed by
selectively etching the reflective surfaces into so called ‘flower’ patterns, however
this does add additional steps and complexity to the fabrication procedure[90].
3.6.3 Tetrahedral Traps and the Grating MOT
The tetrahedral mirror MOT is a subclass of pyramidal trap that uses three reflec-
tive surfaces instead of the four that were typically found in earlier designs. This
acts as an improvement in that its capture volume extends outside of the tetra-
hedral cavity, allowing for a greater flux of atoms into the trap[84]. The atom
number in the tetrahedral MOT compares favourably to that of a six-beam MOT:
M.Vangeleyn et al. measured an atom number of 1.3× 106 for a tetrahedral trap
of volume 400 mm3 compared to a traditional 6-beam design implemented in the
same chamber which had a volume of 8000 mm3 and an atom number of 2× 108.
Using the L3.6 scaling law it can be seen that we would only expect the 6-beam de-
sign to capture four times the atom number of the tetrahedral trap if it had been
the same volume. It was argued that the tetrahedral trap’s lower performance
could be attributed to the experiment operating far from the optimal regime of
the tetrad configuration, in addition to it having a reduction in the number of
cooling beams compared to a six-beam trap[84]. Unfortunately, but as expected,
for small tetrahedral traps the atom number scaling also reduces to the N ∝ L6
relationship[94]. The tetrahedral trap enters this rapid scaling regime when the
length scale of the tetrahedron reaches 0.6 mm, however this is a significant im-
provement over that demonstrated with the square pyramidal traps, where the
scaling regime starts to change at pyramid sizes around 7 mm[92].
The tetrahedral configuration is a rather forgiving geometry as it is able to operate
at almost any mirror declination, θ. Reducing this angle increases the proportion
of the trapping region that lies above the plane of the mirror, however the strength
of the radial trapping decreases in doing so. The upwards reflecting beams also
act to provide an increasing amount of axial anti-trapping as θ is reduced and as
a result this gives a limit to their maximum permitted intensity, above which the
trapping provided by the downwards beam is completely cancelled. Continuing to
increase the declination above that of a pure tetra θ ≈ 35.3° makes it impossible
to produce an optically balanced trap as the reflected intensity would need to
be greater than the light incident upon the cavity. Angles greater than the pure
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tetra are also undesirable because multiple reflections similar to those shown in
figure 3.14 start to occur which provide anti-trapping and reduce the trap stability.
Providing the declination remains lower than this critical angle there is no need
for additional fabrication steps to etch the ‘flower’ patterns that are required in
the pyramidal geometry.
A microfabricated tetrahedral trap has not yet been demonstrated however it has
been proposed that they could be constructed through ion-beam milling. Another
more exotic idea is to use the tip from an atomic force microscope to act as a
‘stamp’ with which to produce indents into a substrate that can subsequently
be metallized[84]. Presumably the reason for the apparent loss in interest in
tetrahedral traps is due to the emergence of microfabricated diffraction grating
MOTs (GMOTs)[85, 86], a diagram of which is given in figure 3.15. This is a
variant of the tetrahedral design that directs the cooling light in the tetrahedral
beam geometry via the use of diffraction gratings instead of using mirrors. The
fabrication procedure to manufacture these GMOTs is not trivial, however it is
certainly a simpler, cheaper and more rapid method than that is required to create
an etched pyramidal trap.
Like the tetrahedral MOT, the GMOT’s capture region extends above the micro-
fabricated surface, allowing for atoms to enter the trap from a greater solid angle,
and also allowing for improved optical access to the atom cloud both for imaging
and manipulation, particularly in the plane of the grating. One of the drawbacks
of the GMOT geometry compared with that of the tetrahedral design, however, is
that the sub-plane capture volume has been lost, resulting in a lower atom number
for the same beam size.
Another way in which the GMOT differs from the tetrahedral mirror MOT is that
its diffracted beams are of greater intensity than their mirror equivalent due to
a geometric ‘beam compression’. This compression compensates for the intensity
attenuation that occurs when the diffracted beams are projected onto the axis
of the incident beam, and as a result eliminates the dependence of the intensity
balancing on the diffraction angle. The only condition for producing this balance
in the GMOT is that the diffraction efficiency of the zeroth and first orders (R0,
R1) must be related to the number of diffracted beams n by R1 = (1−R0)/n, this
relation can be reduced to R1 = 1/n if the zeroth order reflection is suppressed
by either etching the grating to a depth of λ/4 or by removing its central region
(if permitted by the geometry).
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Figure 3.15: Illustration of the grating MOT[85, 86]. Image credit:
Matthew Himsworth[1].
It is thought that the number of atoms captured by the GMOT would not enter the
N ∝ L6 scaling regime until the beam diameter reduces below 2 mm[85], but the
data that has been presented so far on this design only exhibits N ∝ L3.6 scaling.
This is not surprising, however, as the grating traps that have been demonstrated
have capture regions that have much greater volumes than those where the rapid
scaling law comes into effect[86]. The scaling laws of small magneto optical traps
have been analysed by G.W. Hoth et al.[81], who have found (as argued in section
3.5) that the N ∝ L6 law is exhibited by all small traps however the point at
which this relationship comes into effect is dependent on how the dimensions of
the trap are defined. They found that a more appropriate method to define trap
dimensions would be the beam width at which point the intensity drops to that
of the saturation intensity. This model fits their data rather more accurately than
if the trap size is defined based on the beams’ 1/e2 width and indicates that the
scaling law enters the N ∝ L6 regime for beam sizes below L = 2.3(1) mm and
L = 2.9(1) mm for detunings of δ = −2Γ and δ = −3Γ respectively.
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S P T M G
Scaling Regime Change ∼1-2 mm ∼7 mm ∼0.6 mm - ∼2 mm
Ease of Imaging Excellent Poor Good Good Poor
Bandwidth None None None None 100 nm
Optical Access Poor Excellent Excellent Good Excellent
Phase Stability Poor Excellent Excellent Poor Excellent
Fabrication Complexity N/A Very high Very high Low High
Out of Plane Coils No No No Depends No
Table 3.1: Comparison of the characteristics of various MOT geometries:
the standard six beam MOT (S), microfabricated pyramidal MOT (P),
tetrahedral MOT (T), mirror MOT (M) and the grating MOT (G). The
row ‘Scaling Regime Change’ refers to the the size of MOT at which the
atom number scaling regime changes between N ∝ L3.6 and N ∝ L6.
The author is not aware of the scaling regime change being quoted in the
literature for the mirror MOT, however it should be similar to that of a
standard MOT.
3.6.4 Summary of MOT Geometries
In conclusion, ignoring the difficulty of fabrication, the tetrahedral MOT would
be the geometry of choice for use in integrated atom chips due to its large capture
volume compared to beam size, independence of the wavelength of the laser light
used and relative ease of imaging due to its trapping point being located above the
plane of its surface. The grating MOT is a good compromise as it has many of the
benefits of the tetrahedral MOT whilst requiring a significantly less complex fab-
rication procedure. Microfabricated pyramidal MOTs both exhibit a poor scaling
law and are difficult to manufacture so can be immediately discounted, whilst the
standard mirror MOT is unsuitable due to the limited optical access provided by
the prototype integrated atom chips. If this work were to be repeated the GMOT
may have been chosen to be used with the initial integrated atom chips, however
the author was not aware of this design early on in the project, and its cost may
have been prohibitively high given the budget available at the time. Being unsat-
isfied with the choice of trap geometries, work began on producing a new design
which did not require any complex microfabricated surfaces, but which would also
be suitable in cases where optical access is restricted to a single window. This new
trap is known as the SMOT.

Chapter 4
Theory of the SMOT
The idea for the Switching MOT (SMOT) was borne out of compatibility problems
of existing MOT designs with the integrated atom chips we wished to prototype.
The initial chip was designed for simplicity, and as a result only has a single window
covering the miniature MOT chamber. This highly restricted optical access not
only implied that all the trapping beams must pass through this single window,
but also that none of the beams could be parallel to the plane of the mirror’s
surface within the chip, which itself is in a parallel plane to the capping window.
At the time of the SMOT’s conception the most widely known MOT geometry
compatible with our integrated atom chips was the pyramidal mirror MOT. This
design has a complex fabrication procedure and also suffers from poor performance
as it is scaled down to small volumes and so its adoption was discounted here.
The Grating MOT (GMOT) had been unveiled in 2010, around the point when
development had started on the SMOT, but the author was not aware of it at the
time and so this geometry was not considered. Aside from the GMOT having a few
drawbacks not seen with the SMOT, such as its wavelength dependence, grating
MOTs are certainly a viable alternative for use in our integrated atom chips and
as a result they are now being used here at Southampton by other group members.
The SMOT arose from an attempt to modify the standard mirror MOT (figure
3.12) so that the retro-reflected beam required in the plane of the mirror could
be eliminated, hence allowing for the remaining beams to pass through a single
window. It was observed that a cross-section taken through the plane occupied
by these remaining beams resulted in a magnetic field that could be emulated by
a pair of wires carrying currents in the same direction (figure 4.1). If the pair of
wires were then to be replaced by a square loop of wire, with current passing from
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Figure 4.1: Diagram of the cross-section of a pair of current carrying wires
showing the quadrupole magnetic field that they generate. Insertion of
a mirror next to the magnetic field zero allows for a trapping scheme
analogous to that of the mirror-MOT illustrated in figure 3.12. The dots
on the wires indicate that the direction of current is out of the page.
one corner to the opposite diagonal, then there would be two orthogonal cross
sections through the square which would yield the magnetic field distribution of
figure 4.1. It was then argued that placing this current carrying square upon a
mirror would allow trapping in three dimensions if in each plane a retro-reflected
beam were to be directed to the magnetic field zero at an angle of 45° to the mirror.
This ‘Φ-MOT’ as we called it was essentially an attempt to rotate the design of
a standard mirror MOT to eliminate the troublesome beam in the mirror’s plane
whilst also producing a design amenable to microfabrication due to the absence
of out of plane wires or coils.
After simulations of the Φ-MOT repeatedly failed to demonstrate trapping it was
realized that although the magnetic fields looked as expected in the cross sections
taken at the centre of the trap, those at the edge resulted in a shift in the position
of the magnetic field zero. Looking at a three dimensional plot it became clear that
a line of minimum magnetic field strength lay between two of the diagonals of the
square, leaving the trap doomed to failure. In order to salvage this trap geometry,
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Figure 4.2: Photograph of the prototype SMOT before insertion into the
vacuum chamber. Two prismatic periscopes surround the SMOT’s ceramic
base for use in ‘Time of Flight’ light sheet temperature measurements
discussed in section 6.4.1. These prisms were designed to characterize
the behaviour of the prototype SMOT and would not be used within an
integrated atom chip.
James Bateman came up with the idea of converting the Φ-MOT into a time
varying trap in a similar vein to the AC-MOT of M.Harvey and A.J.Murray[95].
This modification of the Φ-MOT later came to be named the Switching-MOT
(SMOT).
The SMOT alternates between two states, each of which provides a trapping force
in a two dimensional plane perpendicular to that of the mirror. These two trapping
planes are orthogonal to each other meaning that, provided the states are switched
quickly enough, the trapping force can be projected into three dimensions in an
analogous scheme to the quadrupole ion trap.
As shown in figure 4.2, the conducting square of the Φ-MOT was replaced with two
parallel pairs of wires which could be independently controlled. At any moment in
time current only passes through one wire pair, whilst in the same instance only
one retro-reflected beam is directed at the mirror (see figures 4.3 and 4.4). These
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Figure 4.3: The two states of the SMOT, each of which produces a 2D
trapping region indicated by the dotted lines. In each time step current
only passes through one pair of wires, indicated by the arrows. At the same
instant only one pair of cooling laser beams is directed at the mirror, in a
direction perpendicular to that of the current. The trap rapidly oscillates
between these states such that atoms cannot escape the trap and they
instead form a 3D MOT at the trap’s centre where the two 2D trapping
regions intersect.
Figure 4.4: Diagram of the prototype SMOT showing the set of two retro-
reflected beams, each of which are directed to the mirror at a 45° angle
of incidence. All of the beams are circularly polarized, the retro-reflected
beams having their handedness flipped via quarter-wave plates placed in
front of their retro-reflecting mirrors. One of the beam pairs is opaque
to illustrate that they are alternatively shuttered. The beams are not to
scale, having been reduced in size for clarity.
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act together to form a two dimensional trapping region equidistant between the
wires. A short time later the optical and magnetic fields switch to the other state
shown in figure 4.3 to produce a two dimensional trap equidistant between the
other wire pair. If the state of the trap is switched rapidly enough then atoms will
alternate between the orthogonal 2D traps to form a 3D MOT above the centre
of the mirror.
4.1 The Magnetic Field Gradient of the SMOT
To calculate the currents required in the wires of the SMOT we first use Ampe`re’s
law to find the magnetic field strength at a distance r from the centre of an
infinitely long wire:
B =
µ0I
2pir
(4.1)
where µ0 is the permeability of free space and I is the current passing through the
wire. If we model each wire pair of the SMOT as infinitely long wires carrying the
same current and separated by a distance D on the x axis and centred around the
origin then the resultant magnetic field at x is given by:
B(x) =
µ0I
2pi
[
1
D
2
+ x
− 1
D
2
− x
]
(4.2)
Finally this expression can be differentiated and rearranged to obtain the relation-
ship between the magnetic field gradient along the x axis and the current passing
through the SMOT’s wires.
I =
2pi
µ0
 1(
D
2
+ x
)2 + 1(D
2
− x)2
−1 dB
dx
(4.3)
from which we can determine that with our SMOT wire pairs separated by 20 mm
we require 25 A to produce the typical 10 G cm−1 magnetic field gradient found at
the centre of a standard MOT. The author instead aimed for a more achievable
current of 20 A, which corresponds to a magnetic field gradient of 8 G cm−1. This
calculation of course has ignored end effects due to the finite length wires, so to
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account for these we use the Biot-Savart law:
B(r) =
µ0I
4pi
∫
dl× rˆ′
|r′|2 (4.4)
where dl is an infinitesimal length of wire pointing in the direction of conventional
current, r is the vector to the point where the magnetic field is being calculated
and r′ = r− l is vector from the wire element to the point r. Integrating over the
finite length SMOT wires leads to the expression of the magnetic field gradient
along the x axis:
dB
dx
=
µ0I
2pi
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− x)2√(L
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2
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+
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D
2
+ x
)2]3/2
 (4.5)
where L corresponds to the length of the wires. Surprisingly the magnetic field
gradient peaks for wires of finite length: For a wire pair with a 20 mm separation
carrying 20 A, the maximum magnetic field gradient of 8.7 G cm−1 occurs when
the wires are ∼28 mm long. The SMOT has a wire length of 20 mm and so with
a driving current of 20 A the gradient is ∼8.5 G cm−1.
The contribution to the magnetic field from the diagonal wire segments shown in
figure 4.2 have not been explicitly included in the preceding calculations. This was
because their directions were designed such that each current element dl would
make a small enough angle to the displacement vector r′ that the cross product
terms in equation 4.4 would be small. In reality the influence of these wires is
not truly negligible and so the Biot-Savart law was used to calculate the magnetic
field (see figure 4.5) due to the more accurate representation of the wire geometry
illustrated in figure 4.6. The corresponding field gradients were calculated to be
∼6.8 G cm−1, ∼6.1 G cm−1 and ∼6.5 G cm−1 along x, z and the z = x line, respec-
tively. The validity of the different models of the SMOT’s wires are compared in
figure 4.7, where the corresponding gradients are plotted for a number of different
directions passing through the trap centre. From now on in calculations of the
SMOT’s magnetic fields we only use the most accurate representation of the wires
that is shown in figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.5: Accurate representation of the magnetic field strength in the
xz-plane of the SMOT at y = 0, through the centre of the trap. The
field was calculated via integration of the Biot-Savart law, simulating 20 A
passing through the wires illustrated in figure 4.6.
Figure 4.6: 3D plot showing the wires which were considered in order to
calculate the magnetic field, and hence the forces acting upon atoms within
the SMOT. A vector and streamline plot are also shown to illustrate the
generated magnetic field. The opaque wires are off in this image, so do not
contribute to the calculation and are only shown to indicate their location.
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Figure 4.7: Gradient through the SMOT in the x, z and z = x directions
showing the accuracy of various approximations. The three models treat
the SMOT wire pair as infinitely long, as 20 mm long segments or as a more
accurate representation that includes the influence of the diagonal wires
(illustrated in figure 4.6). In these calculations the wire pair is defined
to be in the xy-plane with the currents nominally in the y direction. The
simulated current through each wire is 20 A and the results were calculated
via integration of the Biot-Savart law (equation 4.4).
4.2 The Need for Optical Switching
It should be apparent from the earlier discussion in this chapter why the magnetic
fields need to be switched in order to produce trapping in the SMOT. The need
for the optical switching is not so obvious, however, and indeed when the SMOT
was conceived it was not considered necessary to achieve trapping.
To understand where this requirement originates we must first recall from equation
3.44 that in the regime of low intensity light, atoms that are stationary in a MOT
experience a force from a counter-propagating pair of beams with wavevectors ±k
that is proportional to ±(k · B)kˆ, where B is the magnetic field at the atom’s
location and the sign is determined by the choice of beam polarization. From
this we can see that in order to trap atoms within a MOT we must ensure that
±(k ·B)kˆ always points towards the trap centre, or in the case of the SMOT, that
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for the beams active in each time-step this expression always points towards the
corresponding centre line of zero magnetic field.
In order to make the SMOT’s behaviour easier to interpret, in the following discus-
sion the laser beams are treated as being infinitely large and of uniform intensity.
Here we consider the magnetic field due to the SMOT wires modelled in the pre-
vious section, namely a pair of wires that lie in the xy-plane with the current
nominally in the +y direction, and the trapping region at the origin. We only
need to analyse the trapping force in a single time step, as when the wires are
switched the problem is identical and is merely rotated 90° around the z axis. In
this scheme the cooling beams are directed to the line of magnetic field zero at
a 45° angle of incidence, corresponding to the wavevectors kxz1 = |k|(xˆ − zˆ)/
√
2
and kxz2 = |k|(xˆ + zˆ)/
√
2 (the two retro-reflected beams are not written explic-
itly here). The magnetic field generated by the SMOT’s wires can be roughly
approximated1 by:
B(x, z) = G(zxˆ + xzˆ) (4.6)
where G is the gradient of the field. As explained in section 3.3.1.2 the dominant
force in a MOT is due to the scattering of light that excites σ− transitions, and so
the force exerted by a counterpropagating pair of beams with wavevectors ±kxz1
is thus proportional to:
Fxz1 ∝ ±(kxz1 ·B)kˆxz1 =± |k|√
2
(xˆ− zˆ) ·G(zxˆ + xzˆ)kˆxz1
=± G√
2
(z − x)kxz1 (4.7)
and similarly the dominant force due to the counter-propagating beams with
wavevectors ±kxz2 is proportional to:
Fxz2 ∝ ∓(kxz2 ·B)kˆxz2 =∓ |k|√
2
(xˆ + zˆ) ·G(zxˆ + xzˆ)kˆxz2
=∓ G√
2
(z + x)kxz2 (4.8)
where the signs are opposite to those of Fxz1 due to the beams having opposite
helicities as a result of the reflection on the SMOT’s mirror. The total force due
1The force plots and simulations shown later in this chapter do not make this approximation,
and instead use the accurate model discussed in the previous section. The simplification is used
here merely to illustrate the origin of the anti-trapping that occurs in the absence of optical
switching.
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to all of the beams in the xz-plane is thus proportional to:
Fxz = Fxz1 + Fxz2 ∝± G√
2
(z − x)kxz1 ∓ G√
2
(z + x)kxz2
∝± G|k|
2
(z − x)(xˆ− zˆ)∓ G|k|
2
(z + x)(xˆ + zˆ)
∝∓G|k|(x + z) (4.9)
which with the correct choice of helicity is a restoring force in the xz-plane, and has
no influence in the y axis. If we now consider the presence of a set of beams in the
yz-plane corresponding to the wavevectors kyz1 =
|k|√
2
(yˆ− zˆ) and kyz2 = |k|√2(yˆ + zˆ)
(yet again the counter-propagating beams are not written explicitly.), then the
dominant force due to σ− transitions being excited by a pair of counter-propagating
beams with wavevectors ±kyz1 is proportional to:
Fyz1 ∝ ±(kyz1 ·B)kˆyz1 =± |k|√
2
(yˆ − zˆ) ·G(zxˆ + xzˆ)kˆyz1
=∓ G√
2
xkyz1 (4.10)
and similarly the dominant force due to the counter-propagating beams with
wavevectors ±kyz2 is proportional to:
Fyz2 ∝ ±(kyz2 ·B)kˆyz2 =∓ |k|√
2
(yˆ + zˆ) ·G(zxˆ + xzˆ)kˆyz2
=∓ G√
2
xkyz2 (4.11)
where once again the sign has flipped as a result of the change in helicity of the
light upon reflection. The total force due to all of the beams in the yz-axis is thus
proportional to:
Fyz = Fyz1 + Fyz2 ∝∓ G√
2
xkyz1 ∓ G√
2
xkyz2
∝∓ G|k|
2
x(yˆ − zˆ)∓ G|k|
2
x(yˆ + zˆ)
∝∓G|k|xyˆ (4.12)
which provides a degree of anti-trapping regardless of the choice of helicity of the
beams, and justifies the need for them to be shuttered in synchronization with
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Figure 4.8: The scattering force for stationary rubidium atoms in the xz-
plane of the SMOT at y = 0.0 mm. The optical switching is turned off
for this image, but anti-trapping is not visible because this only occurs in
the y-axis (see figure 4.9). The intensity of the light is 0.2 mW cm−2, the
detuning is δ = −2Γ and the atom has assumed to have been pumped into
the 52S1/2, F = 3,mF = −3 sub-level.
the magnetic field switching2. Figure 4.9 shows a plot of the magnetic fields and
corresponding scattering forces in various yz-planes at different positions along the
x axis when the optical switching is turned off, with all of the beams constantly
on. The plots clearly show the anti-trapping in the y-axis, which changes direction
either side of the trap centre. Figure 4.8 shows the scattering force in the y =
0, xz-plane through the SMOT without optical switching (corresponding to the
magnetic field shown in figure 4.5). No anti-trapping can be seen here though
because, as shown by equation 4.12, this only occurs in the y-axis.
2There is some evidence to suggest that with suitable misalignment of the beams a degree of
trapping can still occur in the absence of optical switching, however this has not been investigated
further in this work.
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Figure 4.9: The scattering force (left images) and magnetic field (right
images) for stationary rubidium atoms in yz-planes of the SMOT at x =
−3.0 mm, −1.5 mm, 1.5 mm and 3.0 mm (top to bottom). The optical
switching is turned off for these images, with all of the beams constantly
on, hence the anti-trapping of atoms in the y axis described by equation
4.12 is clearly visible. The intensity of the light is 0.2 mW cm−2, the de-
tuning is δ = −2Γ and the atom has assumed to have been pumped into
the 52S1/2, F = 3,mF = −3 sub-level.
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4.3 Trapping Simulations
In order to simulate the behaviour of the SMOT we use a similar procedure to
that described elsewhere[79, 96] whereby the equations of motion are solved for
an atom under the influence of the scattering force due to each beam. The forces
exerted upon stationary atoms are clear from equations 3.43 to 3.45, but in the
following simulations the atoms are moving and so this approximation cannot
be made. Instead we go back to equation 3.1 to calculate the scattering rate
due to each beam separately, with the detuning parameter being replaced for
each beam δ → δ − ki · v − µ′j|B(r)|/~, where the i subscripts denote the beam
being considered, |B(r)| is the strength of the magnetic field at the position, r,
of the atom, and the µ′j term determines the Zeeman energy shift of the jth
transition being excited (equation 3.21). The on resonance saturation parameter,
s0,j(ki,B(r), Ii(r)), was shown in section 3.3.1 to be dependent on the transition
being excited, the projection of the polarization of the ith beam onto the direction
of the atom’s local magnetic field, and the intensity of this beam at that point.
This means that the equations of 3.36 and equation 3.35 (or alternatively by using
the values in figure 3.8) must be used to calculate this parameter at each location,
and for each beam exciting each transition as an atom moves through the trap.
The total force exerted upon the atom is given by:
Ftot =
∑
i,j
Fi,j =
∑
i,j
~kis0,j(ki,B(r), Ii(r))Γ/2
1 + s0,j(ki,B(r), Ii(r)) +
4
Γ2
(
δ − ki · v − µ
′
j |B(r)|
~
)2 (4.13)
where we have assumed that the scattering forces are small enough that the in-
fluence of each beam can be treated separately. The beams are also assumed to
be perfectly collimated so that there is no spatial dependence of the direction of
each beam’s wavevectors, although this can be included in the model if need be.
As before, in the following calculations we have assumed that the atom has been
pumped into the 52S1/2, F = 3,mF = −3 sub-level, but this model can be ap-
plied equally well without this assumption, and this is the approach others have
taken[79, 96],where the levels are assumed to be equally populated and so the total
scattering force is calculated by summing over all possible transitions.
In order to simulate the SMOT the odeint function from the SciPy Python library
was used to numerically solve the equations of motion for a rubidium 85 atom
experiencing the force of equation 4.13. The beams are simulated as being perfectly
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collimated, as being Gaussian with radii of 4 mm, and as having the wavevectors:
k1 =
|k|√
2
(xˆ− zˆ) ,k2 = − |k|√
2
(xˆ− zˆ) ,k3 = |k|√
2
(xˆ + zˆ) ,k4 = − |k|√
2
(xˆ + zˆ)
k5 =
|k|√
2
(yˆ − zˆ) ,k6 = − |k|√
2
(yˆ − zˆ) ,k7 = |k|√
2
(yˆ + zˆ) ,k8 = − |k|√
2
(yˆ + zˆ)
(4.14)
where the magnitude of each wavevector is equal. When optical switching is
enabled only four of these beams are on (i.e. considered in the summation of
equation 4.13) at any time step. The first four beams are on when current passes
through the SMOT wires in the y axis, whilst the remaining four are only active
when the current passes through the wires in the x axis.
As discussed in section 3.4.1, an atom within a MOT undergoes a random walk
in momentum space due to the stochastic nature of the scattering events that
it experiences. This effect could be approximated in the simulations by adding
a vector to the atom’s momentum with a random direction and of magnitude√
R∆t~/k, where R is the total scattering rate due to all of the beams and ∆t
is the simulation’s time step. This would not, however, account for the diffusion
in position space that also occurs during these steps. In these simulations the
random walk in momentum and position space has not been included because
the random nature of the walks may prevent a solution from converging, but also
because the odeint function uses a variable step size and does not expose this
value to the user.
Figure 4.10 shows the simulated path of two atoms moving in the SMOT starting
with the same position and velocity, however the blue trace is the path taken
when optical switching is enabled, and the green one is when all of the beams
are left on. The plot shows that optical switching reduces the strength of the
velocity dependent force, however it greatly enhances the trapping, without which
the atoms are attracted to the line3 y = −x. The atom still experiences a central
force, however it is so weak that the atom moves towards the trap centre at a rate
far below the RMS velocity expected of an atom at the Doppler temperature, and
so the SMOT is not a reliable trap with the optical switching deactivated.
3This line becomes y = x upon flipping the polarization of the beams in one plane along with
the current direction of the corresponding wire pair.
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Figure 4.10: Two rubidium 85 atoms moving in the SMOT with the same
initial conditions, however one trace shows the optical switching enabled
whilst the other is with all of the beams constantly on. The atom experi-
ences a greater velocity dependent force with the optical switching turned
on, however instead of rapidly approaching the trap centre (the origin), it
settles around the black line of y = −x. This atom still approaches the trap
centre, however it does so at a velocity of 1.7 mm s−1, significantly lower
than the RMS velocity at the Doppler temperature (v = 207 mm s−1).
The switching frequency in this simulation was 10 kHz, the SMOT wires
carried a current of 20 A, the beams had Gaussian radii of 4 mm, a peak
intensity of 2.0 mW cm−2 and a detuning of δ = −2Γ. The simulation time
was 30 ms, the atoms were initially placed at x =(1xˆ-9yˆ-9zˆ)mm and had
an initial velocity of v =(0.8yˆ+0.8zˆ)m s−1.

Chapter 5
Laser Stabilization
In chapter 3 it was explained that both laser cooling and magneto optical trap-
ping require red detuned laser light however there was no mention of how this
light is produced nor the frequency stability that it must have. The light of
continuous wave lasers may na¨ıvely be thought of as being monochromatic but
in reality even the light from a laser operating with a single longitudinal mode
has a finite linewidth. The temperatures and radii of atomic clouds produced
by magneto optical traps have been shown to be dependent on the magnitude of
this linewidth[97], but for our purposes we merely require that our lasers have a
well defined detuning and as a result a linewidth that is smaller than the natural
linewidth of the cooling transition.
With the advent of the compact disc writer relatively high power 785 nm laser
diodes have become widespread and inexpensive. These emit light with a centre
frequency that is conveniently only 5 nm away from that resonant with rubid-
ium. This is within their region of tunability, and so these laser diodes provide
a source of coherent light for atomic physics experiments that previously would
require the use of expensive tunable dye lasers[98]. Laser diodes, however, have
linewidths which are relatively broad, on the order of tens to hundreds of mega-
hertz, compared to the natural linewidth of rubidium (Γ ∼ 2pi · 6.07 MHz for the
cooling transition of 85Rb) and so are often placed inside an external cavity with
frequency selective feedback to both narrow their linewidths and to provide addi-
tional frequency tunability and stabilization.
The External Cavity Diode Lasers (ECDL) used in this project were designed by
Tim Freegarde here at the University of Southampton based upon earlier work
by A.Arnold et al.[99]. These ECDLs have evolved through several iterations,
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but at their core they are essentially the same device providing coarse frequency
adjustment through current and temperature control, the latter afforded through
the use of a thermoelectric element placed close to the laser diode package, and
fine tunability and linewidth reduction by feeding back the first order reflection
from a holographic diffraction grating mounted upon a piezoelectric actuator in
the Littrow configuration.
Matthew Himsworth has provided greater construction details in addition to ex-
tensive characterization of these devices in his doctoral thesis, but for the purposes
of this work the Southampton ECDLs provide laser light whose frequency can be
controlled on long time scales by adjusting the voltage applied to the piezo that is
attached to the grating and on short time scales by the modulation of the current
passing through the laser diode.
Laser stabilization is then performed by placing the ECDL in a feedback loop,
where an error signal, typically derived from the laser passing through a spectro-
scopic reference, provides a voltage which is proportional to the error of its output
frequency. This signal is then fed to a Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) con-
troller which adjusts the laser diode current and piezo voltage such that the laser
frequency changes in an effort to minimize the value of the error signal. For the
majority of this project, the PID servo was an analog circuit designed and built
by M.Himsworth, but prior to its arrival a Proportional-Integral (PI) controller
circuit was designed around an ‘Arduino’-like microcontroller based prototyping
platform. This circuit, detailed further in appendix E, succeeded in locking to an
error signal that was provided by Zeeman Modulation Spectroscopy (see section
5.2) achieving an approximate linewidth of 1.3 MHz.
The remainder of this chapter is mainly directed towards the various approaches
the author used to generate the error signals, but first one of the more common
methods is outlined, that of Frequency Modulation Spectroscopy.
5.1 Frequency Modulation Spectroscopy
One of the simplest techniques to generate an error signal for laser frequency stabi-
lization is frequency modulation. In this method the laser frequency is modulated,
typically by adding an AC component to the laser diode current or through the use
of an electro-optic modulator and, as seen by the Jacobi-Anger expansion, gener-
ates a pair of sidebands separated from the carrier by the modulation frequency.
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Figure 5.1: The demodulation process in frequency modulation spec-
troscopy. A laser is swept across a spectroscopic feature while its fre-
quency is dithered at a much greater modulation frequency. The change
in absorption of the laser as it is dithered is measured by a photodiode,
and this Radio Frequency (RF) signal is multiplied by a Local Oscillator
(LO) at the modulation frequency with a ‘mixer’ to generate an Interme-
diate Frequency (IF). This IF signal is then fed through a low pass filter
to extract the DC level which represents the error signal. The laser can
also be viewed in the frequency domain as a carrier with sidebands that
are separated from it by the modulation frequency and the imbalance of
the absorption of the sidebands causes the generation of the RF signal as
they beat with the carrier.
The modulated beam passes through a spectroscopic reference vapour cell and
due to an imbalance in the absorption of the sidebands a beat signal is generated
between them and the carrier. This beat signal is measured with a photodiode
and mixed with a local oscillator at the modulation frequency to produce a signal
which is the derivative of the spectroscopic reference. As the resulting voltage is
the derivative of the atomic spectrum, locking a laser to a zero crossing of the
signal results in it being stabilized to a stationary point of an atomic feature, such
as the peak of a transition.
In the regime of low modulation frequency this technique is known as wavelength
modulation spectroscopy and, as shown in figure 5.1, can be viewed as the laser fre-
quency being dithered across the spectroscopic feature to create a periodic change
in the absorption at the modulation frequency. The phase of the absorption signal
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is determined by which side of the spectroscopic feature the centre frequency of
the laser sits, and this phase relationship determines the sign of the error signal
after it is demodulated.
5.2 Zeeman Modulation
The first method that was employed here to generate an error signal for laser
locking was Zeeman modulation (see figure 5.2). The principle of this technique
is similar to that of frequency modulation however instead of modulating the
laser frequency, a modulating magnetic field is applied to the reference vapour
cell so that, due to the Zeeman effect, the spectroscopic sample is swept across
resonance with the laser. This technique is particularly favourable over frequency
modulation because it avoids the increase in laser frequency noise that results from
the dithering of the laser diode current[100, 101].
In order to achieve this modulation a ‘secondary’ coil was wrapped around a
rubidium vapour cell and placed in series with a capacitor forming a closed loop.
This forms the tank of a resonant LC circuit into which energy can be coupled
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Figure 5.2: Schematic of the Zeeman modulation setup. Two probe beams
pass through a vapour cell that has its resonant frequencies both detuned
and modulated via a series of Zeeman shifting coils. The first probe beam
detects the hyperfine structure of the vapour by counter-propagating with
a saturating pump beam. The second probe merely measures the Doppler
broadened background so that it can be subtracted from the first probe
with a balanced photodiode. All of the beams are circularly polarized so
that they only probe the transitions that experience negative energy shifts.
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Figure 5.3: The error signal of rubidium generated using Zeeman modula-
tion with a saturated absorption signal shown for reference. The frequency
is listed relative to the F = 3 → F ′ = 4 transition of 85Rb. The modula-
tion frequency was approximately 520 kHz.
from the oscillating magnetic field of a ‘primary’ coil. The primary coil is wrapped
around the secondary on the cell, but the number of turns differs between the
coils so that together they act as a transformer to step-up from the current that
is applied to the primary.
A signal generator was then attached to the primary in series with an impedance
matching resistor. The signal generator was not capable of supplying a large
enough current to Zeeman modulate the vapour cell directly, hence the need for
the transformer and resonant circuit in the design.
The laser was split into three beams: a pump and probe beam which counter-
propagated through the vapour cell in the typical Doppler-free spectroscopy config-
uration. The third beam was used as a background reference which was subtracted
from the probe beam by a balanced photodetector (Thorlabs PDB210A/M). In
practice the background removal seemed to reduce the signal to noise ratio of the
error signal so as shown in figure 5.3 it was rarely used.
A third, ‘offset’, coil was also wrapped around the vapour cell to provide a DC
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Figure 5.4: Detuning of Zeeman modulation error signal with respect to
the F = 3→ F ′ = 4 transition of 85Rb due to the application of a current
in the offset coil. The data was taken with a modulation frequency of
≈ 520 kHz and the traces plotted are offset from each other by a value
of 0.5 to aid readability. The blue line is a fit to the zero crossings, and
corresponds to a detuning of −24.7 MHz A−1. The green circles represent
all the zero-crossing data that was used to create the line of best fit.
magnetic field in addition to the RF fields oscillating in the transformer coils. This
DC coil enabled the red detuning of the cooling laser required for optical cooling.
Figure 5.4 shows how the error signal for the cooling transition of rubidium 85
shifts as the current in the bias coil is varied. Changing the bias coil current alters
the DC level of the error signal, so in plotting figure 5.4 the individual traces have
been offset so there is a zero crossing at the centre of each slope corresponding to
the cooling transition.
The offset coil had approximately 140 turns of 0.71 mm diameter enamelled wire
which was measured with a hall probe to have a field of about 15.5 G A−1, yielding
an expected shift of the |F = 3,mF = −3〉 → |F ′ = 4,mF = −4〉 transition of
85Rb of (mFegFe − mFggFg)µBB =−21.7 MHz A−1. A fit of the zero crossings in
figure 5.4 gives a figure of −24.7 MHz A−1, which is fairly close to the expected
value.
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Figure 5.5: Illustration of the background noise within the laboratory.
This figure shows a rather good example of an error signal and reference
spectroscopy of 85Rb, however it was measured with the signal generator
turned off, the coil removed from the vapour cell and even with the local
oscillator disconnected from the frequency mixer. Although this signal
appears to be of a high quality with low background noise, it was caused
by noise being picked up in the piezo sweep circuit and acted to distort
the ‘true’ error signal generated by Zeeman modulation. The strength of
this false error signal was proportional to the sweep amplitude and so was
impossible to lock to. As a result, the signal was removed by the insertion
of a 0.07 MHz high pass filter on the RF input of the frequency mixer.
A surprising issue emerged whilst using the Zeeman modulation technique whereby
electrical noise that was picked up by the piezo sweep circuit impressed a mod-
ulation to the laser frequency. This noise was also picked up by the frequency
mixer, even with its local oscillator port disconnected, and so produced the error
signal shown in figure 5.5. Initially it was thought that the noise was being cou-
pled to the Zeeman modulation coils, however the issue still persisted even when
they were removed. Ironically this unintentional signal was stronger than that
created by the Zeeman modulation technique, however it was impossible to lock
to because its strength was found to be proportional to the piezo sweep amplitude.
This superfluous signal thus only served to distort the true error signal from the
Zeeman modulation, and so was eliminated by the insertion of a 0.07 MHz high
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pass filter on the RF input of the frequency mixer.
Ultimately there were a number of problems with the Zeeman modulation tech-
nique which led to it being abandoned. The modulating coil served to act as an
antenna which radiated noise into other equipment in the laboratory. Similarly,
radiating magnetic fields from other devices in the laboratory were picked up by
the modulation coils and added noise to the error signal. The shifting DC level
of the error signal made it very difficult to accurately adjust the detuning of the
laser whilst maintaining an atom cloud within the MOT, and finally the switching
schemes of the SMOT explained in section 6.1 were much more suitably combined
with Modulation Transfer Spectroscopy.
5.3 Modulation Transfer Spectroscopy
Modulation Transfer Spectroscopy (MTS) is a pump-probe spectroscopic tech-
nique that utilizes a modulated pump beam and unmodulated probe beam to
produce an error signal with which to lock a laser. The main advantage of MTS
over other techniques is that in the absence of Residual Amplitude Modulation
(RAM), there are no spectroscopic features except around closed transitions. This
means that locking to the cooling transitions1 of either 85Rb or 87Rb is made ex-
tremely easy, as their zero crossings are the only two features that appear and,
in addition, balanced photodetection is not needed to subtract the background
signal, as it is absent in this technique by its very nature.
The usual approach to produce the modulated pump beam of modulation transfer
spectroscopy is to employ the use of an Electro-Optic Modulator (EOM). An EOM
is a device that drives a low frequency electric field across a crystal that exhibits
the Pockels effect, a linear shift of refractive index in response to an applied electric
field, in order to induce a time varying refractive index that manifests itself upon
a beam passing through the crystal in the form of a phase modulation. This phase
modulation in turn can be viewed in the frequency domain as a carrier beam of
frequency equal to the unmodulated light with successive side bands either side
of the carrier separated by the modulation frequency ωmod. Due to budgetary
constraints an EOM was not available for use in the spectroscopic experiment,
however as a result of a change in the optical shuttering scheme detailed in section
1Of course, we actually require light that is red detuned from a cooling transition, but this
is imposed by the difference in the centre frequencies of the MTS AOM discussed in this section
and the switching AOMs in section 6.1.1.
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6.1 an Acousto Optic Modulator (AOM) had become available to be used in its
place.
An AOM is a device that uses a piezoelectric transducer to generate sound waves
in a transparent crystal that results in a periodic variation in its refractive in-
dex. These sound waves hence act as a grating for light that passes through the
crystal and as a result produce a number of diffracted beams, the order of each
depending on the number of phonon-photon interactions that occur. There are
two types of AOMs available: those whose crystals have parallel faces in order
to create standing sound waves and those whose crystal faces are angled allowing
light to only interact with travelling sound waves. Both types of AOM produce
deflected beams however standing wave AOMs are more complex in that each spa-
tially separated beam that it produces (including the undiffracted order) contains
multiple frequency components. Here we only use travelling wave AOMs which
output light of a single frequency ω = ω0 + mωAOM for each diffracted order m,
where ωAOM is the operating frequency of the AOM and ω0 is the frequency of the
light going into the AOM. The deflection angle also depends on these parameters
in addition to the speed of sound in the crystal, but the precise angle is not im-
portant for this discussion. In order to use an AOM to modulate the pump beam
for modulation transfer spectroscopy we can dither the frequency applied to it so
that the diffracted beams it produces obtain sidebands analogous to those that an
EOM generates due to phase modulation.
If we apply a frequency modulated signal to the AOM of ωAOM = ωAOM0 +
∆ω cos (ωmodt), where ωmod is the modulation frequency, ωAOM0 is the centre fre-
quency of the AOM and ∆ω is the maximum frequency deviation from the centre
frequency, then this modulation will be imposed upon the various diffracted beams
to give light of instantaneous frequency of ω (t) = ω0+m
(
ωAOM0 + ∆ω cos (ωmodt)
)
,
which we can see gives rise to side-bands on the beam:
The instantaneous frequency is related to the phase by the relationship:
dφ
dt
= ω(t) (5.1)
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which can be integrated to find:
φ =
∫ t
0
ω(t′)dt′ =
∫ t
0
[
ω0 +m
(
ωAOM0 + ∆ω cos
(
ωmodt
′))] dt′
= [ω0 +mωAOM0 ] t+
∫ t
0
m∆ω cos
(
ωmodt
′) dt′
= [ω0 +mωAOM0 ] t+
m∆ω
ωmod
sin (ωmodt) (5.2)
Thus the input beam of form E (t) = E0e
iω0t is modulated to become:
Emod (t) = E0e
i
(
ω0t+m
(
ωAOM0 t+
∆ω
ωmod
sin(ωmodt)
))
Emod (t) = E0e
i(ω0+mωAOM0)te
i m∆ω
ωmod
sin(ωmodt) (5.3)
Using the Jacobi-Anger identity:
eiz sin θ =
∞∑
n=−∞
Jn (z) e
inθ (5.4)
where Jn (z) corresponds to Bessel functions of the first kind. We can see that:
Emod (t) = E0e
i(ω0+mωAOM0)t
∞∑
n=−∞
Jn
(
m∆ω
ωmod
)
einωmodt
Emod (t) =
∞∑
n=−∞
E0Jn
(
m∆ω
ωmod
)
ei(ω0+mωAOM0+nωmod)t (5.5)
In this experiment only the first diffracted order is used, so we can set m = 1, thus
we find that our probe beam is composed of a carrier of frequency ω0 + ωAOM0 ,
plus successive side-bands either side of the carrier separated by frequency ωmod.
This is now similar to the modulation achieved via an EOM, except the side-bands
are spatially separated from the carrier due to the frequency dependent scatter-
ing angle of the AOM, and the centre frequency is shifted by an amount equal
to the average frequency applied to the AOM. To generate an error signal with
MTS we require that our side bands are co-propagating with the carrier so that
upon reaching the vapour cell the pump carrier, probe carrier and pump sideband
interact together through the non-linearity of the vapour2 in a process which has
been attributed to four wave mixing[102, 103]. To recombine the spatially sep-
arated orders they are retro-reflected back through the AOM in the double pass
configuration, again taking the first order diffraction that it scatters. Because the
2This process is modelled in appendix D
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Figure 5.6: Schematic of Modulation Transfer Spectroscopy setup. All
dimensions are in millimetres and both beam splitters shown are the po-
larizing type.
pump beam passes twice through the AOM it is further modulated, so we can
apply the same procedure as before to find the final form of the pump:
Emod (t) =
∞∑
n=−∞
∞∑
n′=−∞
E0Jn
(
∆ω
ωmod
)
Jn′
(
∆ω
ωmod
)
e
i
(
ω0+2ωAOM0+(n+n′)ωmod
)
t
(5.6)
which we can now see as a carrier of frequency of ω0 + 2ωAOM0 with side-bands
again separated by frequency ωmod and weighted by Bessel functions.
To produce the signal to the AOM the DC+RF output from a Minicircuits ZFBT-
4R2GW bias tee is connected to the tuning pin of a Minicircuits ZX95-100-S+
Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO). A DC voltage is applied to the DC input of
the bias tee to set the AOM’s centre frequency and a sine wave at the modulation
frequency is applied to the RF input. The output of the VCO is passed through
a Minicircuits ZHL-3010+ low noise amplifier and this signal is connected to the
AOM so that it sees an input frequency of ωAOM = ωAOM0 + ∆ω cos (ωmodt).
For the optical beam path (see figure 5.6), a portion of the cooling laser is extracted
and reduced to a quarter of its size with a telescope before being passed through
an 80 MHz Gooch and Housego AOM (Model R23080-1-LTD) arranged in the
double pass configuration (described in detail in[104]). The zeroth order beam
from the AOM is blocked, and the first order passes through a convex lens of focal
length f = 100 mm at a distance L1 = f from the scattering point inside the
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AOM. This lens acts to focus the diffracted light from the AOM, such that each
beam remains parallel to each other as the AOM frequency is modulated. These
parallel beams are then retro-reflected by a mirror at distance L2 = f from the
lens, such that they are focused on the mirror’s surface. These beams pass back
through the AOM and then recombine in the first order diffraction. The final
beam that results from the double pass configuration has a centre frequency that
is 160 MHz detuned from that of the input beam and a modulation frequency of
approximately ωmod ≈ 2pi · 3 MHz.
The speed of the sound waves propagating through TeO2, the crystal material in
the AOM used here, is ∼ 4.2 km s−1. This means that for a modulation frequency
of ωmod ≈ 2pi · 3 MHz the sound wave can only propagate 1.4 mm in the time that
one period of modulation oscillation occurs[102, 105]. This shows that to achieve
a bandwidth of this frequency the input beam should be small compared to this
distance. In this case the beam was reduced with a telescope because the limited
space on the optical bench meant that a long focal length lens couldn’t be used,
and strongly focusing the beam would result in a low diffraction efficiency due to
poor Bragg matching in the AOM[104].
As the pump and probe beams have centre frequencies separated by 2ωAOM0 , atoms
moving at a velocity v in the vapour cell see the probe light as having a frequency
of ωpr = ω0 − k · v and the pump as a frequency of ωpu = ω0 + 2ωAOM0 + k · v,
where k and −k are the wavevectors of the probe and pump beams respectively.
Atoms can only interact with both beams when these apparent frequencies are the
same, and so it follows that the only atoms that are probed are those which are
moving towards the probe light at a speed of v = ωAOM0/k ≈ 62 m s−1 relative to
the lab frame. Since MTS produces its spectral features only for atoms that are
moving towards the probe beam at this velocity, then upon locking the laser to a
zero-crossing the laser emits light which is detuned from the same feature in the
lab frame by the AOM’s centre frequency. In many applications this would not be
useful, however it is particularly well suited for use with the SMOT because the
shift in the centre frequency can be used to compensate for that of the ‘switching’
AOMs described later in section 6.1.1. This setup has the additional benefit that
the red-detuning required for cooling and trapping can be implemented easily and
accurately by setting the difference between the centre frequencies of the AOMs.
As mentioned above, Residual Amplitude Modulation can cause an additional
spectroscopic signal to interfere with that produced by MTS. This signal occurs
regardless of whether the probed transition is closed or not, and so RAM introduces
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Figure 5.7: Error signal from Modulation Transfer Spectroscopy relative
to the F = 3 → F ′ = 4 cooling transition of 85Rb. The dashed line
shows where two data sets were stitched together due to the piezo driver’s
limited output sweep. The background level is almost completely due
to background noise in the laboratory and is present even with the laser
beams blocked.
superfluous features to the error signal and should be eliminated. RAM is caused
if the pump beam’s power varies as it is modulated and this can occur if alignment
of the cat’s eye retro-reflector is not perfect, or if the modulation frequency exceeds
the bandwidth of the AOM. This can be corrected by using direct digital synthesis
to generate the individual side-bands electronically so that their relative power
can be adjusted to account for the AOM’s frequency dependent efficiency[106].
An alternate, easier approach was taken here whereby RAM caused by the finite
bandwidth and misalignment of the AOM can be compensated via (mis)alignment
of the overlapping pump and probe beams in the vapour cell (and vice versa)[107].
Figure 5.7 shows the error signal produced by MTS with three sharp zero-crossings
corresponding (from left to right) to the F = 2 → F ′ = 3 transition of 87Rb and
the F = 3 → F ′ = 4 and F = 2 → F ′ = 1 transitions of 85Rb. There are a few
other hyperfine transitions visible due to incompletely compensated RAM, but
these are insignificant compared to those caused by MTS. These results were so
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successful that all of the data characterizing the SMOT presented in this thesis
was taken whilst using this technique.
5.4 Direct Current Modulation
In order to generate the repump light for trapping without employing an addi-
tional diode laser the author adopted a direct modulation technique, whereby
the current of the cooling laser is modulated at a frequency of fm ≈ 2.92 GHz,
approximately equal to the ground state splitting of 85Rb, so that one of the side-
bands that arises as a result of this modulation is resonant with the repumping
transition[108]. To facilitate this modulation, a new laser PCB was designed for
the ECDL in an attempt to maximize power transfer to the laser diode. The
board contained an impedance matching circuit and a bias-tee, so that the con-
stant current signal from the laser diode controller could be combined with that of
the modulating input as close to the laser as possible. In an attempt to enhance
the modulation the cavity length of the ECDL was then extended to L = c/2fm ≈
5 cm, where c is the speed of light, in order to match its free spectral range to
the modulation frequency[109]. Figure 5.8 shows the spectrum of the modulated
cooling laser taken with a Thorlabs SA210-5B 10 GHz FSR scanning Fabry-Perot
interferometer. In this image the cavity length has been tuned to give significant
enhancement to the strength of the sidebands, allowing even the second order
peaks to be visible. Here the sidebands were not tuned exactly to the repump
transition, and in general when this tuning was achieved the modulation strength
was far weaker.
It may seem from figure 5.8 that the linewidth of the laser is very large (∼
120 MHz) however this is likely a gross overestimate considering the specifica-
tions of the etalon. The cavity has a factory measured finesse of 150, and given
that it has free spectral range of ∆f = 10 GHz this corresponds to a maximum
resolution of δf ∼ 67 MHz. Due to this fairly poor resolution it was not expected
that even with perfect alignment an accurate measurement of the linewidth would
be possible, and given the purpose of the measurement was to measure the mod-
ulation depth, no particular attention was paid to optimize the interferometer’s
resolution.
The factory measured value of the etalon’s finesse can be assumed to be equal
to the reflectivity finesse, FR, because the manufacturers of the device state that
the contribution due to the mirror surface quality is negligible[110]. The effective
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Figure 5.8: Trace from a Thorlabs SA210-5B 10 GHz FSR scanning Fabry-
Perot interferometer observing the frequency spectrum of the modulated
cooling laser. Sidebands are resolvable at multiples of the modulation
frequency, which has been assumed to equal to 3 GHz in plotting this
figure as the source data did not include a scan across the free spectral
range of the etalon. The cooling laser was operating with an extended
cavity to achieve modulation enhancement[109], however the sidebands
were not correctly tuned to the repump transition in this image, and in
general the modulation strength was far lower.
finesse of the etalon, FT , however will not be equal to the reflectivity finesse
unless the illumination finesse, FI , is suitably large, which is only the case for a
well aligned input beam of sufficiently small width3. The effective finesse of the
cavity is given by:
FT =
(
1
F 2R
+
1
F 2I
)−1/2
(5.7)
where the illumination finesse is given by:
FI =
λr3
H4
(5.8)
where λ is the wavelength of the input light, r is the radius of curvature of the
mirrors (which is approximately equal to the length d = 7.5 mm of the confocal
3Thorlabs recommends a beam diameter of 150 µm for the SA210 series of interferometers.
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Figure 5.9: Effective finesse and resolution of a Thorlabs SA210-5B 10 GHz
FSR scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer as a function of an input ray’s
axial displacement.
cavity) and H corresponds to the off-axis displacement of the incoming beam. The
illumination finesse quantifies the reduction in the interferometer’s resolution that
results from poor choice of beam parameters, and arises due to the varying round
trip distance as the beam moves off the cavity’s axis. Asymmetric line shapes are
symptomatic of a poor illumination finesse, and so looking at figure 5.8 it can be
seen that the cavity resolution is indeed suboptimal.
Figure 5.9 shows a plot of the effective finesse and resolution, δf = ∆f/Ft, for the
Fabry-Perot interferometer as a function of the input beam’s axial displacement.
The axial displacement can also be interpreted as the radius of a beam coaxial
with the etalon, and this shows that even a perfectly aligned beam requires a
radius of only 239µm to limit the resolution of the interferometer to the 120 MHz
linewidth of figure 5.8.
The large linewidth shown in figure 5.8 can mostly be accounted for by a high
illumination finesse, but it is possible that the linewidth of the cooling laser was
larger than usual both because the laser’s cavity was detuned from the transitions
of rubidium, and hence was free-running, but also due to the presence of current
noise that was coupled to the laser from the modulation circuitry. Regardless, it
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is known from previous work by M.Himsworth that the Southampton ECDLs can
achieve a fairly respectable linewidth of 570± 140 kHz, and there is no reason to
suspect they behaved any differently here[111].
Although attractive due to its simplicity, a number of problems were found with
direct current modulation: A powerful +27dBm Minicircuits TVA-11-422 RF in-
strument amplifier was required to amplify the modulation signal to a level that
produced sufficiently large sidebands to trap atoms within the SMOT. The poor
performance of the modulation was likely a result of the geometry of both the laser
PCB and possibly the bond wires in the laser diode package causing reflected or
radiated signals. A microstrip was etched onto the laser diode PCB in an attempt
to maintain the characteristic impedance of the preceding coaxial cable, however
better results may have been obtained if the cable were to be terminated at a ca-
pacitor positioned directly on the laser diode’s pins. This is the approach that has
been taken by other groups, and has resulted in satisfactory results without any
other attempt at impedance matching[108, 112, 113]. The large RF signals also
interfered with the temperature controlling electronics of the laser diode, resulting
in instantaneous jumps in the measured laser diode temperature upon toggling the
modulation power. These temperatures were almost certainly fictitious, however
the fluctuating measurements would lead to the controller of the laser diode’s ther-
moelectric cooler to start oscillations of the true temperature. The laser diode was
also not anti-reflection coated and this will have resulted in a significant reduction
of the effectiveness of the modulation enhancement[109]. Finally, one of the most
frustrating aspects of this technique was that the relatively low frequency free
spectral range of the ECDL’s extended cavity made the laser much more likely to
mode-hop. These frequent mode hops were particularly troublesome when cou-
pled with the temperature oscillations of the thermoelectric controller, and caused
rapidly moving mode edges that would regularly bring the laser out of lock.
5.5 Offset Phase Lock Stabilization
Although the ∼ 3 GHz direct current modulation technique was successful in pro-
ducing the required repump light for trapping, the numerous problems associated
with it prompted its replacement. A new system was thus adopted with a separate
repumping laser that could provide greater stability and tunability than the direct
modulation technique, whilst still maintaining the same phase coherence with the
cooling laser that the prior method offered.
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This system that was introduced is known as an offset phase lock loop and sta-
bilizes a new, separate, repumping laser to a frequency that is offset from the
reference cooling laser. A servo monitors the frequency difference between the
lasers and provides current and piezo feedback to the repump so that this fre-
quency difference remains locked to that of a reference signal. The optical set-up
of this technique is not particularly involved, however is shown in figure 6.3 for
reference. A portion of both the cooling and repump beams of the same polariza-
tion were aligned to combine at a non polarizing beam cube. Both of the beams
then emerge from one of the cube’s output ports and then co-propagate through
a f = 35 mm plano-convex lens to be focused onto the 60 µm diameter active area
of an EOT ET-4000 12.5 GHz photodiode. A ∼ 2.92 GHz beat signal is generated
by the interference of the two beams, and this signal is measured by the photodi-
ode and amplified by two Mini-Circuits ZX60-6013E-S+ 20-6000 MHz amplifiers
before being fed into a custom phase locking circuit based upon prior work by
J.Appel et al.[114]. The circuit uses an ADF4007 from Analog Devices to divide
the frequency of the beat signal by 64, and this divided signal is available at the
MUXOUT pin of the chip, so it can be monitored with an oscilloscope to both tune
the frequency of the repump laser and to ensure that it is correctly locked. The
circuit also receives a signal from a ZX95-100-S+ Mini-Circuits Voltage Controlled
Oscillator (VCO) which has its frequency divided by 2 before being compared to
that of the divided beat signal. The circuit then generates an error signal indicat-
ing the difference in frequency between the divided signals and this is fed to the
piezo and current modulation inputs of the repump laser to produce a feedback
loop that aims to minimize the difference in the divided signals. The result of the
set-up is that the circuit acts to stabilize the frequency of the repump light such
that is is separated from the cooling laser by a frequency given by ∆f = 32fV CO.
This is particularly convenient because the fV CO ≈ 91 MHz reference signal can be
measured easily with a moderately fast oscilloscope, whilst with the direct mod-
ulation technique the input modulation frequency was ∼ 2.92 GHz, too fast to be
detected and its frequency verified with the oscilloscopes available here.
Chapter 6
Implementation of the SMOT
In addition to the precise laser stabilization discussed in the previous chapter
numerous other technical dependencies exist that need to be resolved in order to
both demonstrate the principle of the SMOT and to characterize its behaviour.
This new MOT geometry requires an optical system that is capable of rapidly
switching the direction of the cooling and repump laser beams, and this must
be synchronized with the pulsing of the magnetic field generating currents that
alternate between the two pairs of SMOT wires. A suitable current source must
be designed that is capable of driving the high currents through these wires and
it must be capable of doing so at frequencies on the order of tens of kilohertz.
After demonstrating the principle of the trap its behaviour must be characterized
by measuring the temperature and atom number of the ultra cold clouds that it
collects, and these properties must be evaluated at a variety of trap frequencies
in order to determine an optimal configuration. Finally this data collection must
be facilitated through the use of a computer control system to interface with an
oscilloscope, signal generator and high speed camera allowing for automated time
of flight measurements and analysis.
6.1 Laser System
6.1.1 Optical switching schemes
Following the numerical simulations of the SMOT in section 4.3 it was established
that the cooling and repump beams would need to be switched between two paths
in order to prevent a degree of anti-trapping. The simulations showed that the
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Figure 6.1: The initial scheme used to perform optical shuttering. Light
that contains components stabilized to the cooling and repump transitions
passes from the spectroscopy setup through an optical fibre to a series of
AOMs. The first AOM operates continuously, shifting the frequency of
the light by 80 MHz. This detuned light is then split into two paths each
of which passes through another AOM. These subsequent AOMs act as
optical shutters, being controlled by two signals sent from a data acquisi-
tion card. The secondary AOMs also shift the light by −80 MHz so that
the light directed into the chamber is brought back into resonance with
the cooling and repump transitions. A close-up showing how the beams
are directed onto the SMOT’s mirror is shown in figure 4.4.
trap should operate at frequencies in the kilohertz region, and as a result the use
of mechanical shutters was immediately discounted as a viable option due to their
low switching speeds. The use of AOMs (whose operation is described in section
5.3) on the other hand was a far more logical option due to their extremely rapid
rise-times on the order of tens to hundreds of nanoseconds, mainly limited by the
propagation speed of sound waves as they travel though their crystal, across the
waist of the shuttered beam[115].
The first optical switching scheme that was used is shown in figure 6.1. The
design consists of three AOMs, two of which provide the shuttering by scattering
light into their first diffracted orders upon receiving signals output from a data
acquisition card. The first diffracted orders were used because they have the
greatest extinction ratio, however due to the nature of the AOMs they also receive
a frequency shift equal to the AOM operating frequency. The diode lasers in this
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setup were locked to the cooling and repump transitions of rubidium 85 through
the use of Zeeman modulation in conjunction with ∼2.92 GHz current modulation
and so this frequency shift imparted by the shuttering AOMs would act to detune
the output beams far from resonance. This detuning prompted the inclusion of
a third ‘shifting’ AOM in the switching scheme whose only purpose was to shift
the frequency of the stabilized light in the opposite direction to that caused by
the shuttering AOMs, such that after passing through them the light would be
brought back onto resonance. Later it was realized that the inclusion of a third
AOM was not necessary to remove the frequency shifts of the shuttering AOMs,
and instead the use of a novel double pass configuration could provide the same
functionality with an even greater extinction ratio. This approach, however, was
not tested because a Pockels cell had become available with which to implement a
more efficient switching scheme, but the principle of this double pass configuration
was successfully demonstrated shortly afterwards by another group[116].
The second optical switching scheme, as shown in figure 6.2, used a Pockels cell as
an electronically controlled waveplate to alternate the cooling and repump light
between horizontal and vertical polarization so that it could be directed to two
different output paths through the use of a polarizing beam splitter. This approach
was superior to the first due to a much higher efficiency than that exhibited by
the series of AOMs, each of which loses a significant quantity of power in the
unused diffraction orders in addition to an inherent maximum efficiency of 50%
due to each beam being dumped for half of the switching period. The electro-
optical scheme also offers greater simplicity, requiring fewer components than the
previous approach and furthermore does not introduce a frequency shift onto the
beams which would otherwise have to be removed again later.
This switching scheme, whilst effective, was not used for very long in the experi-
ment because the author became alerted to a variation of the Modulation Transfer
Spectroscopic technique which, as a result of being implemented through the use
of a double-passed AOM rather than an EOM, produces an error signal shifted in
frequency from the spectroscopic reference by the AOM driving frequency (see sec-
tion 5.3). This technique, in combination with the greater available laser power
afforded by a recently built Tapered Amplifier (TA) prompted the return to a
switching scheme reminiscent of that of the first one, but with the modification of
the removal of the shifting AOM from the output path of the cooling and repump
beams. This final design hence served to save power that would otherwise be lost
in the shifting AOM and, whilst not as efficient as the second approach, allowed
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Figure 6.2: The second scheme used to perform optical shuttering. Light
that contains components stabilized to the cooling and repump transitions
passes from the spectroscopy setup through an optical fibre to a Pockels
cell which acts as a voltage controlled wave plate. The Pockels cell rotates
the polarization of the light depending on a signal from a data acquisition
card so that the light can be directed between two optical paths by a polar-
izing beam splitter . This technique is superior to that shown in figure 6.1
due to its much higher efficiency, but ultimately was abandoned because of
the adoption of the technique of Modulation Transfer Spectroscopy, which
was more suited to the scheme shown in figure 6.3. A close-up showing
how the beams are directed onto the SMOT’s mirror is shown in figure
4.4.
for the use of a spectroscopic technique that offered a stronger error signal which
was easier to lock to than what was previously available.
6.1.2 Final Optical Design
The final optical setup is shown in figures 6.3 and 6.4. A ∼ 15 mW beam emitted
from the cooling ECDL passes through a tapered amplifier to give ∼ 200 mW of
frequency locked cooling light. A portion of this light passes through an 80 MHz
AOM arranged in the double pass configuration to provide the modulated light
required for the laser stabilization (see section 5.3). This AOM receives a centre
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Figure 6.4: Spatial filtering and beam separation before entering the vac-
uum chamber holding the prototype SMOT. A close-up showing how the
beams are directed onto the SMOT’s mirror is shown in figure 4.4.
driving frequency of (80+δ)MHz, where δ is the detuning of the cooling beam from
resonance and, on top of this, the AOM receives a frequency modulation of 3 MHz
(further described in section 5.3). Because the AOM is arranged in a double pass
configuration the modulated pump light in the vapour cell has a centre frequency
detuned from the probe light by 2(80+δ)MHz, meaning upon locking to the zero
crossing corresponding to the 52S1/2, F = 3 → 52P3/2, F ′ = 4 transition of 85Rb,
the light emitted from the cooling laser is -(80+δ)MHz detuned from the transition
observed for atoms stationary in the laboratory frame.
To produce the optical switching required for the SMOT we again opted to use
a pair of 80 MHz AOMs as shutters. The -(80+δ)MHz detuned cooling beam
is divided into a vertical and horizontal polarized component which separately
pass through the two shuttering AOMs. These AOMs not only serve to ‘blank’
the beams, but also act to shift them back to δMHz from resonance. Now the
beams are again resonant with their respective transitions they are recombined
so that they can be coupled into an optical fibre leading to the MOT chamber.
At the other end of the fibre the beams are cleaned by using a 20 mm plastic
aspheric lens to focus through a 25µm spatial filter before they are expanded with
a telescope to a 1/e2 radius of 4.0 mm and then finally separated with a polarizing
beam splitter so they can be directed into the vacuum chamber. These beams
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may seem unnecessarily small given the amount of power afforded by the tapered
amplifier, however the maximum size is limited by the SMOT’s wires which cause
shadowing for beams of diameter greater than ∼ 7.5 mm. The signals to the AOM
shutters are governed by a Minicircuits ZX80-DR230-S+ RF switch connected to
a computer controlled Data AcQuisition (DAQ) card. The RF switch receives an
80 MHz sine wave from a Minicircuits ZX95-100-S+ voltage controlled oscillator
and this signal is output to one of two ZHL-3010+ amplifiers, each of which drive
one of the switching AOMs depending on the state of a 2-bit signal emitted from
the DAQ.
A second ECDL provides the repumping light required to prevent atoms becom-
ing lost from the MOT. This laser is offset phase locked to the cooling beam by
a custom circuit which attempts to stabilize the ∼ 2.92 GHz beat note that they
produce on a fast photodiode (see section 5.5). The repump light is then recom-
bined with the cooling light at a beam splitter directly before it reaches the AOM
shutters.
6.2 Generation of the Magnetic Fields
6.2.1 FET Based Current Switching
In order to generate the required current through the SMOT’s wires, and thus the
magnetic fields for trapping, a circuit was devised by a previous member of the
group to drive the gates of four Field Effect Transistors (FETs), each of which
controls the flow of current through one of the SMOT’s four wires. One quarter
of the circuit is shown in figure 6.5, which was repeated for each of the four
FETs. For each wire, a signal output from a data acquisition card was passed to a
Fairchild 6N137 optocoupler which, along with an isolated 12 V DC/DC converter
and external floating power supply, ensured that each output was also isolated.
The output of each optocoupler was connected both to a pull up resistor and the
input pin of a Microchip TC1411 FET driver, and each of these was connected to
the gate of a F3711Z FET from International Rectifier. The FETs were then wired
to the SMOT in series with a number of ballast resistors as shown in figure 6.6
such that the current drawn from each power supply would remain approximately
constant throughout the switching cycle and hence reduce the stress put upon
them.
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39Ω
6N137 Optocoupler
7805
330Ω
NCS6S4812C
Isolated 12V Supply
100nF 4.7uF
+12 V
+5 V
+18 V
Signal
TC1411 MOSFET Driver
MOT Wire
MOT PSU
F3711Z
Figure 6.5: FET driving circuit that was initially used to generate the
SMOT wire currents. This circuit was repeated for each of the four SMOT
wires, however two high current power supplies were used as shown in
figure 6.6. The circuit should not be replicated as shown here as it contains
several design flaws that are discussed in the main text.
Whilst this circuit produced currents sufficient to enable the first successful demon-
stration of the SMOT it also was the cause of a significant amount of electrical
noise. This noise made it extremely difficult to maintain stable atom clouds within
the MOT and hence to determine the dependence of their properties on the switch-
ing frequency. Amongst other devices, this ElectroMagnetic Interference (EMI)
was picked up by the laser stabilization circuit and vastly increased the frequency
at which it would be brought out of lock. It was suspected that the cause of
the EMI was radiation emitted due to the high frequency harmonics of the sharp
switching edges of the current waveform. Such issues are commonly found with
switched mode power supplies and the clock signals of high frequency digital elec-
tronics.
In hindsight there were several other problems that existed with this circuit, some
of which may have needlessly exacerbated the EMI issues. The input resistor to
the optocoupler was so small that a 5 V logic level derived from a signal generator
with a 50 Ω output impedance would result in an input current that would exceed
the optocoupler’s absolute maximum rating. The optocoupler also has slightly
asymmetric on/off switching times and so the current draw from the high current
power supplies is not truly constant as expected. Bypass capacitors were also
omitted from many of the devices in the circuit including those for the FET
driver and optocoupler, which are listed in their respective datasheets as being
mandatory. Perhaps the biggest design flaw is the lack of bypass capacitor for
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Figure 6.6: The two states of the SMOT wires as they are switched by
the FET driving circuit of figure 6.5. The FETs are connected so that
the current drawn from each of the power supplies remains approximately
constant.
the FETs themselves, the result of which means that any high frequency currents
drawn from the MOT wires must be sourced by the higher impedance path of the
power supplies. This creates a larger loop area for the high frequency currents
that could have otherwise been shorted by appropriate bypass capacitors, and so
unnecessarily increases the amount of radiated EMI.
To reduce the amount of electromagnetic interference caused by these switching
transients the author decided to replace the FET based magnetic field switch-
ing scheme with one which would drive sinusoidal currents and thus would not
experience the troublesome high frequency harmonics.
6.2.2 Audio Amplifier Based Current Switching
In order to produce the SMOT magnetic field switching based upon a sinusoidal
current waveform a rack mount Behringer Europower EPX4000 audio power am-
plifier was employed. This device is designed to drive the large speakers found in
concerts and public address systems and as a result it expects the load to which
it is connected to have a nominal impedance of 2 Ω, 4 Ω or 8 Ω depending on the
mode in which it operates. The square wave signals previously sent from the DAQ
to the FET driving circuits were replaced with a sine wave sent from the DAQ’s
analogue output to the audio amplifier. The output of the audio amplifier was
then connected to an Ohmite TA1K0PH2R50KE 2.5 Ω high power resistor, and
this was water cooled with an Ohmite CP4-114C cold plate. Four Schottky diodes
were then inserted in series with the power resistor and the MOT wires as shown
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Figure 6.7: First wiring method used with sine wave based magnetic field
switching. The current limiting resistor was subsequently replaced with
a 5 Ω value to allow use of the audio amplifier in its bridge mode. A
more suitable wiring method was adopted (figure 6.8) to allow for greater
currents with this restriction.
in figure 6.7 so that the resulting half wave rectification in each wire pair pro-
duced the required magnetic field switching for trapping. As shown in figure 6.9
the bandwidth of the audio amplifier was non-negligible, so for every frequency
setting the phase and amplitude of the signal output from the DAQ was adjusted
so that, after amplification, the peak to peak voltage across the high power resistor
remained constant and in synchronization with the optical switching.
Once again this produced sufficiently high currents to demonstrate magneto-
optical trapping and furthermore it succeeded in reducing the amount of elec-
trical noise compared to that which had plagued the FET based approach. The
amplifier, however, was very susceptible to overheating, and this would result in
the amplifier temporarily attenuating its output every few seconds, even if the
gain of the amplifier was turned down far from its maximum. To try and in-
crease the current output the high power resistor was replaced with a 5 Ω Ohmite
TA1K0PH5R00KE1, allowing for the amplifier to be placed in its higher power
‘bridge mode’, and the half wave rectifying circuits were rewired as shown in fig-
ure 6.8 to a more sensible configuration that doubled the available current at the
same power dissipation. This failed to solve the amplifier’s overheating problems,
and so it was suspected that either the non-linearity of the diodes or the induc-
tance of the wires were presenting a load to the amplifier that it couldn’t drive. To
1This resistor later failed due to exceeding the manufacturer’s maximum ratings and so was
replaced with two TE Connectivity TE1000B10RJ 10 Ω high power resistors that were wired in
parallel.
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Figure 6.8: Second wiring method used with sine wave based magnetic
field switching.
test this the SMOT wires and the diodes were removed from the amplifier output,
ensuring that it would see an almost purely resistive dummy load. Surprisingly the
amplifier still continued to overheat, indicating the problem was with the amplifier
itself.
The Behringer EPX4000 was selected to drive the SMOT currents due to its high
power specification and stability with inductive loads. It perhaps is not surpris-
ing that an audio amplifier should claim to drive inductive loads when speakers
themselves are inherently inductive2. This, however, highlights the rather odd
convention of specifying the load presented by speakers as a particular resistance
considering the fact that their impedance is frequency dependent. The EPX4000
is sold as a 4 kW amplifier, however this refers only to the peak power that it
can deliver into a 4 Ω load whilst in its bridge mode. A more useful figure is the
‘RMS power’ quoted in the specifications, however the term itself is a misnomer
that is fairly commonly used in the context of audio amplifiers. RMS power is
usually stated to indicate the average power delivered to a load, calculated from
a measurement of the RMS voltage and the RMS current. Taking the root mean
square of the instantaneous power delivered to the load does not yield the average
power, and is instead correctly calculated by integrating this waveform over unit
time[118]. The highest specified RMS power of the EPX4000 is listed as 3 kW into
a 4 Ω load whilst in bridge mode. Assuming the same power could be delivered to
the 5 Ω load that was used here, that would correspond to a peak current in the
half rectified SMOT wires of ∼ 34.6 A, well in excess of the ∼ 29.2 A required to
achieve the desired magnetic field gradient of 10 G cm−1.
2This stability is often granted through the use of a Zobel network on the output of the
amplifier, acting as a short at high frequencies[117].
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Figure 6.9: Bode plot of Behringer Europower EPX4000 amplifier used to
calibrate DAQ phase and amplitude output.
In practice the amplifier could not attain this output current, instead overheating
when only 475 W was output into a 5 Ω load at a switching frequency of 10 kHz.
Basic power calculations lead to further doubts about the validity of the claimed
specifications of the amplifier. Considering the device has an C14 IEC power inlet
(sometimes mistakenly referred to as a ‘kettle’ plug) which is only rated up to 10 A
and generously assuming that the mains voltage is 240 V (rather than the nominal
value of 230 V) this implies the amplifier has a maximum input power of 2.4 kW.
Even if the IEC input socket is allowed to draw the maximum current of 13 A
allowed by a BS 1363 plug then the maximum input power to the amplifier is still
only 3.1 kW, meaning that the device would have to have efficiency of 96 % to meet
its specification of delivering 3 kW into a 4 Ω load, a claim that seems unlikely to
be possible. Whilst preliminary data was collected with using the EPX4000, the
overheating eventually resulted in the amplifier’s destruction. Whilst the author
considered purchasing a replacement audio amplifier to complete the experiment,
the poor performance of the previous device left a feeling of great scepticism that
another commercial audio amplifier could meet its specifications and so work was
instead directed towards constructing a bespoke current driver.
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6.2.3 Design of Bespoke Current Driver
After the dissatisfaction of the previous methods of generating the magnetic fields
for trapping the author briefly considered building a 1.5 kW amplifier based on
a project designed by Elliott Sound Products[119]. This project does not seem
to be tested, however, and once again is designed for 4 Ω loads whilst the load
used for the SMOT wires can be almost arbitrarily small, allowing for a lower
output voltage. In light of this, the design effort instead was centred around a
power op-amp from Apex Microtechnology, the PA50, which is specified as a 40 A
output device capable of dissipating 400 W. Other op amps from the Apex line
of products were considered, however the PA50 was chosen due to a lower voltage
drop across its output transistors, and hence reduced power dissipation, at the
expense of a reduced power bandwidth, protection and other features. The design
goal of this bespoke current driver was to be able to continuously drive a 40 A
peak to peak sine wave through the half wave rectifiers of figure 6.8 at frequencies
varying from 1 kHz to 60 kHz.
The wires of the SMOT were measured with an Agilent U1733 LCR meter to give
the model of the load shown in figure 6.10, where the previous 5 Ω load resistor
has been replaced by the 1 Ω of figure 6.11. As a first estimate of the behaviour of
the amplifier we can approximate the load by a resistor of value R =1.0283 Ω in
series with an inductor with inductance L =1.815 µH. These values are calculated
for this model by finding the inductance and resistance of each individual arm of
the two half-wave rectifiers and then taking the average of these values over both
arms. This assumes that at any point the load is only conducting through one
pair of diodes, and that these diodes’ properties do not otherwise affect the load.
14.4mΩ
14.4mΩ13.9mΩ
13.9mΩ
0.88μH
0.89μH 0.99μH
0.87μH
1Ω
Figure 6.10: Electrical model representing the SMOT wires and load re-
sistor, the values of which were measured with an Agilent U1733 LCR
meter.
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Figure 6.11: Five watercooled 5 Ω, 100 W resistors (MP9100 series from
Caddock Electronics, Inc.) wired in parallel to produce the 1 Ω load/sense
resistor of the voltage controlled current amplifier. Copper tubing is used
here instead of litz wire (see section 6.2.3.1) due to the short lengths of
cable required.
Upon application of a voltage across a resistor and inductor placed in series the
drawn current exponentially rises with a time constant of τ = L/R. This is the
time required for the current to increase to 1−1/e ≈ 63.2% of its maximum value,
and for the model used here this corresponds to τ = 1.77 µs. Whilst this limits the
speed at which a square wave voltage source can drive current through the SMOT
wires, the current driven by a sine wave voltage source instead merely experiences
an attenuation to 1/
√
2 of its maximum value. This also corresponds to the point
where the power delivered to the resistor drops to half, and with this model of the
SMOT’s wires this occurs at an angular frequency of ω = 1/τ = R/L = 2pi·90 kHz.
One of the greatest problems in the design of this driver is the power dissipa-
tion within the amplifier and how this determines its excursions within the Safe
Operating Area (SOA). Although the PA50 is listed as a 400 W amplifier this is
merely the power that can be dissipated within it, in conjunction with a perfect
heat sink, to maintain the maximum recommended junction temperature of 150 ◦C
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whilst the case is held at a temperature of 25 ◦C3. This power specification does
not imply that 400 W can be delivered to the amplifier’s load and, perhaps counter
intuitively, these powers are not directly comparable.
The instantaneous power dissipation in an op amp’s output transistors is given
by the product of their output currents with the voltage drop across them. The
voltage drop is given by VCE = Vs− Vo, the difference between the output voltage
Vo and that of the corresponding supply Vs, and demonstrates the importance of
providing the lowest possible supply voltage to the op amp to reduce this dissipa-
tion. The output transistors require their gate voltages to be approximately 10 V
higher than their source voltages in order to maximally turn on. This means that
if the gate and source voltages are derived from the same supply voltage then the
transistors can never fully turn on, significantly increasing the minimum voltage
drop across them4 and hence reducing the output voltage swing. Some amplifiers,
including the PA50, have additional pins for optional ‘boost’ voltage rails which
exceed those of the supply voltage. The boost voltages provide the extra 10 V to
the gates that allow for the transistors to fully turn on, and this results in a greater
output voltage swing but without the associated increase in power dissipation had
the source voltage been increased instead.
To calculate the average power dissipated in the amplifier we consider that the
output stage consists of two transistors in a push-pull configuration: one of which
sources current to the load and the other which sinks current from it. The circuit
is assumed to be operating in a linear regime, applying an output voltage Vo across
the load and generating an output current Io with some phase shift φ depending
on its impedance ZL:
Vo = Vp sin(ωt+ φ), Io = Ip sin(ωt) (6.1)
The instantaneous power dissipated by the current sourcing output transistor is
given by:
Pinst = (Vs − Vo)Io
= (Vs − Vp sin(ωt+ φ))Ip sin(ωt)
= VsIp sin(ωt)− VpIp sin(ωt+ φ) sin(ωt) for 0 ≤ t ≤ T/2 (6.2)
3This, of course, implies the maximum thermal resistance of the junction to the case, which
is equal to Rjc =0.31
◦C W−1 in the situation of DC Output waveforms. AC output waveforms
have a lower thermal resistance and hence permit greater power dissipation in the amplifier.
4This corresponds to a voltage drop of 6.5 V across the PA50 when outputting a current of
20 A.
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where the domain of the function indicates that this is only valid when the current
output is positive. The output waveforms and the supply rails of the amplifier
are symmetric about zero volts so on average each transistor dissipates an equal
amount of power. The total power dissipated in the amplifier is hence given by:
Pavg =
2VsIp
T
∫ T/2
0
sin(ωt) dt− 2VpIp
T
∫ T/2
0
sin(ωt+ φ) sin(ωt) dt (6.3)
where the left hand term corresponds to the average input power of the amplifier:
Pin =
2VsIp
T
∫ T/2
0
sin(ωt) dt
= −2VsIp
ωT
[
cos (ωt)
]T/2
0
=
2VsIp
pi
(6.4)
whilst the right hand term corresponds to the average power delivered to the load:
Pload =
2VpIp
T
∫ T/2
0
sin(ωt+ φ) sin(ωt) dt
=
2VpIp
T
∫ T/2
0
[
cos(ωt) sin(φ) + sin(ωt) cos(φ)
]
sin(ωt) dt
=
2VpIp
T
[
1
2ω
sin2(ωt) sin(φ)
]T/2
0
+
2VpIp
T
∫ T/2
0
sin2(ωt) cos(φ) dt
=
−VpIp
2T
cos(φ)
∫ T/2
0
[
ei2ωt − 2 + e−i2ωt
]
dt
=
VpIp
2
cos(φ)
= VrmsIrms cos(φ) (6.5)
where Vrms and Irms are the root mean square voltage and current delivered to
the load while the cos(φ) term is known as the power factor. The total power
dissipated into the amplifier is thus given by:
Pavg =
2VsIp
pi
− VrmsIrms cos(φ) (6.6)
This expression can be differentiated to find the RMS voltage at which the average
power dissipation in the amplifier is the greatest:
Vrms
Vs
∣∣∣∣
Pmax
=
√
2
pi cos(φ)
(6.7)
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Figure 6.12: Relative output voltage corresponding to maximum power
dissipation in current driver as a function of phase angle.
which is plotted in figure 6.12. Equation 6.7 can be substituted into equation 6.6
to find this maximum average power:
Pmax =
2V 2s
pi2R
(6.8)
which is independent of the frequency of the signal and of the reactance of the
load, depending only on the resistive part of the impedance R. Whilst the average
power dissipation is independent of the frequency and reactance of the load, the
maximum instantaneous power clearly is not. We can demonstrate this from
equation 6.2 by noting that for a purely reactive load the maximum instantaneous
power dissipated by the amplifier equals the instantaneous input power, i.e. at
that instant no power is delivered to the load. This stress is due to the phase lag
between the output voltage and the output current, and is more easily analysed
by looking at an SOA graph.
The SOA graph shows the operating parameters of instantaneous output current
and voltage drop across the amplifier’s output transistors VCE = Vs − Vo that
should result in safe operation. There are several limiting factors: the maximum
output current of the device operating with a low voltage drop is determined by
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Figure 6.13: Linear plot of the safe operating area of the Apex PA50, and
the excursions of the bespoke current driver at various switching frequen-
cies assuming the average load of figure 6.10.
the fusing current of the bond wires; the instantaneous power dissipation provides
the limit on the SOA graph in the intermediate region of voltage drop. Finally,
the effect of secondary breakdown limits the safe current for high collector-emitter
voltages, but this does not occur in MOSFET based devices and so does not need
to be considered in this application. Purely resistive loads are the most simple
and are represented on a linear plot of the SOA as a line, however as shown in
figure 6.13 reactive loads split this line and instead trace out an ellipse. The safe
operating area is dependent on the case temperature (Tc) of the amplifier, and
this can be seen by observing that to maintain the junction temperature below
the maximum value of 150 ◦C the average power dissipated in it has to be:
Pavg ≤ 150− Tc
Rθjc
(6.9)
where Rθjc is the thermal resistance of the amplifier’s junction to case, and can
be one of two values depending on whether the output waveform is AC or DC.
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Figure 6.14: Safe Operating Area of the Apex PA50, and the excursions
of the bespoke current driver assuming the average load of figure 6.10 at
frequencies from 1 kHz to 60 kHz.
It follows that the maximum instantaneous output current to guarantee this tem-
perature is maintained, is given by:
ISOA ≤ 150− Tc
(Vs − Vo)Rθjc (6.10)
assuming that this value does not exceed the fusing current of the bond wires (40 A
for the PA50). This equation is linear on a log-log plot and is usually presented
in this way (see figure 6.14).
To calculate the steady state case temperature of the amplifier we use a ther-
moelectric model where the total power dissipated in the amplifier, Ptot, is given
by the sum of the quiescent power of the amplifier Pq and the average power
dissipation due to the driving of the load from equation 6.6:
Ptot = Pq + Pavg
= 2IqVs + Pavg (6.11)
where the quiescent power of each output transistor is given by the product of the
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quiescent current (Iq = 32 mA maximum for the PA50) and the supply voltage. If
the maximum RMS output voltage of the amplifier is below that given by equation
6.7 then the average power dissipation of the amplifier should never exceed Pavg.
To ensure safety with any output voltage, however, we assume the maximum power
dissipation possible from equation 6.8:
Ptot|max = 2IqVs + Pmax
= 2IqVs +
2V 2s
pi2R
(6.12)
The equilibrium case temperature can then be found as the amplifier is cooled by
a heatsink:
Tc = Ta + Ptot|max (Rθcs +Rθsa)
= Ta +
[
2IqVs +
2V 2s
pi2R
]
(Rθcs +Rθsa) (6.13)
where Ta is the temperature of the cooling reservoir for the heatsink, Rθcs is
the thermal resistance between the amplifier’s case and the heatsink (Rθcs =
0.05 ◦C W−1 for the PA50’s TO-247 package with correctly applied thermal paste)
and Rθsa is the thermal resistance of the heatsink to the cooling reservoir. The
heatsink chosen (Apex HS11) had the lowest thermal capacity that was available
Rθsa = 0.1
◦C W−1 when used with a water cooling system with a sufficiently high
flow rate, and this cooling water was assumed to have a conservative temperature
of Ta = 20
◦C.
The only things that remain to be decided are the voltages for the supply and the
boost rails. To maintain the greatest voltage swing we know from earlier that the
boost rails must be 10 V greater than those of the supply. Under these conditions
the maximum swing, i.e. the minimum voltage drop across the amplifier is given
by:
(Vs − Vo)
∣∣
min
= IoRdrop (6.14)
where the worst case value for the PA50 is assumed (Rdrop = 0.145 Ω) to give
the dashed lines of figures 6.13 and 6.14. Now a supply voltage must be chosen
that is high enough such that the path of the instantaneous power dissipation
of the amplifier does not encroach on this dashed line, but low enough that the
resulting case temperature of the amplifier produces a SOA curve that stays above
the amplifier’s excursions. The SOA graphs show that the restrictions provided
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by all of these curves are satisfied by a supply voltage of Vs = 28 V at frequencies
from 1 kHz to 60 kHz, and these result in a maximum amplifier case temperature
of Tc = 43.4
◦C.
The model used up until this point has ignored the influence of the Schottky diodes
other than the switching action that they perform. Simulations and measurements
both show however that the non-linear action of the diodes conspires with the series
inductance of the half-wave rectifiers to produce strange current waveforms. In a
newly designed system it would be more sensible to drive each SMOT wire pair
with a separate amplifier, with the rectification occurring to the signal and not
within the MOT wires themselves. The author was prevented from doing so in this
experiment due to the wire pairs being connected within the vacuum chamber, a
configuration that arose as a result of the limited number of connections on the
vacuum feedthrough and because it did not impede the FET based switching that
is was originally designed for.
To confirm the results of the calculations a SPICE simulation was undertaken to
ensure the amplifier remained stable, that it did not overheat either the load resis-
tors or itself and that it produced the correct output waveforms. The simulations
were performed in LTSpice with a model of the PA50 provided by Apex Microtech-
nology and a model of the SCS230AE2 Schottky diodes by ROHM Semiconductor.
The final schematic of the amplifier is shown in figure 6.15. This diagram shows
the PA50 used as a voltage controlled current amplifier with the wires of the SMOT
placed in the feedback loop. The output current is determined by five 100 W 5 Ω
resistors (MP9100 series from Caddock Electronics, Inc.) which are wired in par-
allel to act as a 1 Ω sense resistor (shown in figure 6.11). The amplifier provides
a transconductance gain of approximately 10 A V−1 by driving the necessary volt-
age across the sense resistor that ensures the current passing through the feedback
resistor equals to that flowing through the input resistor. A soft-mute circuit de-
scribed by J.Firestone[120] is included in the design to prevent damage to the
amplifier if power is initialized during the peak of waveform.
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6.2.3.1 The Skin Effect
As an alternating current passes through a conducting wire, time varying magnetic
fields are created which circulate around the wire’s axis. These changing magnetic
fields self induce eddy currents within the wire which act to increase the current
density at its surface, and conversely decrease the current density toward its centre.
This is known as the skin effect, and can be calculated by solving Maxwell’s
equations within a conductor[121]. At higher frequencies the skin effect becomes
more pronounced, acting to confine the conduction within a thin surface layer,
reducing the effective cross sectional area of the wire and hence increasing its
resistance. The skin effect can be characterized by the ‘skin depth’, the distance
from the wire’s surface at which the current density drops to 1/e of its maximum:
δ =
√
2
µrµ0r0ω2
√1 + ( σ
r0ω
)2
− 1
− 12 (6.15)
this relationship can be simplified by assuming that the material is a good con-
ductor (σ/(r0ω) >> 1):
δ ≈
√
2ρ
ωµrµ0
(6.16)
where relative permeability of the material is approximately equal to one for cop-
per. It was a concern that the high currents output from the current driver would
be so great that they would both cause an unacceptably high level of resistance
at the greatest desired frequency of 60 kHz, but also exceed the ampacity of the
output wires due to the small cross sectional area in which the alternating current
flows. The current driver was designed to output a maximum peak to peak current
of 40 A, corresponding to an RMS current of ∼ 14.1 A. Ignoring the influence of
the skin effect, a 16AWG (∼ 1.3 mm2) copper wire with 90 ◦C rated insulation is
judged by the United States National Electric Code to have an ampacity of ∼
18 A, sufficiently high to carry the required currents. Assuming that the current
has an oscillation frequency of 60 kHz and the copper at room temperature has a
resistivity of ρ = 17.2 nΩ m, then the corresponding skin depth is δ ≈ 269µm. The
region that lies within the skin depth represents ∼ 66 % of the cross sectional area
of the wire and as a result the actual conducting area is equivalent to ∼ 17.8AWG.
One method of reducing the influence of the skin effect is simply to use larger gauge
wires so that there is a greater surface area under which the majority of the current
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can flow. Welding cables were considered for this purpose, however their thickness
makes them unwieldy, particularly when they need to be soldered to the relatively
small contacts of the vacuum feedthrough and the current driver. An alternative
method is to use litz wire, bundles of enamelled copper wires that are woven in a
particular arrangement to break up the eddy currents in the core of the wires and
to increase the surface area of copper. Litz wire is often encountered in induction
heaters, high frequency transformers and radio systems and the laminations in
transformer cores rely on a similar principle.
In order to choose the number of wires and the winding procedure, the method
described by C.Sullivan and R.Y.Zhang was followed[122]. First a spool of enam-
elled wire was chosen with a diameter smaller than the skin depth of the highest
frequency component, ds = 0.1 mm was selected as it was the smallest wire avail-
able. The wire has a current rating of 30 mA, so it may seem logical to just twist
a bundle of ∼ 475 of these together to allow the maximum RMS current of 14.1 A.
This would not prevent a ‘bundle-level’ skin effect, whereby wires at the centre of
the bundle are underutilized due to the differing average magnetic field strength
from those on the outside. Litz wire weaving is designed so each wire spends ap-
proximately the same amount of time at every radial position within the bundle,
meaning that the currents must be shared equally between the strands[122, 123].
If only a simple twist is employed then a maximum of five wires can be bundled
before they tend to arrange themselves such that they accumulate around a central
wire. Multiple bundles can then be twisted together in subsequent steps, again in
maximum groups of five, to always ensure equal currents for an arbitrary number
of strands. For example, a litz wire consisting of 125 strands can be constructed
by twisting these equal lengths into 25 groups of 5 wires, these 25 bundles of wires
are then twisted into 5 groups of 5x5 litz which are finally twisted together to give
a 5x5x5 litz wire. This method is rather laborious due to the large number of steps
involved however it can be safely accelerated by increasing the number of wires in
the lowest level bundle until the bundle diameter equals to two skin depths, the
point where bundle-level skin effect starts to become significant[122]. In order to
calculate the maximum number of wires in the first bundle an effective skin depth
is used to take account of the voids that result from the imperfect wire packing:
δeff =
δ√
Fp
(6.17)
where Fp is the litz packing factor, the ratio of the total cross sectional area of
the n strands (npid2s/4) to the cross sectional of the whole bundle (pid
2
b/4). This
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Figure 6.16: The ‘Leonardo’ style rope winding machine used to produce
the home-made litz wire. The bracket on the right of the image holds
five hooks which turn simultaneously through the use of a crank. The left
block holds a large hook which can be fixed in place or allowed to rotate.
The separator is visible at the bottom of the image. Based upon[122].
equation can be found from 6.16 by assuming an average resistivity of the bundle
ρeff = ρ/Fp.
db = 2δeff =
2δ√
Fp
=
2δdb√
nds
(6.18)
n =
4δ2
d2s
(6.19)
For the skin depth calculated at the greatest SMOT switching frequency this
results in a maximum lowest level bundle size of n ∼ 29 strands, however in
construction of the wire it was deemed easier to have an even number, so 28
strands were used to err on the side of safety. The final litz construction was thus
decided to be 28x5x5, consisting of 700 individual strands with a total current
rating of 21 A. The current rating exceeded the requirement of ∼ 14.1 A both to
account for any strands that may break and to simplify construction. In order
to weave this wire, a ‘Leonardo rope winding machine’ was built (see figure 6.16)
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Figure 6.17: 28x5x5 litz wire wound from 0.1 mm diameter enamelled
copper wire that was constructed using a Leonardo rope winding machine.
consisting of a large hook which could be either fixed or allowed to rotate and a
separate series of five smaller hooks that turn in synchronization through the use
of a crank. Each winding operation was preceded by threading the enamelled wire
back and forth between the two sets of hooks so that each of the five smaller hooks
connected 28 strands to the larger one. A separating disc with five notches was
then inserted between the wires at the location of the large hook to ensure that
the individual bundles of 28 did not prematurely twist together. The crank was
then turned to achieve a pitch of approximately one twist per centimetre in each
of the five bundles and then the large hook was allowed to rotate as the separator
was brought forward to allow the five bundles to ‘zip’ together. Five of these
28x5 litz wires were constructed before being reattached to the winding machine
to complete the final 28x5x5 weave that is shown in figure 6.17.
The efficacy of the home-made litz wire was compared to that of a commercial
design purchased from RMCybernetics consisting of a 6x4 construction of 0.25 mm
diameter enamelled wire. Each wire was tested by being soldered in series with
a 51 Ω resistor to create a voltage divider, then after being connected to a signal
generator the input and output voltages were measured as a function of frequency.
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Figure 6.18: Comparison of the inductance of commercial and home made
litz wire via measurement of the transfer function of a voltage divider.
Measurements of the SMOT wires are shown for reference, which were
probed directly at the terminals of the vacuum chamber.
Modelling each litz wire as an inductor in series with a resistor yields a transfer
function of:
Vout
Vin
=
√[
RL (RL +R) + (ωL)
2
]2
+ [ωLR]2
(RL +R)2 + (ωL)
2 (6.20)
where R is the resistance of the 51 Ω resistor, RL is the DC resistance of the
litz wire and L is the inductance of the litz wire. Figure 6.18 shows the data
and fits to the two types of litz wire in addition to fits of the wires internal to
the SMOT shown for reference. The fits to the data showed that the home-
made litz wire had a inductance per unit length of 0.19µH m−1 compared to the
commercial wire’s 0.22 µH m−1, while all of the SMOT’s wires had inductances
around 0.21µH. In conclusion, the home-made woven litz wire has been shown
to have better performance than that of the commercial design. It remains to
be seen if the improvement was worth the effort of its construction, however the
home-made litz was weaved at a time when the commercial product was not yet
available. Interestingly it has been suggested that standard stranded wire without
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individually enamelled strands can be used as a low cost alternative to litz wire,
however this method was not adopted here[124].
6.3 MOT Loading Rate and Atom Number
The first parameters of the SMOT that are to be characterized here are the load-
ing rate, the atom lifetime and atom number. All of these values are to be taken
with respect to the SMOT switching frequency, and can all be derived from mea-
surements of the atom cloud fluorescence as the trap is turned on.
Given a scattering rate Γs, atom number N and photon energy ~ω a cloud of
atoms trapped within a MOT will fluoresce a power given by:
P = NΓs~ω (6.21)
where the scattering rate is given by equation 3.1. This power will be uniformly
radiated over a solid angle of 4pi, so if a lens of diameter D is positioned at a
distance f away from the atom cloud then it will be able to capture a proportion
of its fluorescence corresponding to a cone of half-angle θF = tan
−1( D
2f
). By
integrating the infinitesimal element of solid angle we can find the proportion of
light emitted into this cone:
∫ 2pi
0
∫ θF
0
1
4pi
sin θ dθdφ = sin2
[
1
2
tan−1
(
D
2f
)]
(6.22)
This shows the obvious result that the closer an imaging lens is to the radiation
source and the larger the lens is, the greater the proportion of the MOT’s power
will be able to be captured. If the lens focuses this proportion of the MOT’s
fluorescing power, PPD, onto a photodetector with a wavelength dependent re-
sponsivity R(λ) and transimpedance gain G, it will output a voltage V :
V = PPDR(λ)Gη (6.23)
where the η term describes the efficiency of the optical system. A MOT has a
loading rate R and an atom lifetime of τ , which leads to the simple differential
equation that describes the number of atoms in the MOT[125]:
dN(t)
dt
= R− N(t)
τ
(6.24)
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Figure 6.19: Loading curve of the SMOT at a switching frequency of
20kHz. The fit to the data shows a rise-time of approximately 0.56s.
If the conversion from photodiode voltage to the MOT’s emitted optical
power is known then the loading rate of the MOT can be calculated.
Solving this equation yields the result:
N(t) = N0(1− e−t/τ ) (6.25)
where N0 = Rτ corresponds to the maximum atom number that the trap holds
when the system has reached equilibrium. Given the information we have the
steady state atom number can be derived:
N0 =
V0
ηR(λ)G
1
Γs~ω
1
sin2
[
1
2
tan−1( D
2f
)
] (6.26)
where V0 is the maximum voltage rise measured by the photodiode, which occurs
when the atom number is maximised. The atom number is proportional to the
rise of the photodiode voltage, so the trap lifetime τ can be found simply by
determining the time constant of the voltage rise as the trap fills.
Figure 6.19 shows an example of a SMOT loading curve taken at a switching
frequency of 20 kHz. The atom fluorescence was measured by positioning a column
of collection optics underneath the vacuum chamber that focused the emitted light
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Figure 6.20: Frequency dependence of the atom cloud lifetime in the
SMOT. The data points of this figure were generated from fits to MOT
loading curves such as that shown in figure 6.19.
upon a Thorlabs PDA36A-EC photodetector. The optical column had an optical
efficiency of η ∼ 63 % and the detector had an responsivity of R(λ) ∼ 0.48 A W−1
and a gain of 1.5× 106 V A−1. In an earlier version of the experiment control of the
loading was determined by attenuating the sine wave signal to the audio amplifier
that generates the switching magnetic fields, but more recently the loading was
determined by externally controlling the switching AOMs to completely shutter
off all light into the chamber. The voltage output from the photodetector can be
modelled with the following function:
V (t) = Vbg +
[
Vlbg + V0(1.0− e(t0−t)/τ )
]
H(t− t0)H(t1 − t) (6.27)
where H(t) is the Heaviside step function, t0 is the time when the laser beams are
turned on and the MOT begins loading, t1 is the time when the beams are turned
off, Vbg is the background voltage caused by ambient light on the photodiode
when the lasers are shuttered and Vlbg is the background voltage that is due to the
scatter of the laser beams. This function has been fit to the data in figure 6.19
to find the atom lifetime at a switching frequency of 20 kHz, whilst figure 6.20
shows the result of 34 similar fits to determine the trap lifetime with respect to
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Figure 6.21: Frequency dependence of the atom number in the SMOT.
The data points of this figure were generated from fits to MOT loading
curves such as the one shown in figure 6.19.
switching frequency. The fits to these plots have also been used in combination
with equation 6.26 to determine the frequency dependence of the SMOT atom
number (figure 6.21), and the loading rate (figure 6.22).
The data indicates that the SMOT performs optimally at frequencies between
15 kHz to 30 kHz where the atom number peaks around 1.7× 106. Looking at fig-
ures 6.20 and 6.22 it seems that both the loading rate and atom lifetime contribute
to the rapid increase in atom number below 15 kHz, whilst the drop off in atom
number above 30 kHz is purely due to a reduced loading rate.
Figure 6.23 shows a comparison between the atom numbers of microfabricated
pyramidal MOTs, grating MOTs and switching MOTs at varying trap volumes. In
the ranges tested, and as mentioned in section 3.6, the microfabricated pyramidal
MOTs exhibit N ∝ L6 scaling while the grating MOTs exhibit N ∝ L3.6 scaling.
The scaling relationship of the SMOT seems to be N ∝ L4.5, however this is only
based upon two data points which were taken with wildly different parameters,
and so this number should only be regarded as a first estimate. The data point
of the SMOT with the lower trap volume was taken from measurements using the
Behringer audio amplifier, whilst the other data point corresponds to the loading
rate measurements that have already been presented in this section, which were
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Figure 6.22: Frequency dependence of the loading rate in the SMOT. The
data points of this figure were generated from fits to MOT loading curves
such as that shown in figure 6.19.
all collected with the new bespoke current driver. Due to the much higher field
gradients offered by the new amplifier, it would seem reasonable to expect that
if the data point corresponding to the smaller trap volume were to be retaken it
would produce a greater atom number, and this should give a better fit to the
scaling law for large traps. Regardless of the scope for possible improvements,
the atom numbers shown here are still fairly respectable given the trap volumes,
and indicate that the SMOT performs somewhere between the two alternative
geometries. It is not particularly surprising that the atom number of the SMOT
should be lower than the grating MOT, because for rapidly switching beams the
atoms only experience a slowing force in each axis for half the time they are in
the trapping region, and so have an effective stopping distance that is half of a
DC MOT with otherwise similar parameters. In creating figure 6.23, the trap
volume due to a beam of width w was estimated as a regular square pyramid
with sides of length w and height w/2 situated above a cuboid with dimensions
w × w × w(√2− 1). The trap volumes were thus given by V = w3
2
(
√
2− 2/3).
All of the data in this section, except for the data point of figure 6.23 with an atom
number of ∼ 8.0× 104, was taken with a peak current of 20 A through the SMOT’s
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Figure 6.23: Atom number dependence on trap volume for microfabricated
pyramidal MOTs[78], grating MOTs[86] and switching MOTs. The scaling
law for the SMOT is N ∝ L4.5, but given the traps had wildly different
detunings, beam intensities and magnetic field gradients the relationship
should only be regarded as an initial estimate.
wires corresponding to a magnetic field gradient of 6.8 G cm−1. The cooling laser
had a detuning of δ = −2pi·10.5 MHz, with the two pairs of beams having average
(post shuttered) powers of 1.9 mW and 2.1 mW, both with a 1/e2 radius of 4.0 mm.
The pressure reading on the ion pump was 2.1× 10−9 mbar, which given the peak
atom lifetime of figure 6.20 indicates a pressure conversion of (1.2× 10−9 mbar s)/τ
rather than the (2× 10−8 mbar s)/τ measured by Arpornthip et al.[40]. The dis-
crepancy can be accounted for by considering that the atom source was located in
the main SMOT chamber whilst the ion pump was attached to the chamber via a
right angled port on a cross shaped vacuum pipe. The finite vacuum conductance
of the path from the chamber to the pump means that the pressure in the SMOT
chamber would have been higher than the measured value, and thus this would
have led to an underestimate of the conversion factor between atom lifetime and
chamber pressure. The data point from figure 6.23 with an atom number of ∼
8.0× 104 was taken with the Behringer audio amplifier driving a peak current of
4.9 A through the SMOT’s wires, corresponding to a magnetic field gradient of
1.7 G cm−1. The cooling laser had a detuning of δ = −2pi·5.5 MHz, and each beam
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had an average (post shuttered) power of 2 mW and a 1/e2 radius of 2.0 mm. The
pressure reading on the ion pump was 1.7× 10−9 mbar.
6.4 Temperature measurements
There are a number of methods that can be used to measure the temperature of
atoms in a magneto optical trap. These include ‘Release and Recapture’, ‘Time
of Flight’ and Raman velocimetry[76, 126]. Whilst release and recapture can be
implemented relatively easily, the author did not have a great deal of confidence in
the accuracy of the technique because the temperature calculation requires knowl-
edge of the volume of the capture region within the MOT, which is ill defined.
Raman velocimetry is an interesting way of directly probing an atom cloud’s ve-
locity distribution through the use of velocity sensitive Raman pulses, however the
equipment was not available here to perform that type of measurement. The two
methods that were employed here to measure the SMOT’s temperatures are both
considered time of flight measurements, and these techniques work by probing the
spatial distribution of cooled atoms that are released from the trap after they are
allowed to expand for a number of different ‘flight’ times.
6.4.1 Light Sheet
The first method attempted to calculate the MOT temperature was through the
use of a ‘light sheet’. This technique entails focusing a resonant beam of light to
a wide, but thin sheet that lies underneath the trapping region.
Upon extinguishing the cooling beams the atoms are allowed to escape the trap, so
they fall due to gravity and pass through the sheet. As the atom cloud descends it
expands in all directions, giving rise to a time dependent width that is determined
by its temperature. This spread of atomic positions can be probed by measuring
the time dependence of either the absorption or the fluorescence of the slice of
atoms that intersects the light sheet, and numerical fits to this data can then
determine the achieved temperature.
The SMOT’s mirror was located very close to a viewport underneath the vac-
uum chamber to allow for the trapping beams to enter the chamber at 45° to the
window’s surface. As a result of this constraint there was no direct line of sight
through the side of the vacuum chamber under the trapping region and so as seen
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Figure 6.24: Diagram of the beam path of the light sheet used to determine
atom cloud temperature in the SMOT.
in figure 4.2 and as illustrated in figure 6.24 a pair of periscopes were required to
redirect the light sheet underneath the trap. To create the light sheet, a small
portion of the cooling beam was removed from the laser setup before it reached the
optical shutters (see figure 6.3). This cooling light was then passed through a tele-
scope built from a pair of cylindrical lenses to reduce the beam’s vertical size, and
was then passed through the vacuum chamber via the periscopes. This light was
then retro reflected to produce a counter propagating light sheet approximately
10 mm below the trapping region of the MOT.
After an atom cloud within the trap becomes fully loaded the cooling beams
are turned off by attenuating the driving signal to the switching AOMs, which
is achieved through the use of the control pins of the Minicircuits Z80-DR230-
S+ RF switch shown in figure 6.25. In the absence of the trapping beams the
atoms are released from the trap and allowed to fall through the light sheet. The
absorption of the retro-reflected light sheet was then observed with a photodiode
while a column of optics underneath the chamber focused the scattered light from
the light sheet onto a second photodiode (see figure 6.26).
Whilst extremely high sensitivity to low atom numbers have been reported with
this technique, with some groups being able to measure the mere hundreds of
atoms expanding upwards after being released from confinement[127], no signal
was ever detected to come from the light sheet, even with the use of a lock-in
amplifier to increase sensitivity. Due to the complete absence of any signal it was
questioned whether the atoms were being thrown to the side of the light sheet
upon being released from the trap. However from the subsequent time of flight
imaging it became clear that the atom cloud dropped vertically as expected.
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Figure 6.25: Electronics set-up to perform the SMOT switching and puls-
ing for loading rate and temperature measurements. Computer 1 is used
to configure a data acquisition card, which is used to generate three signals
at the SMOT switching frequency. One of the signals is a sine wave and is
fed to an audio amplifier to perform the current switching. The remaining
signals are two square waves which are pi out of phase with each other
and these are sent to an RF switch to control which switching AOM re-
ceives the driving signal from a VCO. The driving signal to both switching
AOMs can be turned off by the use of a gate voltage output from a pulse
generator, and this same pulse can be used to trigger the shutter of a fast
camera which images the cold atom cloud. Computer 2 is used to control
the output of the pulse generator and to download images from the fast
camera. A photodetector can be positioned in place of the camera in order
to collect fluorescence for loading rate data, and this can be measured by
an oscilloscope, which also serves as the pulse generator.
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To understand why there was no signal detected we first consider the back-
ground pressure within the vacuum chamber, which we assume to be PBG =
1.0× 10−9 mbar at a temperature of TBG = 300 K. The ideal gas law can be used
to determine the number density of atoms within the background vapour:
N
V
=
PBG
kBTBG
∼ 2.4× 107 atoms cm−3 (6.28)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant. The light-sheet method was only attempted
while the magnetic fields were generated with the Behringer audio amplifier. This
configuration produced a maximum of N ∼ 8.0× 104 atoms at a switching fre-
quency of 20 kHz, and as shown in the following subsection this corresponded to a
cloud of Gaussian width σ = 280µm with a temperature of ∼ 260µK. The density
of the cloud can be estimated by taking the volume of the atom cloud as a sphere
with radius equal to the Gaussian width, and this leads to an initial density of
8.7× 108 atoms cm−3. The Gaussian width, σc(t), of the atom cloud after a time
of flight of length t can be modelled by the function[86]:
σc(t)
2 = σ2c0 +
kBT
M
t2 (6.29)
where σc0 is the size of the atom cloud before expansion, T is its temperature
and M is the mass of a single atom of 85Rb. If this atom cloud were to be
released from the trap then it would ballistically expand as it falls the d = 10 mm
separation between the trapping region and the light sheet. The centre of mass
of the atom cloud would take t =
√
2d/g ∼ 45 ms to reach the light sheet as
it accelerates due to gravity, by which time it will have expanded to a Gaussian
width of 720 mm. This expanded cloud would have a corresponding density of
5.1× 104 atoms cm−3, significantly lower than that of the background vapour. If
the minimum detectable signal from the light sheet’s fluorescence is given at the
point where the atomic density of the expanded MOT equals to the background
vapour, then this would explain the lack of any perceived signal. The situation
is even worse when attempting to resolve a signal in the light sheet’s absorption,
because the path length of the beam in the chamber (∼ 200 mm) is over an order of
magnitude longer than the path length of the beam through the expanded cloud.
6.4.2 Time of Flight Imaging
Due to the difficultly in detecting a signal with the light sheet technique it was
decided that it should be abandoned and in its place, time of flight imaging was
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Figure 6.26: Illustration of the imaging optics positioned underneath the
vacuum chamber used to observe the atom clouds trapped in the SMOT.
A ProSilica GE680 is used to take time of flight images of the clouds as
they ballistically expand, and it is replaced with a Thorlabs PDA36A-
EC Photodetector to perform the loading rate measurements. A Watec
‘Ultimate’ camera is also shown, which is used for general imaging during
alignment.
adopted. As with the light sheet method, this scheme involves turning off the
cooling beams to allow the atom cloud to expand, but differs in that after a certain
expansion time the beams are switched back on to stimulate atom fluorescence.
This scattered light from the expanded atom cloud is captured with a fast TTL
triggered camera (ProSilica GE680) to determine its size, and if a series of images
are taken for different length expansion times then the cloud’s velocity distribution,
and thus temperature, can be inferred.
The set-up of the experiment is illustrated in figure 6.25 and 6.26. The flight times
of the atom expansion events were determined by the width of a pulse emitted
by the waveform generator of an Agilent Infiniivision DSO-X 2012A oscilloscope.
The pulse had a repetition rate of 1Hz, and widths varying from 0.5 ms to 5.0 ms
in 0.5 ms increments. The pulse signal was connected to a custom CMOS logic
circuit which routes the switching signals from a National Instrument PCIe-6323
data acquisition card to a Minicircuits Z80-DR230-S+ RF switch unless the output
of the waveform generator is logic high, i.e. for the duration of the pulse. This has
the effect of blanking the cooling beams during the length of the pulse, allowing
the atoms to drop and expand. The pulse width was remotely programmed using
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VISA commands sent from a computer within the laboratory, which also controlled
the data collection from the camera. The pulse signal was also wired to the trigger
input of the camera, so that an image would be taken of the cloud on the falling
edge of the pulse, when the beams were switched back on. The image parameters
were solely controlled through the exposure and gain settings of the camera, and
the lasers were left on after each image was taken so that the atoms could be
recollected by the trap in preparation for the next image.
The camera had an exposure time of 1.9 ms to 2.5 ms, and at the beginning of each
frequency setting the camera’s gain was adjusted appropriately until the largest
signal was detected without it becoming saturated. The sizes of the expanded
clouds were estimated via 2D Gaussian fits and to aid this fitting algorithm, soft-
ware background subtraction was employed to remove the vast majority of the
laser scatter from the mirror and wires. Figure 6.27 shows an example of nine
background subtracted images of atom clouds formed in the SMOT which have
been allowed to expand for flight times of up to 4.0 ms. As with the light-sheet
technique, the Gaussian width σc(t) of the atom cloud after a time of flight of
length t can be modelled by equation 6.29. Figure 6.28 shows an example of a fit
of this function to the Gaussian widths of atom clouds expanded from the SMOT
while operating at a frequency of 19 kHz. The fit indicates that the SMOT was
producing clouds at 229.4(58)µK.
In reality the cloud’s spatial distribution is not truly Gaussian. In particular, in-
terference fringes caused by slightly misaligned beams change the MOT’s shape,
and in addition, instability in beam optics causes these fringes to shift position,
moving the cloud around. For each pulse width setting of each temperature mea-
surement 100 images were taken of the atom cloud. This was both an attempt
to reduce error in the temperature measurements caused by instabilities in the
set-up, and also to give a more accurate figure of the error. In total 1100 images
are taken to produce a single temperature measurement.
Figure 6.29 shows the switching frequency dependence of the temperature of atom
clouds captured within the SMOT. The figure was produced from 37400 pho-
tographs like those shown in figure 6.27 and took approximately 24 hours to collect.
Because of the long time required to collect the data, the frequency measurements
were taken in a random order in an attempt to remove fictitious trends caused by
long term drifts in the laser set-up.
All of the data presented in this section, with the exception of the fourth set of
figure 6.30, was taken using the Behringer audio amplifier, and collected with the
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Figure 6.27: Photographs of the atom cloud after various expansion times
used to determine the cloud temperature. 1100 photographs such as these
were used to create figure 6.28, and 37400 images were required in total
to produce figure 6.29. Here the SMOT was operating at a switching
frequency of 13 kHz and software based background subtraction was used
to improve the clarity of the images and produce better 2D Gaussian fits.
In principle a series of 1D Gaussians could be fit to this data to determine
the differing temperatures in the two dimensions, however as the camera
was imaging the atom clouds from underneath the chamber we would
expect from symmetry that the temperatures should be the same in each
axis. Fitting one dimensional Gaussians would be more useful if the atom
clouds were imaged horizontally, perpendicular to the axis along which
they fall, as it is in this case that the symmetry of the trapping is broken.
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Figure 6.28: Temperature fit for an atom cloud produced in the SMOT at
a switching frequency of 13kHz. This fit, along with 34 others was used
to create figure 6.29.
same experimental parameters as those listed in section 6.3: The SMOT wires had
a peak current of 4.9 A, corresponding to a magnetic field gradient of 1.7 G cm−1.
The cooling laser had a detuning of δ = −2pi·5.5 MHz and each of the switched
cooling beams had an average (post shuttered) power of 2 mW and 1/e2 radius of
2.0 mm. Looking at figure 6.29 there is no obvious trend in atom temperatures
with respect to SMOT switching frequency. The measured temperatures become
lower as the switching frequency increases, but the spread in the data is so wide
that it cannot be said with any confidence this correlation is anything other than
due to experimental drift. The new data set of figure 6.30 was taken with a
peak current of 20 A through the SMOT’s wires corresponding to a magnetic field
gradient of 6.8 G cm−1. The cooling laser had a detuning of δ = −2pi·10.5 MHz,
with the two pairs of beams having average (post shuttered) powers of 1.7 mW
and 1.5 mW, both with a 1/e2 radius of 4.0 mm. The pressure reading on the ion
pump was 2.1× 10−9 mbar.
Figure 6.30 shows a compilation of all of the temperature data for the SMOT. The
plot shows preliminary results taken using the new bespoke current driver detailed
in section 6.2.3, but the remaining data was taken whilst using the Behringer
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Figure 6.29: Frequency dependence of the atom cloud temperature in the
SMOT. The data points were taken in a randomized order to prevent slow
drifts in the set-up, for example detuning drifts or power fluctuations, from
giving a false trend apparent in the results. In total, 37400 photographs
were required to produce this plot.
audio amplifier. Surprisingly the newer data set shows temperatures that are
much greater (>500µK) than those found using the lower field strengths of the
audio amplifier (mostly 200 µK to 300µK). The poorer temperature performance
that was found whilst using higher magnetic field gradients could be explained
by considering that bias fields were required to bring the magnetic field zero of
the trap further into the capture volume of the SMOT. These bias fields were
necessary because the beams were already being shadowed by the SMOT’s wires,
and so any further enlargement of them would not make the capture volume any
bigger. Although the trapping point can be moved with an appropriate choice of
bias field, the sine wave nature of the switching currents acts with the bias fields to
continuously move the zero point throughout the duration of the switching period.
It is currently suspected that the oscillating zero point is effectively heating the
atoms as they attempt to follow its location. This problem could be overcome by
moving the mirror closer to the SMOT’s wires and by removing any bias fields
which are not serving to null the the Earth’s magnetic field. If the bias fields are
removed then as the current through the SMOT’s wires increases the trapping
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Figure 6.30: Frequency dependence of the atom cloud temperature in the
SMOT measured within four separate data sets, each taken over a month
apart. The data points of each set were taken in a random order, but
it should be noted that the earliest set only had 10 Gaussian 2D fits
per expansion time measurement, as opposed to the 100 fits that were
later adopted for the subsequent sets. The dashed line marks the Doppler
temperature, of which four data points were measured below.
position would remain constant and the heating effect should be eliminated. If
square wave switching were still being used then there would be no shifting of the
trapping point throughout the switching period, and so the presence of bias fields
would not be so detrimental. Even with square wave switching, these bias fields
should be avoided because they also prevent efficient sub-Doppler cooling. A sub-
Doppler cooling stage is often initiated after collecting a large number of atoms by
turning off the magnetic field while increasing the laser’s detuning and reducing
the intensity of the cooling beams. It is expected that the presence of a bias
field would act to prevent efficient cooling, so to obtain the lowest temperatures
the bias fields would have to be switched as well. No attempt at performing a
sub-Doppler cooling stage has been performed here yet, as it is thought that the
mirror’s position should be moved first, however the shift in the laser’s detuning
should be fairly painless to implement by adjusting the centre frequencies of the
‘switching’ AOMs.

Chapter 7
Conclusion
Since their introduction 15 years ago interest has not waned in so called atom chips,
microfabricated structures that allow for the cooling and manipulation of atoms
close to surfaces. These devices have long been promised for use in applications
ranging from sensors, clocks and even quantum computers, however they will never
be able to gain widespread adoption unless their vacuum chambers and other bulky
ancillary equipment that is needed to sustain them can be miniaturized. Work by
many groups has taken the route of scaling down existing techniques, for example
machining smaller versions of what otherwise are standard vacuum chambers.
We instead wish to microfabricate these devices, borrowing techniques from the
semiconductor industry to create integrated atom chips. The first generation of
integrated atom chips will each have, in their simplest form, an etched cavity in
a substrate in which a vacuum is maintained through the seal of a glass capping
wafer. This design of integrated atom chip presents a level of optical access which
is highly restricted and incompatible with many of the existing geometries of
magneto optical traps.
This thesis has described the design and construction of a new magneto optical
trap that is suitable for use in integrated atom chips and other vacuum systems
in which optical access is limited to a single window. Like the AC MOT of M.
Harvey and A.J. Murray[95], this new trap design relies on the switching of optical
and magnetic fields and can operate at frequencies at least within the region of
1 kHz to 60 kHz. The design does not need patterned surfaces in order to generate
the necessary beam geometry, requiring only the use of a single, standard mirror.
Early temperature measurements have indicated that the trap may be capable of
sub-Doppler cooling, at least at low magnetic field strengths, however additional
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data needs to be collected to verify that this is not a result of experimental er-
ror. The frequency dependence of the loading rate of the SMOT has also been
probed, and the data indicates that the optimum atom number lies between a
switching frequency of 15 kHz to 30 kHz, where the maximum value recorded was
approximately 1.7× 106 atoms for a capture volume of 0.18 cm3. Even though this
is an early measurement taken with the higher fields afforded by a new current
amplifier, this atom number still compares fairly favourably with other geome-
tries, performing somewhere between the microfabricated pyramidal MOT and
the Grating MOT (figure 6.23).
Whilst only two different beam sizes have been tried with the SMOT, the corre-
sponding data has been used to provide an estimate of its scaling law between trap
size and atom number of N ∝ L4.5. As expected, the corresponding trap volumes
were too large to exhibit the rapid scaling of N ∝ L6 that is found with small
traps, but equally the SMOT does not quite reach the scaling regime of N ∝ L3.6
that large MOTs follow. The two data points, however, were taken with wildly
different trap parameters, the trap with the smaller beams having the much lower
magnetic field gradient generated by the older current driver, and so it would not
be surprising that if the old data were to be reproduced that the scaling law of
large MOTs would be observed.
The results for the frequency dependence of cloud temperature were not so con-
clusive given the large amount of scatter in the results, but there does seem to
be a weak relationship whereby the temperatures reduce slightly at higher fre-
quencies. These results certainly need to be replicated before they are accepted
as being representative of the trap’s true behaviour, but given the apparent weak
relationship it would seem sensible to choose an operating frequency to maximize
the atom number, and then decrease the temperature of the collected atoms in a
subsequent sub-Doppler cooling stage.
Over the course of this project the prototype SMOT design has been conceived,
simulated and then constructed. Starting from an empty laboratory, testing of this
new MOT geometry required the assembly of an ultra high vacuum system from
scratch, numerous pieces of electronic equipment to be designed and built and a
whole table of optics aligned. Many pieces of software were written to simulate
experiments, control laboratory equipment and to collect and analyse results.
Along the way, several laser stabilization techniques were employed to varying
degrees of success before the set-up eventually was finalized to use the highly
effective technique of modulation transfer spectroscopy. This was implemented
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with an acousto-optic modulator rather than the ordinary approach of employing
an electro-optic modulator and produced very sharp error signals with which to
lock the cooling laser. The secondary repumping laser was then referenced to the
cooling light with an offset phase lock servo, producing a laser system which was
significantly more stable than those which came before it.
A variety of optical and magnetic switching methods have been evaluated in or-
der to test the SMOT including square wave current pulses that were generated
by the switching of field effect transistors and half-wave rectification of sinusoidal
waveforms output by a high power audio amplifier. More recently a new current
driver has been designed and built in order to test the SMOT at greater magnetic
field gradients than before, of which the previous methods of magnetic field gener-
ation were incapable of sustaining. Early results with this new current driver have
shown significant improvements in the atom number of the SMOT, and have done
so without suffering any of the overheating issues that plagued older switching
methods. The temperature of the atom clouds captured with this bespoke driver
are hotter than those that were collected when the Behringer audio amplifier was
used to generate the magnetic fields. It is currently suspected though that this
heating is due to the oscillating magnetic field conspiring with the bias fields,
which act to move the trapping point throughout the switching cycle. The SMOT
would certainly benefit from an optical molasses stage to cool the large number of
trapped atoms below the Doppler temperature, but to do so the SMOT’s mirror
should be moved closer to its wires in order to remove the need for any bias fields
and to reduce the shadowing of the beams.
It remains to be seen if the trap geometry described here will become adopted
elsewhere, especially in light of the impressive results demonstrated by the mi-
crofabricated grating MOT. In addition to being an easy to fabricate design, the
SMOT still does have scope for applications in which the microfabricated surface
of a grating could interfere with probing beams, or under circumstances when
the magnetic fields need to be rapidly switched off. Regardless of the fate of the
SMOT, the miniaturization of atom physics clearly has a bright future.

Appendix A
Fundamental Constants
2014 CODATA recommended values.
Speed of Light in Vacuum c 2.997 924 58× 108 m s−1 (exact)
Magnetic Constant µ0 4pi × 10−7 N A−2 (exact)
Electric Constant 0
(µ0c
2)−1 (exact)
= 8.854 187 817× 10−12 F m−1
Planck’s Constant
h 6.626 070 040(81)× 10−34 J s
~ 1.054 571 800(13)× 10−34 J s
Elementary Charge e 1.602 176 620 8(98)× 10−19 C
Bohr Magneton µB 927.400 999 4(57)× 10−26 J T−1
Atomic Mass Constant mu
1 u
1.660 539 040(20)× 10−27 kg
Electron Mass me 9.109 383 56(11)× 10−31 kg
Bohr Radius a0 0.529 177 210 67(12)× 10−10 m
Boltzmann Constant kB 1.380 648 52(79)× 10−23 J K−1
Avogadro Constant kB 6.022 140 857(74)× 1023 mol−1
Molar Gas Constant R 8.314 459 8(48) J mol−1 K−1
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Appendix B
The Zeeman Effect in Quantum
Mechanics
In the absence of a magnetic field the zeroth order Hamiltonian corresponding to
the central field, the residual electrostatic interaction and the spin orbit interaction
of an atom is given by H0. The eigenstates of this Hamiltonian have two complete
sets of commuting observables J2, Jz, I
2, Iz, which is (2J+1)(2I+1) fold degenerate
and J2, I2,F2, Fz where F = I + J, which is 2F + 1 fold degenerate.
Under consideration of the hyperfine interaction we construct a new total Hamil-
tonian H = H0 +HHFS, where the additional interaction is given by[128]:
HHFS =AHFSI · J +BHFS
3(I · J)2 + 3
2
(I · J)− I(I + 1)J(J + 1)
2I(2I − 1)J(2J − 1)
+ CHFS
10(I · J)3 + 20(I · J)2 + 2(I · J)[I(I + 1) + J(J + 1) + 3]
I(I − 1)(2I − 1)J(J − 1)(2J − 1)
+ CHFS
−3I(I + 1)J(J + 1)− 5I(I + 1)J(J + 1)
I(I − 1)(2I − 1)J(J − 1)(2J − 1) (B.1)
where AHFS is the magnetic dipole constant, BHFS is the electric quadrupole
constant and CHFS is the magnetic octupole constant. As this interaction is much
weaker than that given by the spin orbit interaction we can use perturbation
theory to find the corresponding first order energy level shift. To calculate this
shift without resorting to degenerate perturbation theory we must choose a set of
observables which commute both with the unperturbed, but also the perturbing
Hamiltonian so the solution does not diverge. Neither Jz, nor Iz commute with
HHFS so we cannot use J,mJ , I,mI as our set of quantum numbers, however all
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of the operators in the set J2, I2,F2, Fz commute, so J, I, F,mF is the appropriate
choice. Thus the energy shift is given by:
∆EHFS =〈J, I, F,mF |HHFS|J, I, F,mF 〉
∆EHFS =
1
2
AHFSK +BHFS
3
2
K(K + 1)− 2I(I + 1)J(J + 1)
4I(2I − 1)J(2J − 1)
+ CHFS
5K2(K/4 + 1) +K[I(I + 1) + J(J + 1) + 3]
I(I − 1)(2I − 1)J(J − 1)(2J − 1)
+ CHFS
−3I(I + 1)J(J + 1)− 5I(I + 1)J(J + 1)
I(I − 1)(2I − 1)J(J − 1)(2J − 1) (B.2)
where the I · J terms have been replaced with I · J = 1
2
(F2 − I2 − J2) and then
the expectation value calculated to give 1
2
K = 〈J, I, F,mF |I · J|J, I, F,mF 〉 =
1
2
(F (F + 1) − I(I + 1) − J(J + 1)). This expression has been used to produce
figure B.1, which shows the hyperfine splitting of rubidium 85.
Now we consider the interaction HB with an external magnetic field B:
HB =
µB
~
(gJJ + gII) ·B (B.3)
where gJ and gI are the total electron and nuclear Lande´ g factors. Giving us a
total Hamiltonian of H = H0 +HHFS +HB. If the magnetic field is weak enough
so that this interaction is small compared with the hyperfine splitting then we can
again use perturbation theory to determine the first order energy shift. mJ and
mI are not good quantum numbers, and so we must use the projection theorem
to continue working in our J, I, F,mF basis.
HB =
µB
~
(
gJ
〈
J · F〉
F (F + 1)
+ gI
〈
I · F〉
F (F + 1)
)
F ·B
=
µB
~
(
gJ
F (F + 1) + J(J + 1)− I(I + 1)
2F (F + 1)
+ gI
F (F + 1) + I(I + 1)− J(J + 1)
2F (F + 1)
)
F ·B
HB =
µB
~
gFF ·B (B.4)
Giving a first order energy splitting of:
∆EB = µBgFmFBz (B.5)
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Figure B.1: Hyperfine structure which gives rise to the D2 transitions of
85Rb. Adapted from work by D.Steck[128].
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If, however, the magnetic interaction is much stronger than the hyperfine interac-
tion then it cannot be treated as a perturbation to the hyperfine structure. Instead
we must first perturb H0 with the magnetic interaction and treat the hyperfine in-
teraction as a smaller perturbation afterwards. In performing these perturbations
we must choose the basis with the set of operators J2, Jz, I
2, Iz because I and J
precess independently around B, and thus F is no longer a good quantum number.
Applying both of these perturbations leads us to the Paschen-Back effect, where
the first order energy shift is given by:
∆EPB =AHFSmImJ +BHFS
(3m2I − I(I + 1))(3m2J − J(J + 1))
4I(2I − 1)J(2J − 1)
+ µB(gImI + gJmJ)Bz (B.6)
In the regime of intermediate field strength neither of these approximations is valid
and we have to numerically solve the whole Hamiltonian, H = H0 +HHFS +HB.
We already know that F is not a good quantum number at high fields, and equally
mJ and mI aren’t good quantum numbers at low fields. At all field strengths,
however, Fz = Jz + Iz commutes with the Hamiltonian so we can always choose
to use the basis corresponding to the quantum numbers J, I,mJ +mI . Associated
with each pair of quantum numbers J and I are 2(J + I) + 1 different possible
values of mJ +mI , where −(J + I) ≤ mJ +mI ≤ J + I.
If we define the angular momentum raising and lowering operators:
I± = Ix ± iIy
J± = Jx ± iJy (B.7)
that have the property of increasing or decreasing angular momentum:
J±|J,mJ〉 = ~
√
J(J + 1)−mJ(mJ ± 1)|J,mJ ± 1〉
I±|I,mI〉 = ~
√
I(I + 1)−mI(mI ± 1)|I,mI ± 1〉 (B.8)
then we can rewrite the operator I · J as:
I · J = IxJx + IyJy + IzJz = IzJz + 1
2
[I+J− + I−J+] (B.9)
This shows that the I ·J terms in the hyperfine Hamiltonian act to transfer quanta
of the z component of angular momentum between I and J , but the total angular
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momentum in the direction of z, (mJ + mI) remains constant as expected. Sub-
stituting this into our total Hamiltonian and ignoring the CHFS term (of which a
non zero value is not currently known accurately enough to be considered[128]),
we find:
H = H0 + AHFS(IzJz +
1
2
[I+J− + I−J+])
+BHFS
3(I2zJ
2
z +
1
2
IzJz [I+J− + I−J+] + 12 [I+J− + I−J+] IzJz)
2I(2I − 1)J(2J − 1)
+BHFS
3
4
[I+J−I+J− + I+J−I−J+ + I−J+I+J− + I−J+I−J+]
2I(2I − 1)J(2J − 1)
+BHFS
3
2
(IzJz +
1
2
[I+J− + I−J+])− I(I + 1)J(J + 1)
2I(2I − 1)J(2J − 1)
+
µB
~
(gIIz + gJJz)Bz (B.10)
So to find the energy shift due to these interactions we have to diagonalize the
matrix with on-diagonal elements:
〈J, I,mJ +mI |H−H0|J, I,mJ +mI〉 = AHFSmImJ
+BHFS
3m2Im
2
J +
3
2
mImJ − I(I + 1)J(J + 1)
2I(2I − 1)J(2J − 1)
+BHFS
3
4
[i+j−i−j+ + i−j+i+j−]
2I(2I − 1)J(2J − 1)
+ µB(gImI + gJmJ)Bz (B.11)
where i±j∓i∓j± = (I(I+1)−mI(mI∓1))(J(J+1)−mJ(mJ±1)). The off-diagonal
elements are given by:
〈J, I,mJ − 1,mI + 1|H −H0|J, I,mJ ,mI〉 = AHFS 1
2
I+J−
+BHFS
3
2
i+j−[mimJ + (mI + 1)(mJ − 1)]
2I(2I − 1)J(2J − 1)
+BHFS
3
4
i+j−
2I(2I − 1)J(2J − 1) (B.12)
and
〈J, I,mJ − 2,mI + 2|H −H0|J, I,mJ ,mI〉 = BHFS
3
4
(i+j−)2
2I(2I − 1)J(2J − 1) (B.13)
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Figure B.2: Zeeman splitting of the 52P3/2 levels of
85Rb. In calculating
this figure, H0 was removed from the Hamiltonian to illustrate the level
splitting relative to the energy of the spin-orbit interaction.
where i±j∓ =
√
I(I + 1)−mI(mI ± 1)
√
J(J + 1)−mJ(mJ ∓ 1).
Figure B.2 shows the energy level splitting of the 52P3/2 levels of
85Rb in the
presence of an external magnetic field. The energy level structure was computed
by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian with the above matrix elements and the values
given are relative to the energy found by computing the Hamiltonian up to the
spin-orbit interaction. It can be seen from the diagram that states with the same
value of mF = mJ +mI repel each other to give band-bending. Two of the states
have unique values of mF = ±4 so these levels still remain linear in this regime
calculated.
Appendix C
Selected Permeation Data
One of the earliest studies of the permeation of impurities through silicon was
performed by A.Van Wieringen and N.Warmoltz in a paper that is sometimes
referred to in the literature by the acronym ‘vWW’[129]. Van Wieringen and
Warmoltz experimentally analysed the diffusion of hydrogen and helium through
silicon, and presented the first estimates of the corresponding solubility and diffu-
sivity parameters. Their paper experimentally considered the situation described
in section 2.2.2.1, namely the permeation of gases through a material that is ini-
tially completely degassed. The authors observed that the ratio of the non-steady
state permeation rate to the steady state permeation rate is independent of the
solubility of material, allowing for the determination of the diffusion coefficient.
There were a sufficient number of data points of the diffusion coefficient for hy-
drogen in the vWW data to be able to produce reasonable fits of the energy
and the pre-exponential factor for diffusion (D0 = 9.4× 10−3 cm2 s−1 and ED =
11 kcal mol−1). In the case of helium in silicon, however, only four values were
calculated at a total of two temperatures which meant that a reliable fit to the
data could not be produced. Instead of estimating these diffusion parameters from
the best fit the authors performed a subsequent experiment where measuring the
permeation rate immediately after changing the temperature of the sample could
be used to infer both the diffusion and solution energies. The fact that the re-
sulting parameters do not match particularly well with subsequent experimental
data raises doubts about the validity of this direct extraction. Concerns have also
been expressed about extrapolating their results too readily[130, 131], given that
they were taken within a narrow temperature range (967 ◦C<T<1207 ◦C), however
looking at all of the literature of helium in silicon (figure C.1) there does not seem
to be a significant deviation from an Arrhenius relationship. It should be noted
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Figure C.1: Diffusivity of helium in silicon. Dark lines represent fits stated
in the respective papers in their stated range while lighter coloured lines
show both extrapolations outside this range and diffusivities drawn from
purely theoretical diffusion parameters. Note that the data extracted from
L.C. Luther and W.J. Moore may be somewhat questionable due to the
source having a pseudo-logarithmic scale. Data extracted from[1, 129–134]
that vWW could not detect any permeation of neon, argon or nitrogen through
the silicon samples they tested.
L.C.Luther and W.J.Moore quoted diffusion parameters ofD0 = 5.1× 10−4 cm2 s−1
and ED = 13.4(18) kcal mol
−1 in the temperature region 740 K<T<1250 K for he-
lium in silicon[132]. Looking at the data in their paper shows an incorrectly
drawn logarithmic plot, and so in analysis of this paper it was assumed that the
tick marks labelling each order of magnitude were correct. Extracting the data
from the graph and replotting it along with a diffusion line using their best fit
diffusion parameters yields a line that, although passing through the vWW data,
does not fit well with either their data points, or those of P. Jung[131]. Figure
C.1 also shows a new fit to the extracted L.C.Luther and W.J.Moore data (D0 =
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1.84× 10−7 m2 s−1, ED = 0.69 eV) which does correspond fairly well to all of the
available data in the literature.
The most recent, and final, experimental data of helium in silicon was published
by P.Jung in 1994, who calculated diffusion parameters of D0 = 7.6× 10−7 m2 s−1
and ED = 0.80 eV in the temperature range of 300
◦C<T<900 ◦C. The post-
implantation data of P. Jung was not considered here which shows significantly
lower diffusivites that are likely as a result of helium-helium interactions induced
by the high helium concentrations[131].
Theoretical studies of helium in silicon show that it diffuses as an interstitial,
moving between the empty regions that lie between the atoms of even a perfect
silicon crystal. This diffusion process was found to be significantly more energeti-
cally favourable than diffusion through silicon vacancies, the latter only becoming
favoured for krypton and higher mass noble gas atoms (but of course at a much
higher diffusion energy)[133]. There are two interstitial sites in silicon where im-
purities can remain trapped. These locations are known as the tetrahedral and
hexagonal interstitials, and can be crudely pictured as the most spacious locations
in the crystal lattice in which impurities are able to fit. Calculations using Density
Functional Theory (DFT) have determined the energies of these sites for various
impurities[133–135]. Impurities diffuse through silicon via these interstitial sites,
and so the energy for diffusion is given by the difference in the energy between
these two locations.
S.Fabian et al. performed a beautiful experiment where silicon samples were im-
planted with hydrogen by a 1H+2 beam from a Penning source[136]. The authors
were able to measure the concentration of 1H inside their samples as a function
of depth through the use of Nuclear Reaction Analysis (NRA). In this particular
example the samples were bombarded by 15N2+ ions which could be focused to
a spot size of 3 mm, giving rise to a depth resolution of 1 nm. The nitrogen ions
provide a measure of the concentration of the hydrogen in the sample due to the
1H(15N, αγ)12C nuclear reaction, which reacts the 15N with the 1H in the sam-
ple to produce 12C and a helium nucleus, whilst emitting a 4.4 MeV gamma ray
that is detected. The process has a sharp resonance at a 15N energy of 6.40 MeV,
and so ions have to penetrate a certain depth to lose enough energy to become
resonant[155]. If the rate at which this energy loss is known then the energy of
bombardment can be tuned to probe the hydrogen concentration of the sample
at a specific depth, the concentration being then measured by the intensity of the
gamma rays that are emitted from the reaction.
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Figure C.2: Diffusivity of hydrogen in silicon. The large cluster of data
below the line of Rushton et al. is explained in the work of S. Fabian et
al.[136] who determined that the often underestimated diffusivity of hy-
drogen in silicon is due to trapping caused by implantation above energies
of 1 keV. Data extracted from[1, 129, 136–154]
It was discovered that the diffusion rate through the silicon was largely dependent
on the energy of implantation. Above 150 eV 1H implantation energy, Frenkel
pair defects occur in the silicon crystal. These vacancies act to trap the hydrogen
itself, hence reducing the measured diffusion rate, whilst nearly all of the hydrogen
becomes trapped at energies above 1 keV. This indicates that many previous
studies may have underestimated the diffusivity as a result of this trapping, and
explains the large spread of data in figures C.2 and C.3. Hydrogen concentration
also greatly influences trapping, above 1020 H/cm3 of which 100 percent is rendered
immobile.
There is not a great deal of information regarding the solubility of helium and
hydrogen in silicon across the literature. One of the first papers was once again by
A.Van Wieringen and N.Warmoltz, who quoted values of S0 = 6.5× 1014 molec cm−3
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Figure C.3: Diffusivity of hydrogen in silicon. The large cluster of data
below the line of Rushton et al. is explained in the work of S. Fabian
et al.[136] who determined that the often underestimated diffusivity of
hydrogen in silicon is due to trapping caused by implantation above en-
ergies of 1 keV. The data of Fabian also shows the significant deviation
from the Arrhenius realtionship that occurs at low temperatures, the cause
of which was deemed to be due to quantum tunnelling. Data extracted
from[1, 129, 136–154]
and ES = 11 kcal mol
−1 for helium and values of S0 = 2.4× 1021 molec cm−3 and
ES = 43 kcal mol
−1 for hydrogen. As mentioned earlier, in the case of helium the
solution energy was determined by a secondary experiment that monitored the
silicon permeability after a rapid temperature change, and the resulting fit does
not model their data particularly well, and so the results once again seem suspect.
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Silicon Aluminosilicate Pyrex Stainless steel
Helium
D0 (cm
2 s−1) 5.2×10−3 3.7×10−4 4.6×10−4 Impermeable
ED (eV) 0.82 0.52 0.28 -
S0 (cm
3(STP)/cm3) 2.8×10−4 0.0016 0.0056 -
ES (eV) 0.77 - - -
K (cm2 s−1) @ 20°C 3.2×10−34 6.8×10−16 3.5×10−11 -
K (cm2 s−1) @ 500°C 4.8×10−17 2.4×10−10 3.4×10−8 -
Hydrogen
D0 (cm
2 s−1) 9.7×10−3 2.08×10−7K−1 1.4×10−5 1.2×10−2
ED (eV) 0.48 0.67 0.24 0.56
S0 (cm
3(STP)/cm3) 90.4 0.038 0.038 0.3
ES (eV) 1.86 0.12 0.12 0.11
K (cm2 s−1) @ 20°C 5.7×10−40 6.1×10−23 3.4×10−16 1.0×10−14
K (cm2 s−1) @ 500°C 1.2×10−15 4.3×10−14 2.4×10−12 1.4×10−7
Table C.1: Solubilities and diffusivities for helium and hydrogen in various
materials. Data from[1]
Appendix D
Model of Modulation Transfer
Spectroscopy
If a sufficiently weak probe beam of angular frequency ωL passes through a vapour
cell then its absorption may be characterized by the Beer-Lambert relation:
dI(ωL)
dz
= −Nσ(ωL)I0 (D.1)
where N is the number density of the atoms in the vapour cell, I0 is the intensity
of the probe beam as it enters the cell and σ(ωL) is the frequency dependent
cross section for a transition in a two level atom |g〉 → |e〉, with an energy level
separation of ω0. This cross section is given by:
σ(ωL) =
~ω0
c
(Begne −Bgeng)L(ωL)dv (D.2)
where the B terms are the Einstein B coefficients, the n terms are the fractional
populations of the states and L(ωL) is a Lorentzian which describes the atomic
absorption line shape.
Here we attempt to model the modulation transfer process by first calculating
the time dependence of the levels’ populations due to the modulated pump beam.
From the preceding equation we see that the time dependence of the levels’ popu-
lations results in a time dependence of the probe beam’s absorption by the vapour
and thus the signal measured by the photodiode.
Ignoring the probe beam, the Hamiltonian of the system is given by:
H = HA + V = ~ω0|e〉〈e|+ V (D.3)
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where HA = ~ω0|e〉〈e| is the Hamiltonian of the two level atom and V corresponds
to its interaction with the pump laser. As shown in section 5.3, the pump beam
can be described by an electric field composed of a carrier oscillating at angular
frequency ωL with side bands of opposite sign to each other and relative magnitude
A to the carrier, separated in frequency space by ωm:
Epump = E0
[
sin(ωLt) + A sin((ωL + ωmt)t)− A sin((ωL − ωm)t)
]
=
E0
2i
[(
eiωLt − e−iωLt
)
+ A
(
ei(ωL+ωm)t − e−i(ωL+ωm)t
)
− A
(
ei(ωL−ωm)t − e−i(ωL−ωm)t
)]
(D.4)
where for simplicity we have set ωAOM0 = 0, equivalent to changing the reference
frame of the problem. In this expression the electric dipole approximation has been
made, where the spatial variation of the electric field is assumed to be negligible
across the atom because its size is much smaller than the wavelength of the light.
The electric dipole interaction is given by:
V (t) = −dEpump(t) = −deg(|e〉〈g|+ |g〉〈e|)Epump(t)
= −degE0
2i
(|e〉〈g|+ |g〉〈e|)
[(
eiωLt − e−iωLt
)
+A
(
ei(ωL+ωm)t − e−i(ωL+ωm)t
)
− A
(
ei(ωL−ωm)t − e−i(ωL−ωm)t
)]
(D.5)
So the total Hamiltonian in matrix form is:
H =
 ~ω0 〈e|V |g〉
〈g|V |e〉 0
 (D.6)
In order to calculate the time dependence of the state populations we use the
density matrix formulation to model an ensemble of atoms in the vapour cell.
The ensemble averaged density operator, and thus matrix, for the N atoms in the
vapour cell is given by:
ρ =
1
N
N∑
i
∑
m,n
c∗imc
i
n|n〉〈m| =
ρee ρeg
ρge ρgg
 (D.7)
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where cin is the expansion coefficient for the ith atom to be measured in the state
|n〉. Initially the ensemble is assumed to be in a pure state, with all the atoms in
the ground level, so ρ(t = 0) = |g〉〈g|; ρgg = 1, ρee = ρeg = ρge = 0.
The time evolution of the density operator is given by the Liouville equation:
dρ
dt
=
1
i~
[H, ρ] (D.8)
As with all operators, the density operator in the interaction picture is related to
that in the Schro¨dinger picture by the transformation:
ρIR = e
iH0t/~ρSRe
−iH0t/~ (D.9)
and so its time evolution is given by:
dρIR
dt
=
i
~
H0e
iH0t/~ρSRe
−iH0t/~ − i
~
eiH0t/~ρSRH0e
−iH0t/~ + eiH0t/~
(
dρSR
dt
)
e−iH0t/~
=
i
~
[H0, ρIR] + e
iH0t/~
(
dρSR
dt
)
e−iH0t/~
=
i
~
[H0, ρIR]− i~e
iH0t/~[H, ρSR]e
−iH0t/~
=
i
~
[ρIR, VIR] (D.10)
where VIR = e
iH0t/~VSRe
−iH0t/~ is the electric dipole interaction in the interaction
picture with the following matrix elements:
〈e|VIR(t)|g〉 = −degE0
2i
eiω0t
[(
eiωLt − e−iωLt
)
+A
(
ei(ωL+ωm)t − e−i(ωL+ωm)t
)
− A
(
ei(ωL−ωm)t − e−i(ωL−ωm)t
)]
= −degE0
2i
[(
ei(ω0+ωL)t − ei∆t
)
+A
(
ei(ω0+ωL+ωm)t − ei(∆−ωm)t
)
− A
(
ei(ω0+ωL−ωm)t − ei(∆+ωm)t
)]
(D.11)
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〈g|VIR(t)|e〉 = −degE0
2i
[(
eiωLt − e−iωLt
)
+A
(
ei(ωL+ωm)t − e−i(ωL+ωm)t
)
− A
(
ei(ωL−ωm)t − e−i(ωL−ωm)t
)]
e−iω0t
= −degE0
2i
[(
e−i∆t − e−i(ω0+ωL)t
)
+A
(
e−i(∆−ωm)t − e−i(ω0+ωL+ωm)t
)
− A
(
e−i(∆+ωm)t − e−i(ω0+ωL−ωm)t
)]
(D.12)
〈e|VIR(t)|e〉 = 〈g|VIR(t)|g〉 = 0 (D.13)
where ∆ = ω0−ωL is the detuning of the laser from the resonant frequency of the
transition. As ∆, ωm  ω0, ωL the fast oscillating terms ±(ω0 + ωL),±(ω0 + ωL±
ωm) can be neglected, leaving the simplified expressions:
〈e|VIR(t)|g〉 ≈ −degE0
2i
[
−ei∆t − Aei(∆−ωm)t + Aei(∆+ωm)t
]
≈ Ω~
2i
ei∆t
[
1− 2Ai sin(ωmt)
]
(D.14)
〈g|VIR(t)|e〉 ≈ −degE0
2i
[
e−i∆t + Ae−i(∆−ωm)t − Ae−i(∆+ωm)t
]
≈ −Ω~
2i
e−i∆t
[
1 + 2Ai sin(ωmt)
]
(D.15)
where Ω is the Rabi frequency given by:
Ω =
degE0
~
(D.16)
This is known as the Rotating Wave Approximation (RWA), and is justified be-
cause the removed terms correspond to transitions moving the atom from the
ground to the excited state while emitting a photon, and the atom moving from
the excited to ground state while absorbing a photon[77].
If the carrier is on resonance and the side bands are absent (setting A = 0),
the probability of the atom being observed in the excited state oscillates at the
Rabi frequency. If, however, the carrier is detuned from the transition then these
oscillations occur at the generalized Rabi frequency given by Ω′ =
√
Ω2 + ∆2.
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In order to add relaxation from spontaneous emission into the model, the Linblad
operator is added to the Liouville equation in the interaction picture:
dρIR
dt
=
i
~
[ρIR, VIR] + L(ρIR) (D.17)
where the Linblad operator is given by:
L(ρIR) =
∑
n
CnρC
†
n −
1
2
∑
n
(
C†nCnρ+ ρC
†
nCn
)
(D.18)
and the Cn operators describe the various decay modes in the system. In the
model of a two level atom there is only one decay mode; the excited state relaxes
to the ground state at a rate determined by the natural linewidth:
Ce =
√
Γ|g〉〈e| (D.19)
L(ρIR) =
∑
n
CnρC
†
n −
1
2
∑
n
(
C†nCnρ+ ρC
†
nCn
)
(D.20)
L(ρIR) =
 −Γρee −12Γρeg
−1
2
Γρge Γρee
 (D.21)
As expected, and as shown in figure D.1, setting the relative side band strength,
A, to zero removes the side bands from the model and the time evolution of the
density matrix simply yields damped Bloch oscillations. As the strength of this
factor increases the oscillations become increasingly distorted, although regardless
of the modulation strength the excitation probability eventually settles around
the same steady state value that is found without including the side bands into
the model. It is interesting to note that the modulated beam of strength A = 4.0
experiences significantly less damping than the unmodulated beam, and that after
the first oscillation the ensemble of atoms is almost completely brought back into
their ground states.
The traces shown in figure D.1 are all calculated with zero detuning, and thus
the carrier is on resonance. Fourier transforms of these traces show that, after
the initial Bloch oscillations become damped, the signal is composed of frequency
components at multiples of, but not at, the modulation frequency. As shown in
figure D.2, as the carrier is brought away from resonance the residual oscillations
become more complex due to the presence of a component which emerges at the
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Figure D.1: Damped Bloch oscillations of an ensemble of two level atoms
with varying strengths of beam modulation, A. For each trace the carrier
is on resonance ∆ = 0, Ω ≈ 4.2Γ and ωm ≈ 0.69Γ.
modulation frequency. Figure D.3 shows that as the carrier is swept across res-
onance the strength of this component varies to give the zero crossing expected
from an error signal.
The preceding discussion has only dealt with the case of a two level atom, which
is a fairly good model of the closed transitions of the two isotopes of rubidium. In
general though the atoms can collapse from their excited state to a number of levels
which are invisible to the pumping laser and thus this optical pumping removes
these atoms from the system. As shown in equation D.2 the absorption cross
section of the vapour is related to the difference in the populations of the ground
and excited states coupled by the probe laser. In the case of transitions which are
open these populations are depleted, reducing the absorption cross section to zero
and preventing the modulation from being transferred to the probe beam. For the
closed transitions, however, the atoms are not pumped into dark states so they
always remain coupled by the pump laser and so the modulation is transferred to
the pump beam.
Because we are dealing with an ensemble rather than a single atom, for the derived
model to make sense the electric field oscillating at the modulation frequency must
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Figure D.2: Bloch oscillations of and ensemble of two level atoms at various
levels of detuning of the carrier from resonance. Each trace is taken with
A = 0.11
be approximately constant along the cell to prevent dephasing. This is similar to
the dipole approximation that was made earlier, however now we are concerned
with the envelope moving at ωm rather than the carrier at ωL.
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Figure D.3: Strength of the modulation of the excitation probability at
frequency ωm with respect to detuning of the carrier from resonance. The
trace has a zero crossing at a detuning of ∆ = 0, that expected for an
error signal. The parameters used in creating this plot were: A = 0.11,
Γ = 2pi·6.07 MHz, ωm = 2pi·4.26 MHz and Ω = 2pi·25.6 MHz
Appendix E
Microcontroller Based Laser
Locking
Prior to the arrival of an updated design of Matthew Himsworth’s analogue Pro-
portional Integral Differential (PID) laser locking circuit the author was set the
task of designing an interim Proportional Integral (PI) controller based upon the
popular prototyping platform known as the ‘Arduino’. The goal of this was to
rapidly produce a circuit that, through piezo feedback, would provide frequency
stabilization of Southampton’s external cavity diode lasers and that later could
conceivably be extended to bring additional software features such as lock detec-
tion. The development platform chosen was the ‘ChipKit Max32’ made by Digi-
lent, a device designed to be broadly compatible with the ‘Arduino Mega 2560’.
The Max32 is based upon the PIC32MX795F512 microcontroller from Microchip
running with a clock speed of 80 MHz, as opposed to the ATmega2560 from At-
mel found in the Arduino Mega 2560 which has a clock speed of 16 MHz. This
particular platform was chosen because it was the fastest of its type at the time,
however the differing architectures meant that the low-level programming required
to achieve the fastest bandwidth was not compatible with both devices. The mi-
crocontroller in the Max32 is also only able to read up to 3.3 V analogue signals,
again breaking compatibility with the Arduino, which is capable of measuring up
to 5 V.
The Max32 provides numerous digital input/output pins in addition to 16 10-bit
resolution analogue inputs and 5 further pins that can drive 8-bit Pulse Width
Modulated (PWM) analogue outputs. To achieve a greater bandwidth it was
decided that a plug-in ‘Locking Shield’ would be designed that would utilize a
DAC8562 12-bit parallel Digital to Analogue Converter (DAC) to rapidly drive
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the piezo with a high resolution over a narrow voltage range, and that this would
be used in combination with a MCP4821 12-bit serial DAC to give a slower, coarse
adjustment over a much greater voltage range. Other op-amps were required on
the board to sum these output signals and to provide level shifting to interface the
external bipolar signals with the microcontroller, which is only capable of reading
and driving positive waveforms. The bipolar nature of the external signals meant
that a separate power supply had to be connected to the shield to provide ±18 V
rails which were filtered and subsequently regulated to ±15 V and +5 V rails. To
improve signal fidelity the externally provided analogue rails were isolated from
the digital rails, and their grounds were also separated except at a single point.
To achieve the greatest possible bandwidth and to reduce glitches caused by out of
sync pin writes, communication with the parallel DAC was performed by setting
the value of an output port register to drive all of the lines of the bus simultane-
ously. This restricted the parallel DAC to be wired to Port B of the microcontroller
as it was the only one where all of the first 12-pins were both available and po-
sitioned sequentially on the Chipkit’s headers. A rotary encoder was included in
the design to allow for many turn control of the offset voltage output by the serial
DAC. Two trimmers were used to set the P and I coefficients, and these were
attached to two analogue pins of the microcontroller to be read during the PID
loop function. Reading these analogue values would cause a slight reduction of
the circuit’s bandwidth, so once appropriate settings were found any calls to these
analogue reads were removed from the loop. Two further potentiometers are used
to set the centre voltage of the piezo sweep and to adjust the voltage range of the
parallel DAC. The centre voltage of the piezo sweep, a secondary offset to that
determined by the serial DAC, can be coarsely or finely adjusted and this state is
toggled by a momentary switch.
The full schematic of the PID shield can be seen in figure E.2, while a code
listing used to program the microcontroller is given at the end of this chapter.
Figure E.1 shows a histogram of the error signal produced by Zeeman modulation
as the microcontroller maintains its lock to a crossover resonance of rubidium
87. The full width at half maximum of the histogram gives an estimate of the
narrowed linewidth of the stabilized laser of around 1.3 MHz. It has been observed,
however, that this method of linewidth measurement is fraught with systematic
errors, because the variation of the error signal does not necessarily correspond to
laser frequency fluctuations. A more appropriate approach would be to infer the
linewidth from the beat note obtained between two independently locked lasers[98],
from a self-heterodyne measurement via the use of an optical fibre delay line, or
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Figure E.1: Histogram of the error signal produced by Zeeman modulation
as an external cavity diode laser is locked by the ‘Locking Shield’ to a
crossover resonance of rubidium 87. An estimate of the laser’s linewidth
is given from the histogram, however this technique is known to produce
systematic errors[98].
from the histogram of the laser’s spectroscopic signal (as opposed to the error
signal) as it is locked to the side of an atomic transition.
Whilst the usability of this implementation of a digital laser lock was somewhat
lacking, it certainly proved adequate to perform the stabilization that it was de-
signed for, namely the ability to lock to the cooling transitions of rubidium. This
scheme was soon replaced by one using a more traditional and user friendly ana-
logue PID circuit, earlier designs of which were able to achieve a narrower linewidth
of 570± 140 kHz[111]. The digital lock, however, worked well as a proof of princi-
ple, can be built quickly with easily available parts and could possibly be further
extended to include additional features such as lock detection.
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E.1 Source Code
1 #include <DSPI.h>
2 #include <SoftSPI.h>
3
4 #define TIMESTEP 24
5 #define PGAIN 1.0
6 #define IGAIN 0.5* TIMESTEP
7 #define ZEROPOINT 2048
8 #define MAX_VAL 4095
9 #define FREQUENCY 5
10 #define MAXCHANGE 1000
11
12 static boolean rotating=false;
13 DSPI0 SPI;
14 uint16_t serVol;
15
16 void rotEncoder (){ // Callback function upon detecting movement of
rotary encoder
17 rotating=true;
18 }
19
20 int i;
21 int dir;
22 int offset;
23 int triwave;
24 float I;
25 int coarse;
26 int fine;
27
28 int lock;
29
30 float Kp;
31 float Ki;
32
33 unsigned long lstprss;
34 unsigned long lstanlg;
35 unsigned long lsttime;
36
37 unsigned long prevtime;
38
39 void pidloop ();
40
41
42 void setup() {
43 pinMode(2,INPUT); // input 1 for rotary encoder
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44 pinMode(4,INPUT); // input 2 for rotary encoder
45 attachInterrupt (1, rotEncoder , RISING);
46
47 serVol =2047;
48
49 SPI.setMode(DSPI_MODE1);
50 SPI.setSpeed (20000000);
51 SPI.begin();
52
53 TRISGSET = 1; // Set pin 0 of RG as input (ck_D79 = piezo
sweep toggle button)
54 TRISGCLR = 2; // Set pin 1 of RG as output (ck_D78 = Trigger)
55 TRISASET = 192; // Set pins 6 and 7 of RA as inputs (ck_D80=
coarse/fine toggle button , ck_D81=lock button)
56 TRISB = 0xF000; // Set pins 0 to 11 of RB as outputs and the
remaining as inputs (Parallel DAC)
57 ODCB = 0; // Set Parallel DAC output pins to push -pull
mode
58
59 i=0;
60 dir=0;
61 I=0;
62 offset =0;
63 triwave =1;
64 lstprss = millis ();
65 lstanlg = millis ();
66 prevtime = micros ();
67
68 fine =0;
69 lock =0;
70 }
71
72 void dighandle (){ // NOTE: No account for overflow (will occur in
approximately 50 days).
73 if(!( PORTA & (1 << 7)) ) { // if lock button pressed
74 lock =1;
75 }
76 if(!( PORTA & (1 << 6)) && (lstprss + 1000 < millis ())) { // if
coarse/fine toggle button pressed
77 coarse = offset;
78 fine ^= 1;
79
80 lstprss = millis ();
81 }
82 if(!( PORTG & 1) && (lstprss + 1000 < millis ())) { // if piezo
sweep toggle pressed
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83 triwave ^= 1;
84 lstprss = millis ();
85 }
86
87 if(fine ==0 && (lstanlg + 100 < millis ())){
88 offset =(int)(analogRead (14)*( MAX_VAL /1023.0))-ZEROPOINT;
89 lstanlg = millis ();
90 }
91 else if(fine ==1 && (lstanlg + 100 < millis ())){
92 offset =(int)(coarse + (analogRead (14) /1023.0) *( MAX_VAL /50.0))
-(int)(ZEROPOINT /50.0);
93 lstanlg = millis ();
94 }
95
96 }
97
98 void sweep(){
99 unsigned long deltat = micros ()-prevtime;
100 float ifl =-offset + (1.0/1000000.0)*deltat*FREQUENCY *2.0*4095;
// Find the change in output since beginning of the current
loop
101
102 if(ifl+offset <= MAX_VAL) {
103 i=ifl;
104 LATB = i+offset;
105
106 if (i== ZEROPOINT){
107 LATGSET = (1 << 1);
108 if(lock ==1){
109 pidloop (); //Lock only if piezo is currently at lock
point
110 }
111 }
112
113 }
114 else if(ifl+offset >=2* MAX_VAL) {
115 i=-offset;
116 LATB = i+offset;
117 prevtime = micros ();
118
119 }
120 else {
121 i=(2* MAX_VAL) -(ifl+2* offset);
122 LATB = i+offset;
123 if(i+2* offset == ZEROPOINT){
124 LATGCLR = (1 << 1);
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125 }
126 }
127 }
128
129 void offsetsweep (){
130 unsigned long deltat = micros ()-prevtime;
131 float ifl =-offset + (1.0/1000000.0)*deltat*FREQUENCY *2.0*4095;
// Find the change in output since beginning of the current
loop
132
133 if(ifl+offset <= MAX_VAL) {
134 i=ifl;
135 if (i== ZEROPOINT){
136 LATGSET = (1 << 1);
137 }
138 }
139 else if(ifl+offset >=2* MAX_VAL) {
140 i=-offset;
141 prevtime = micros ();
142 }
143 else {
144 i=(2* MAX_VAL) -(ifl+2* offset);
145 if(i+2* offset == ZEROPOINT){
146 LATGCLR = (1 << 1);
147 }
148 }
149
150 if(lock ==1){
151 pidloop ();
152 }
153 }
154
155 void setcoeff (){ // Read PI coeffients from trimmer pots attached
to ck_A12 and ck_A13
156 Kp=analogRead (12) *0.87; // scale Kp and Ki down from read values
.
157 Ki=analogRead (13) *0.87;
158
159 }
160
161 void pidloop (){
162
163 setcoeff ();
164 detachInterrupt (1);
165 noInterrupts ();
166
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167 unsigned long thistime;
168 float deltatime;
169 int response=ZEROPOINT+offset;
170 int startvoltage=response;
171
172 lsttime=micros ();
173 lstanlg=lsttime;
174
175 while (1){
176 int errorsig = analogRead (15) -512; // Read error signal , zero
should correspond to half the range
177 thistime=micros ();
178
179 deltatime =(float)(thistime -lsttime);
180 I+= errorsig*deltatime *0.0001;
181 int Iout=I*Ki *0.001;
182 lsttime=thistime;
183 int P=errorsig*Kp *0.0001;
184 int change= P + Iout;
185 LATB = response + change;
186
187
188 if(thistime >lstanlg +400){
189 setcoeff ();
190 lstanlg=thistime;
191 }
192
193 }
194 }
195
196 void rotcheck (){
197 while(rotating){
198 delay (2);
199 if(digitalRead (4)== digitalRead (2)){ // Turning CCW
200 if(serVol <10){
201 serVol =0;
202 } else {
203 serVol -=10;
204 }
205 }
206 else { // Turning CW
207 serVol +=10;
208 if(serVol >4095){
209 serVol =4095;
210 }
211 }
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212
213 int spiMask;
214 uint16_t spiData;
215
216 spiMask =0 x1000; // Sets DACA output , output Gain=2, SHDN bit ,
217 spiData=spiMask |( serVol & 0x0FFF);
218 uint16_t temp;
219 temp = (spiData <<8) | (spiData >>8);
220 SPI.setSelect(LOW);
221 SPI.transfer (( uint16_t)2, (uint8_t *)&temp);
222 SPI.setSelect(HIGH);
223
224 rotating=false;
225 }
226 }
227
228 void triloop (){
229 while(triwave == 1 || i!= ZEROPOINT){ // Prevents putting stress
on the piezo
230
231 sweep();
232 dighandle ();
233 rotcheck ();
234 }
235 }
236
237 void offsetloop (){
238 while(triwave == 0 || i!= ZEROPOINT){ // Prevents putting stress
on the piezo
239 offsetsweep ();
240
241 LATB = ZEROPOINT + offset;
242 dighandle ();
243 rotcheck ();
244 }
245 }
246
247 void loop() {
248 if(triwave ==1)
249 triloop ();
250 else
251 offsetloop ();
252 }
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Experiments using laser cooled atoms and ions show real promise for practical applications in
quantum-enhanced metrology, timing, navigation, and sensing as well as exotic roles in quantum
computing, networking and simulation. The heart of many of these experiments has been translated
to microfabricated platforms known as atom chips whose construction readily lend themselves to
integration with larger systems and future mass production. To truly make the jump from labora-
tory demonstrations to practical, rugged devices, the complex surrounding infrastructure (including
vacuum systems, optics, and lasers) also needs to be miniaturized and integrated. In this paper
we explore the feasibility of applying this approach to the Magneto-Optical Trap; incorporating the
vacuum system, atom source and optical geometry into a permanently sealed micro-litre system ca-
pable of maintaining 10−10mbar for more than 1000 days of operation with passive pumping alone.
We demonstrate such an engineering challenge is achievable using recent advances in semiconductor
microfabrication techniques and materials.
I. ULTRACOLD QUANTUM TECHNOLOGY
Since the ﬁrst demonstrations of atoms and ions at
sub-millikelvin temperatures in the mid-1980s, the ﬁeld
of atomic physics has been revolutionized by laser cooling
and trapping as it provides researchers with a method to
probe some of the purest, most sensitive, and controllable
quantum systems available. This ﬁeld is still highly pro-
ductive and recently has put signiﬁcant emphasis on the
practical applications of this technology beyond the lab-
oratory [1, 2]. It was evident very early on that ultracold
matter would be an indispensable tool in precise timing
applications and a recent demonstration [3] has shown ex-
tremely low instabilities at the 10−18 level. The wavelike
nature of atoms as they are cooled to lower temperatures
can be used to form atomic interferometers that outper-
form their optical counterparts in measurements of ac-
celerated reference frames [47], which are important for
inertial guidance systems, but can also provide sensitive
measurements of mass, charge and magnetic ﬁelds [811].
Greater sensitivity beyond the classical limit is possible
via squeezed states [12], interacting particles [13, 14] and
entangled states [1517], which are also fundamental at-
tributes for quantum computing [18, 19], and long dis-
tance quantum networking [20]. Ultracold matter has
been used in the emerging ﬁeld of quantum simulation
[21] and is an indispensable tool in determining funda-
mental constants [22], testing general relativity [23] and
deﬁning measurement standards [24]. Many researchers
and industries believe such tools will be a major part of
the `second quantum revolution' in which the more `ex-
otic' properties of quantum physics are applied for prac-
tical applications [25, 26].
The ﬁeld of ultracold matter has reached maturity in
both experimental methods and theoretical understand-
ing allowing experiments to begin leaving the laboratory
∗ m.d.himsworth@soton.ac.uk
[2729]. These systems are bespoke, rarely take up a
volume less than a cubic metre, and require a team of
experts to operate. The many applications that will ben-
eﬁt most from ultracold quantum technology are likely to
compromise sensitivity for far smaller and more rugged
devices, which can be mass-produced and do not require
the user to understand the internal operation in detail.
Commercial pressure will always push toward reduced
size, weight and power. One can already see the oppor-
tunities made possible with the move to microfabricated
atom and ion traps [3033], but these ﬁrmly remain `chip-
in-a-lab' components rather than `lab-in-a-chip' systems.
The miniaturization we envisage is analogous to that
demonstrated by the recent development of commercially
available [34] chip-scale atomic clocks (CSACs), which
have shrunk a traditionally bulky optical spectroscopic
system down to one smaller than a grain of rice [35].
Some work has begun on miniaturizing the entire ul-
tracold atom system, most noteably the backpack-sized
iSense gravimeter [36], but to achieve the CSAC level of
sophistication, size and robustness in ultracold technol-
ogy will require at least another decade of development.
The trapping and cooling of hot vapour-phase atoms or
ions below millikelvin temperatures is the ﬁrst stage in
all ultracold experiments, therefore the miniaturization
of this system known as the Magneto-Optical Trap [37]
(MOT) would be a signiﬁcant step forward towards our
goal. Several academic and commercial research groups
have begun looking at the various ways the MOT can be
miniaturized using machined glass chambers [38], conical
retro-reﬂectors [39, 40], and etched multi-section silicon
and glass substrates [41]. Most of these demonstrations
are small-scale versions of standard MOTs, with only the
last device beginning to redesign the system from a mi-
crofabricated and integrated approach.
In this study we explore the feasibility of miniaturiz-
ing and integrating the ultra-high vacuum system, atom
source and MOT optics into a centimetre-scale device.
This will be achieved by using recent advances in ma-
terials and techniques adapted from the semiconductor
and MEMS industries used in wafer-level mass produc-
tion. We will refer to the device as a `MicroMOT' be-
cause the internal volume is sub-millilitre compared to
the typically litre-sized standard MOTs. The initial tar-
get operational lifetime is set at 1000 days, as this would
be at the lower end of a typical commercial service life
whilst still presenting a signiﬁcant challenge. We also
aim to maintain an internal vacuum of 10−10mbar under
normal atmospheric external conditions, and do so with
only passive pumping elements and thus no power. Our
objective is to focus on this as an engineering challenge
from which a mass-producible technology can be devel-
oped, thus avoiding bespoke systems which may only be
suitable for proof-of-concept purposes.
In Sections II and III we describe a typical Magneto-
Optical Trap system, its construction, and how it can be
miniaturized including the lasers and optical systems. In
Section IV we discuss the source of vapour phase atoms
and how to control them. In Section V we explore so-
lutions to provide pumping, prevent permeation, limit
leaks, and overcome outgassing. In Section VI we bring
the above technologies together to design a prototype
Micro-MOT. In Section VII we discuss the assumptions
made in the study and highlight areas for further re-
search.
II. THE MAGNETO OPTICAL TRAP SYSTEM
Nearly all cold atom experiments begin with a Mag-
neto Optical Trap of which a typical design comprises an
Ultra-High Vacuum (UHV, <10−9 mbar) chamber with
internal volumes of around a litre with numerous optical
ports, atom sources, gauges and pumps attached. UHV
is obtained by thorough cleaning of the polished glass and
metal (typically stainless steel) components. The entire
system is assembled and evacuated using roughing and
turbomolecular pumps down to around 10−7 mbar. It is
then baked in the vicinity of 200◦C for several days whilst
being evacuated by ion and sublimation pumps and, once
cooled, will obtain vacua in the region of 10−10 mbar.
Obtaining vacua much beyond this, in the extreme high
vacuum (XHV) regime, can be very diﬃcult and may re-
quire getters, cryogenic pumps, deeper cleaning regimes
and alternative chamber materials.
Once UHV is obtained, the MOT is formed of sev-
eral stabilized and ﬁnely-tuned laser beams that are
retro-reﬂected along each Cartesian axis intersecting at
the zero of a quadrupole magnetic ﬁeld (see Figure
1). Vapour-phase atoms are released into the chamber,
cooled, trapped, and ﬁnally manipulated for their in-
tended task. Typically 107 atoms are trapped in a dense
cloud with diameters usually below 1mm and, for many
experiments (excluding ultra-sensitive long freefall exper-
iments), the atoms rarely move more than a few millime-
tres away from this point. The past decade has seen the
emergence of atom chips which allows for manipulation
FIG. 1. The standard MOT geometry. The laser polarizations
are indicated in text and the magnetic ﬁeld direction in green
arrows.
of atoms microns away from surfaces using high magnetic
ﬁeld gradients, created by microfabricated wires [42].
This raises the question to why such a large vacuum
system is required? The answer is that without resorting
to bespoke designs the pumps and gauges one can pur-
chase for UHV systems are very large, and regardless,
using current approaches the system is still diﬃcult to
reduce below the size of a shoebox. Typically these are
far too bulky, expensive, and labour intensive to mass-
produce and so an alternative architecture and manu-
facturing approach is required, starting with the MOT
geometry.
For an integrated device the `standard' geometry pre-
sented above is impractical due to the need for many
optical ports, complex alignment, large volumes, numer-
ous fragile optical elements and the diﬃculty in bring-
ing the atoms close to an atom chip surface. Several
alternative geometries have been proposed including the
mirror-MOT [43], pyramid-MOT [44, 45], and tetrahe-
dral MOT [46]. The latter two are attractive as they need
only a single incident beam, whose phase stability aids in
sub-Doppler cooling mechanisms, and both are suitable
for microfabrication. Miniaturized pyramid MOTs, how-
ever, suﬀer from low atom capture rates due to the small
volume in which the beams overlap [47, 48], signiﬁcant
backscatter making the atoms diﬃcult to detect [49], and
the geometry making transfer of the atoms to magnetic
surface traps non-trivial. A recently demonstrated planar
version of the tetrahedral-MOT using a two dimensional
grating as a reﬂector (which we refer to as the `G-MOT',
see Figure 2) can capture a large number of atoms, has
FIG. 2. A grating MOT geometry.
TABLE I. Comparison of the properties of various mi-
crofabricated MOT geometries (M=Mirror, P=Pyramid,
T=Tetrahedral, G=Grating, S=Standard.) compatible with
atom chips. Therefore we consider only the small scale pyra-
mid MOTs here, but larger reﬂectors follow V 1.2 scaling and
are suitable for compact space-borne cold atom systems [54].
MOT M P T G S
Number of beams 4 1 1 1 6
Optical ports 3 1 1 1 6
Volume scaling a V 1.2 V 2 V 1.2 V 1.2 V 1.2
Scatter low high low medium none
Bandwidthb all all all 100nm all
Fabricatability simplec diﬃcult diﬃcult mediumd N/A
a Larger exponents lead to lower numbers at smaller volumes.
We include scaling laws for beams diameters greater than 1mm.
b Limited by surface coatings and windows.
c For the MicroMOT design in Section VI, wide parallel beams
are not trivial [55].
d This can be made simple with `nanoimprint' techniques.
lower backscatter [50], and can be easily integrated with
atom chip structures [51]. Some disadvantages include
the eﬀect of the grating on the wavefronts and polar-
izations of the manipulation beams [52], and added dif-
ﬁculty in situations which require several widely-spaced
wavelengths (greater than 100nm [53]). Nevertheless, the
G-MOT appears to be the most suitable geometry for mi-
crofabricated devices. A comparison of the most suitable
MOT geometries is given in Table I.
A MOT should trap suﬃcient atoms to obtain ad-
equate sensitivities for intended application which will
ultimately be limited by the quantum projection noise.
Typical numbers of atoms range from 104 for clock stan-
dards [56] to 108 atoms for the initial cooling stage into
degeneracy. Of course, there exists other parameters
which deﬁne the performance of cold atom systems, such
as coherence time, shot noise, quantum state ﬁdelity, etc.
but these factors are somewhat unrelated to the MOT it-
self where one can only aﬀect the atom number, density,
capture rate and temperature. The temperature is typ-
ically in the region of tens to hundreds of microkelvin,
no matter the MOT geometry if sub-Doppler cooling
mechanisms exist, whereas atom number and density are
inter-related and are signiﬁcantly aﬀected by MOT geom-
etry and dimensions. The capture rate depends more on
the atom source/loading mechanism and background gas
pressure than the MOT geometry and will be discussed
in Section IV.
For most cold atom experiments, the practical number
of trapped atoms is on the order of Nt = 10
6. The G-
MOT characteristics show that the beam overlap volume,
Vt (cm
3), follows the scaling law of Nt = 4× 107V 1.2t , re-
sulting in a minimum practical volume of 0.045 cm3. This
is equal to a 0.65 cm diameter, uniformly illuminated,
beam [57] forming a pyramidal volume. To ensure the
correct number of atoms and to take into account the ef-
fects of non-uniformly shaped beams, a pragmatic beam
diameter would be 1 cm. Experiments requiring degener-
ate gases may require up to 108 atoms to ensure a stable
phase density for condensation and also improve detec-
tion. This would warrant a beam diameter over double
that described above.
We assume that the device would incorporate an atom
chip structure so that the atoms are trapped and manip-
ulated with magnetic ﬁelds close to the surface, there-
fore the dimensions of the device have little impact on
the measurement. Studies have shown that laser cooling
close to surfaces begins to show losses as the atom-surface
separation decreases below 1mm [49, 58]. Thus, assum-
ing a typical MOT cloud with a diameter less than 1mm,
a lower limit on the vertical dimension would be 3mm.
We aim to explore this issue in another study, but point
out here that for a 1 cm diameter GMOT beam, ∼ 94%
of the overlap volume is contained within the ﬁrst 3mm
from the grating surface.
In other matterwave experiments which manipulate
the atoms during free fall, the interaction time may be
limited to several milliseconds in a 3mm thick cham-
ber. For example, if we assume our trapped species is
rubidium which has been cooled to the Doppler limit of
146µK (r.m.s. speed of 20 cm s−1), and the atoms have
1mm to travel before losses occur, then the maximum
interaction time is 5ms neglecting gravity. This makes
the system applicable to recent work on high repetition
rate cold atom intertial sensors [59]. Sub-Doppler cool-
ing can increase the interaction time by a factor of 3 to
4, approaching the limit imposed by gravitational accel-
eration to the surface, which may be acceptable in many
situations. Alternatively, optical lattices can increase the
interaction time of matterwave interferometers without
drastically increasing the dimensions of the system [60].
These guided matter waves are a promising technique
which could aid miniaturization and improve sensitivity.
III. LASERS AND OPTICS
In this study we will mainly concentrate on the UHV
system as this has had very little development in terms of
miniaturization and integration. However, the MOT also
requires laser systems, optics, optical modulators, spec-
trometers, and control electronics which could become
the limiting factor to the smallest scale cold atom tech-
nology can achieve. A single laser systems can be used to
provide optical power to a number of MOTs which might
be necessary in multi-axis inertial sensing, or spatial re-
solved gravity gradiometry; therefore one could accept a
larger scale of laser system, but the optics used to couple
and expand the beam into the MOTs would need to be
signiﬁcantly reduced in size and made far more robust
with the possibility of mass-production. Diode lasers,
by their very nature are extremely small and it is the
surrounding optics that controls and couples the light to
external systems that determines the size of the `laser
system'. Miniaturization can also improve the properties
of these lasers by reducing the eﬀects of thermal expan-
sion and vibration of the external components.
Feasible approaches to miniaturize the optics of the
laser system - as well as switching, modulating and rout-
ing the beams beyond the laser - include optical MEMS,
planar optics, precision placed micro-optics, and optical
waveguides (including ﬁbers). Exploring each of these
ﬁelds compehensively is beyond the scope of this report
but we shall highlight a few technologies directly suitable
for miniaturized MOTs. For this the crucial components
to miniaturize and integrate are the laser diodes, wave-
length control elements, optical isolators, routing, and
beam expansion.
Micro-optical systems for cold atom applications have
been pioneered by the Ferdinand-Braun Institut which
have integrated diode lasers, Bragg reﬂectors, isolators,
modulators, spectrometers, optical ampliﬁers and ﬁber
couplers, all on a thermally-stable ceramic substrate no
bigger than a credit card [61, 62]. They have developed
lasers both for the MOT and high power systems [63]
for exciting Raman transitions used in the iSense project
[36].
The smallest scale devices, and most applicable to
mass-production, are planar-waveguide coupled lasers,
which are commercially available at the telecoms wave-
lengths, and show remarkably narrow linewidths and
mode-hop free operations along with reasonable powers
[6466]. For cooling rubidium at 780nm there is a direct
frequency doubling route from 1560nm for these lasers
and is currently being developed for compact and ro-
bust space-based atom interferometers [67]. Waveguide
coupled lasers can take advantage of the various chip-
based control mechanisms such as phase-modulators [68],
coupler/splitters, switches and isolators [69]. There will
need to be some development to improve the eﬃciency of
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FIG. 3. An integrated confocal microscope adapted from [70].
Such technology can be used to produce large diameter shaped
beams from planar waveguides and also provide ﬂuoresence
detection.
these systems at short wavelengths where the eﬀect of re-
fractive index inhomogeneities will have a greater impact
compared to existing telecoms wavelengths. More devel-
opment is also required in the areas of chip-based non-
reciprocal optical isolators and high-attenuation, high-
speed, switches for the demanding constraints imposed
by decoherence-free atomic interactions. Integrating sev-
eral optical elements onto a single substrate will be a
sizeable challenge so optical ﬁbre connected elements will
likely dominate.
As discussed in the previous section, MOTs require
quite large beam diameters which result in large opti-
cal systems to expand and collimate beams. We see
that a promising route towards miniaturising this is with
grating-based waveguide outcouplers. Coupling free-
space laser beams into a waveguide is typically achieved
with prisms placed on top of the waveguide to enable
a reduced wavevector diﬀerence between the guided and
free-space modes. This can be shrunk into grating cou-
plers which allow one to improve eﬃciency by altering
the dimensions of the grating. Concordantly, this process
can be used in reverse to out-couple beams and even fo-
cus and shape the beam proﬁle. One directly-applicable
example is the work on integrated confocal microscopes
[70], as shown in ﬁgure 3, that also provide a means to
measure the reﬂected light intensity, or in our case the
ﬂuorescence of the atoms. Due to the diﬀractive nature
of the light coupling the beam proﬁle can be designed
with top-hat shapes with ﬂat phase wavefronts  very im-
portant properties in eﬃcient atom interferometry using
Raman transitions. These grating out-couplers have re-
cently been developed to address individual trapped ions
[71]. Planar optics oﬀer alternative methods to expand
beams in compact systems using total internal reﬂection
and patterned surfaces within waveguides [72].
For applications which require laser beams access along
several axes integrated prisms and reﬂectors within the
vacuum chamber are being developed along with inte-
grated windows in silicon substrates [41] and Fresnel
lenses [7375]. Fibre coupling into and out of vacuum
would be beneﬁcial for strong coupling to atoms and in-
terconnectable cold-atom systems. Waveguides are, yet
again, a viable route for this [76] and possibly recent ad-
vances in tapered nano-ﬁbers [77] which can have several
alternative applications [78]. The recent development
of light-ﬁeld imaging allows one to perform 3D imaging
via computer deconvolution along a single optical axis,
thus greatly simplifying the optical system where multi-
ple viewpoints are required [79].
The lasers must be stabilised to a speciﬁc closed-cycle
resonance of the atoms which are to be trapped. Many
techniques are available to produce useful spectroscopic
signals and the advances in chip scale atomic clocks [80],
hollow waveguides [81], and sub-wavelength ﬁbres [82]
and cells [83] provide techniques for coupling beams into
atomic vapours. Therefore one can see that miniaturiza-
tion of the above systems has several clear development
route.
IV. ATOM SOURCE AND CONTROL
The atomic species to be cooled and trapped can be
sourced either from a hot vapour, or captured from an
atomic beam. The latter is usually produced from a hot
Knudsen oven, and requires additional cooling to obtain
a suitable capture eﬃciency in the MOT, usually via a
Zeeman slower [84] or chirped cooling [85]. Our chip
based system will be far too small for such slowers as
they require tens of centimetres for adequate decelera-
tion, although they can be made smaller using bichro-
matic force techniques [86]. Loading from a background
vapour is a common method which results in reasonably
fast loading rates, but requires a vapour pressure greater
than UHV, resulting in increased collisions and deco-
herence during subsequent manipulation [87]. Therefore
the vapour pressure must be controllable on short times
scales, ideally within a second. A common method to
achieve this uses a MOT cooled in two dimensions (2D-
MOT) in one chamber separated from a 3D-MOT in an-
other via a narrow conductance channel [88]. The 2D-
MOT chamber may be kept at a high vapour pressure so
that it may load many atoms into a low velocity beam di-
rected into the higher vacuum 3D-MOT chamber. This
technique has been used in miniaturized BEC systems
[41]. Such multichamber systems are likely to be neces-
sary for obtaining BECs which require a higher level of
vacuum, however in this study we aim solely to produce
a cold non-degenerate cloud of atoms, concentrating on
loading a single MOT from a room temperature vapour,
and to control it on short timescales. In situations where
long coherent times are not required, such as in high data
rate interferometers, one can tolerate higher vapour pres-
sures and even recapture the cold atom cloud [59].
Each laser cooled species has diﬀerent chemical prop-
erties which bring diﬀerent challenges. In this study we
look at rubidium as it is ubiquitous across the whole
scope of cold atom experiments, and poses the challenge
of a vapour pressure which is too high at room temper-
ature for eﬃcient trapping. Species with lower vapour
pressure, such as strontium, could be easier to use as
they do not endanger the vacuum, but the high temper-
atures needed to obtain a suitable background pressure
results in less eﬃcient trap loading, and so may require
the additional cooling mechanisms discussed above. Ru-
bidium melts at 39◦C and at room temperature has a
(87Rb) vapour pressure of 3 × 10−7mbar [89]. This re-
sults in signiﬁcant collisional rates with trapped atoms
and also excessive ﬂuorescence, making the detection of
the cold atoms very diﬃcult. Moreover, the very small
volume of the MicroMOT will quickly result in vapour
saturation with no pumping mechanisms. A suﬃcient
vapour pressure to load a rubidium MOT is ∼ 10−8mbar,
but one must reduce this by an order of magnitude for
any decoherence-sensitive measurements. Therefore, one
must have a method to carefully regulate the ﬂow of ru-
bidium into the MOT chamber.
The past decade's development of CSACs has provided
a range of methods to introduce alkali atoms into mi-
crofabricated devices. These sources include pure metal
[90, 91], alkali compounds [90], wax pellets [92], alkali
azides [93], and alkali-enriched glass [94]. Most are not
suitable for UHV or result in poorly controlled, or limited
lifetime, sources. Pure rubidium is not suitable unless
it is sealed away during fabrication as its high pressure
vapour will ruin vacuum at the elevated temperatures
required for baking and bonding. Commercial alkali dis-
pensers, such as SAES Getters Alkali Metal Dispensers
(AMDs) and Alvatec Alvasources are alkali compounds
which are stable up to temperatures of 300-600◦C. AMDs
are chromates combined with a Zr-Al getter material held
in a nichrome dispenser [95]. Heating of the AMDs re-
sults in a reduction reaction releasing pure rubidium and
some additional gases which are gettered away. Alva-
sources are alkalis alloyed with `poor' metals, such as
bismuth, which form stable compounds with higher sub-
limation temperatures than their constituent elements.
They also result in far less residual gas than AMDs [96],
albeit at a higher cost. Both of these sources can be con-
trolled with Joule heating, but they can also be activated
with a focused laser [97, 98], removing the need for elec-
trical feedthroughs and reducing the heat transfer to the
chip [99].
Rubidium vapour will reach saturation very quickly
within micro-litre volumes, especially as the previously
mentioned sources may be diﬃcult to control accurately,
so a system to pump away the vapour must be incor-
porated. Glass and metals are eﬀective pumps for al-
kali atoms: surface studies have found binding energies
around 3 eV and extremely high pumping rates [87] of
103 l s−1cm−2. Studies looking at vapour cell coatings
[100] have highlighted a signiﬁcant `curing time' after ﬁll-
ing, during which the vapour pressure stabilizes due to
strong chemisorption [101]. After the surface is saturated
the adsorption energy drops to ∼ 0.5 eV and is thus only
weakly physisorbed. If we assume the MicroMOT pro-
duces a 10 second pulse of rubidium every minute, with
a peak pressure of 10−8mbar, which is pumped away at
1 l s−1, one would require a total of 1019 atoms (about
1mg) to last for our 1000 day target. A typical monolayer
is around 5 × 1014 cm−2, so one cannot rely on surface
pumping alone if it cannot be degassed regularly [102].
We note that the limited surface area can be increased
with materials such as aerogel, porous silicon, zeolites,
and anodic alumina.
An obvious and eﬀective method to control the vapour
is by simply reducing the temperature of the MicroMOT.
To get to 10−10mbar one must cool rubidium to −30◦C.
This can be accomplished by cooling the entire chip or
with an integrated `cold ﬁnger', such as a micro-peltier
device [103]. This latter method will avoid rubidium con-
densation on critical features such as the windows or re-
ﬂectors, and also avoid water accumulating on external
surfaces. The pumping of alkali metals by getter ﬁlms has
been reported to be negligible [104, 105], but little data
is available [106], so may not be useful in its regulation.
Many atom chips require gold ﬁlms for reﬂective surfaces
and conductors and it is known in the ﬁeld that these
may degrade over time when exposed to a hot rubidium
source. The phase diagram [107] between gold and ru-
bidium shows a stable alloy forms around 500◦C. There-
fore one can use a heated gold surface to pump away
excess rubidium [108]. Another method could utilize the
rubidium/bismuth alloying eﬀect mentioned earlier as a
thermally controlled pump, but one must be wary of the
low melting point of this metal (271◦C) during fabrica-
tion. Both alloying methods work for all alkali metals
but, as shown in Table II, these occur at diﬀerent tem-
peratures. A common getter for caesium in frequency
standards is polycrystalline graphite [109]. There exists
extensive theoretical work due to the recent interest in
graphene electronics [110], but limited data on the ad-
sorption and intercalation of alkalis with graphite (with
the exception of potassium [111]), however the heavier al-
kalis display similar charateristics and therefore this type
of getter could be applicable.
A common method to quickly control the vapour pres-
sure whilst remaining at room temperature is Light In-
duced Atomic Desorption (LIAD) [112]. This technique
involves the illumination of metal or glass surfaces with
non-resonant ultraviolet light (UV) in order to increase
the desorption rate of physisorbed alkali atoms. The ex-
act mechanism by which this occurs is still under debate
[113115]. Once the UV light is extinguished the desorp-
tion rate reduces so that atoms can return to the surfaces.
This reloading of the atom sources means that the total
number of atoms in the device can be reduced through
recycling. Studies have shown an order of magnitude
TABLE II. Gold and bismuth alkali alloys with 1:1 compo-
sitions for use as alkali pumping mechanisms. Many of the
phase diagrams exhibit several phases with additional alloys
forming above and below these temperatures and the reader
should refer to the original sources. The approximate values
are due to indistinct alloying temperatures.
Alkali Au-M alloy Bi-M alloy
metal (M) ◦C ◦C
Li[122, 123] ∼660 ∼400
Na [124, 125] 372 444
K [126, 127] 532 355
Rb[107, 128] 498 376
Cs [129, 130] 585 390
improvement of MOT loading rates with this technique
[116, 117], and it has been used to make BECs, which
are very sensitive to background gas collisions, in a sin-
gle chamber [118]. In chip-scale systems the surface area
is far too small for eﬀective use of LIAD [119] but, as
mentioned earlier, one can introduce high surface area
materials [120, 121] providing they can be degassed suf-
ﬁciently prior to encapsulation.
For any pumping mechanism the production of rubid-
ium from the source should be well controlled to ensure
consistent loading of the MOT and to prevent permanent
vapour saturation. If the source reactively produces hot
vapour at unpredictable rates, due to material or heating
inhomogeneities, then additional mechanisms are needed
to control the ﬂow. Separating two chambers of diﬀer-
ent pressures is a common challenge in UHV systems,
as discussed earlier in 2D/3D MOT loading, and can be
achieved by carefully limiting the gas conductance be-
tween them with a narrow channel. A channel 1mm
long with a cross-section of 100 × 100µm, can maintain
UHV in the MicroMOT chamber at room temperature
[131] whilst the source chamber is at saturation pressure,
as long as there is a pumping rate greater than 0.1 l s−1
in the laser cooling chamber. Locally heating the source
chamber by 100◦C will suﬃciently increase the vapour
pressure for loading the MOT. The narrow aperture also
leads to a `beaming eﬀect' which may aid the loading of
the trap.
V. UHV IN A CHIP
Table III highlights the various challenges in terms of
leak, permeation, and outgassing rates that must be tack-
led to realize sealed passive UHV chips, and compares
them to those required by typical UHV systems. Reach-
ing many of these values, especially those for noble gases,
may seem unachievable, however we have identiﬁed meth-
ods to do so by careful choice of materials, fabrication
processes and also structural features.
Vacuum encapsulation of microfabricated devices is a
large and mature industry and nearly all MEMS devices
require some level of hermetic sealing. The range of
TABLE III. General characteristics of standard UHV MOT
systems, and those for the MicroMOT
Standard MicroMOT
Internal volume (l) >1 <10−3
Lifetime (days) indeﬁnite 1000 (target)
Pump rate (l s−1) >20 <1
Leak rate (mbar l s−1) <10−11 <10−19(Ar)
<10−14(N2)
Outgassing rate
(mbar l s−1cm−2)
<10−11 <10−21(He)
<10−16(H2)
Permeation ratea (cm2s−1) <10−7 <10−17
a For helium using Equations 2 and 5.
vacuum levels required ranges from 102mbar in MEMS
accelerometers to 10−4mbar in microbolometers [132].
Very low vacua are also needed in ﬁeld emission de-
vices and the lowest recorded encapsulated pressure the
authors have found in the literature, 10−8mbar [133],
was achieved using this technology. Maintaining UHV is
also important to photomultiplier tubes and we highlight
the work of Erjavec [134] who have performed a similar
study to this one. Lower pressures in encapsulated micro-
devices have probably been achieved, but the means to
measure them do not exist as most gauges with capability
down to UHV have far greater internal volumes than the
devices themselves. We are fortunate that the device we
are aiming to produce, by its very nature, is capable of
measuring such low pressures. It is commonly known in
the atom trapping ﬁeld that the loading rate, γ (Hz), of
an atom cloud is linearly related to the background pres-
sure, with an approximate scaling of 2 × 10−8γmbar s,
and Arpornthip et al [87] performed a systematic study
of this gauging technique. It was found to vary little
with systematic variations, such as cooling beam power
and detuning, and had a sensitivity range from 10−7
to below 10−9mbar, limited by collisions between cold
atoms within the trapped cloud. This sensitivity range
is slightly above the range of our target pressure but will
provide an adequate indication of the internal environ-
ment. An improved sensitivity down to 10−12mbar may
be possible if the background rubidium vapour can be
quickly reduced after loading [135] using the techniques
discussed in the previous section.
Two methods are commonly used to encapsulate low
pressures inside chips [132]: wafer to wafer bonding under
vacuum, or sealing of an evacuation tube after bonding
(as shown in Figure 4). The latter is simpler to construct
as the various chip layers do not need to be manipulated
and bonded under UHV. This method has been used in
the NIST atom chip system in which the evacuation tube
is constantly pumped by a miniature ion pump. How-
ever, eﬃcient evacuation to UHV through a small aper-
ture is diﬃcult and the sealing process is non-trivial on a
wafer-level scale in terms of complexity, uniformity and
time. We shall see that wafer-to-wafer bonding under
vacuum, whilst complicated to implement, allows one to
FIG. 4. Techniques to encapsulate a vacuum by evacuation
before (a) and after (b) bonding.
thoroughly degas and evacuate chips and also allows the
introduction of a novel structural scheme to drastically
reduce leak rates discussed in Section VC.
The choice of materials from which the micro-MOT
can be constructed is dependent on the sealing method
and the typical process environments. Suitable materials
for UHV have negligible vapour pressures, low outgassing
and permeability rates, and are mechanically strong and
machinable. Therefore metals such as stainless steel,
aluminium, titanium and copper are predominant. The
MicroMOT would require optical access for the cooling
beams and ﬂuorescence detection and so the chip must
include an optically transparent section using a glass or
glass-ceramic. Unfortunately there is a mismatch in the
coeﬃcients of thermal expansion (CTE) between glass
and metal components which limit their baking, bond-
ing, and operating temperatures. The exceptions are low
expansion alloys such as Kovar and Invar, the former be-
ing speciﬁcally developed for glass-metal seals. Any re-
maining CTE mismatch can typically be alleviated with
specially shaped sealing edges [136]. Nevertheless, we
ﬁnd that the majority of metals [137] do not have the
extremely low outgassing rates [138, 139] highlighted in
Table III, and their glass-metal seals [136] may not be
adequately hermetic [140], or are impractical to imple-
ment into the microfabrication process (i.e. very high
temperatures for extended periods). Alternative bond-
ing methods are discussed in Section VC.
The MicroMOTs are likely to incorporate atom chips
which commonly use silicon as a substrate due to its high
thermal conductivity and the vast array of available semi-
conductor processing techniques [31]. Coincidentally sil-
icon, as we shall see in the following sections, is a very
suitable UHV material: it has extremely low permeation
and outgassing rates at room temperature, it has sev-
eral CTE-matched optical materials available, it is pro-
duced with a high purity (to the 9N level), and can with-
stand high temperatures necessary for baking and bond-
ing [141]. The disadvantage of this material is its brittle-
ness [142], so only small structures can be fabricated us-
ing specialized techniques which is acceptable in our ap-
plication, but not for large scale vacuum systems. Several
well studied processes exist to clean silicon wafers and the
lowest leak rates we have found for sealing technologies
have been found for silicon-glass bonding (Section VC).
It is also interesting to note that polysilicon coatings are
commercially available to reduce the outgassing rates of
stainless steel chambers [143]. Another advantage is that
silicon is completely non-magnetic, which is important
for manipulating atoms, and is a poor electrical conduc-
tor which reduces the deleterious eﬀect of eddy currents
during fast magnetic ﬁeld switching [144] - a common
issue with MOTs. Hence, in the following section we as-
sume the chips are predominantly constructed from sil-
icon and glass, with additional metal ﬁlms for reﬂectors
and getters.
A. Pumping
One cannot maintain a high vacuum without any form
of pumping because no seal is perfect, all materials out-
gas to some extent, and no material is impermeable to all
gases. However, by reducing the above eﬀects as much
as possible one can sustain vacuum with minimal pump-
ing, especially in small volumes. A series of pumps are
typically required to obtain UHV conditions, with rough-
ing pumps achieving millibar pressures, turbo-molecular
pumps down to to 10−8mbar, and ion and sublimation
pumps to ﬁnally reach 10−10mbar and below. Once this
is achieved the chamber is permanently sealed leaving
only the latter two pumps to remove outgassing and
permeated species. The roughing and turbo-molecular
pumps no longer have any role in maintaining the vac-
uum and are usually removed. Operating an unsealed
system is possible but should be avoided due to unneces-
sary power consumption and limitations on the ultimate
vacuum due to `backstreaming' and compression ratios of
the pumps. If the commercial interest in cold atom tech-
nology required mass-production, the development and
integration of sub-UHV pumps would be uneconomical
due to their limited operating range. A more econom-
ical, and simpler, route would be to obtain UHV in a
larger encapsulation chamber where several devices can
be sealed leaving the need for only on-chip UHV main-
tenance pumps. In situations where the chip is regularly
opened to atmosphere there exist several technologies, in-
stigated in part by the DARPA `Chip-Scale Vacuum Mi-
cro Pumps' program which aimed at obtaining 10−6mbar
with coin-sized pumps. This has resulted in impressively
miniature displacement [145, 146], Knudsen [147], turbo-
molecular [148] and ion pumps [149151]. Laser and San-
tiago [152] and Górecka-Drzazga [153] presented reviews
of micropump developments previous to the DARPA pro-
gramme. We shall see in Section VD that it is possible to
construct chambers with extremely low outgassing mate-
rials such that minimal pumping is required. Ion pumps
and getter pumps are good candidates for this role with
the latter being more attractive due to their passive na-
ture. Ion pumps are necessary in situations where un-
gettered species such as noble gases exist in the system.
We aim to circumvent this issue by using impermeable
windows and throughly degassed components.
Passive pumping elements take the form of getters
which are metals, or alloys, that chemisorb typical gases
found in high vacuum, namely O2, CO, N2, and H2. Get-
ters generally come in two varieties [154]: Evaporable
getters are metals which are heated until their increased
vapour pressure causes them to deposit on surrounding
surfaces. This traps residual gases under the deposited
layers, but the new surface also acts as a pump to im-
pinging gases through chemisorption. Non-Evaporable
Getters (NEGs) also chemisorb gases onto their surface,
but in addition they absorb the reacted surface mate-
rial into the getter bulk during heating (known as acti-
vation). Both types keep pumping gases at room tem-
perature, albeit at a reduced rate, providing their sur-
faces are not saturated. NEGs activate at temperatures
ranging around 200-800◦C, depending on their compo-
sition, whereas evaporable getters need to be heated to
well above 700◦C. Therefore the choice of NEGs for our
MicroMOT is obvious, and is further validated by its
adoption in the MEMs vacuum encapsulation industry,
however we shall also discuss recent advances in Group
I/II evaporable (or reactive) getters.
Non-evaporable getters are made of Group IV/V met-
als and alloys, such as Ti, Zr, V, Hf etc, and may also in-
clude metals such as Al and Fe. These are elements with
high oxygen solubility, high diﬀusivity, and high enthalpy
of adsorption for many gases found in vacuum [155].
When exposed to air, the surface of the NEG quickly pas-
sivates forming oxides, nitrides and carbides in an 2-3 nm
layer [156]. Heating the NEG in vacuum, known as acti-
vation, causes these compounds to diﬀuse into the bulk
leaving a fresh metallic surface pump. Typical oxygen
solubilities for NEG compounds are on the order of 10%,
so a 1µm thin ﬁlm can undergo ∼100 reactivation cycles
after air exposure, however the pumping eﬃciency begins
to reduce after a few cycles [157]. This corresponds to
an approximate total capacity of 1012 molecules per cu-
bic centimetre. Recent in-situ studies of NEG activation
with individual gases at temperatures above activation
indicate far higher capacities of the order of 105 mono-
layers of carbon monoxide [158] due to the increasingly
uniform oxygen concentration in the ﬁlm with tempera-
ture. Hydrogen diﬀuses readily in the bulk, and so the
capacity is approximately two orders of magnitude higher
than surface pumped species at room temperature. Em-
brittlement of the ﬁlm at very high hydrogen concen-
trations (above 1%) can result in delamination and so
should be avoided [159]. When NEGs are deposited as
thin ﬁlms they also act as outgassing barriers [160], thus
turning gas sources into pumps and greatly reducing the
ultimate pressure. Noble gases and some hydrocarbons,
such as methane, are not pumped by NEGs at room tem-
perature. Therefore the MicroMOT will need to be sealed
at UHV to ensure the majority of gases, especially the
nobles, are evacuated prior to encapsulation.
The bonding techniques discussed in Section VC re-
quire temperatures up to 400◦C, which will lead to in-
creased outgassing (see Section VD) and a reduction of
the NEG lifetime due to saturation. Moreover, reactiva-
tion of the getter to rejuvenate its pumping rate during
the sealed devices' lifetime will lead to increased out-
gassing, permeation and possibly leakage. Therefore it
is prudent to use an NEG alloy with a very low activa-
tion temperature, and high pumping rate and capacity.
The beam lines of particle accelerators require XHV envi-
ronments, and their very large volume presents an issue
for eﬃcient and uniform pumping. Several decades of
research at CERN have been devoted to ﬁnding NEGs
both which activate during the chamber baking proce-
dure (∼ 250◦C) and can also coat all internal surfaces
[161]. Their ﬁndings have shown that sputtered Ti-Zr-V
alloys of nearly equal ratios can be activated at 180◦C,
and using these coatings, together with ion pumps, they
have demonstrated the lowest room temperature vacuum
of 10−14mbar [162]. The pumping rate of NEG ﬁlms
depends on their surface area and so the CERN team
have also looked into the eﬀects of substrate and deposi-
tion parameters to increase pumping rates and capacities
[163]. Additional attractive properties of Ti-Zr-V NEG
ﬁlms are their high adhesion, thermal and vibration sta-
bility, resilience to standard wafer cleaning processes, and
commercial availability [164]. Table IV shows the typi-
cal pumping rates and capacities of Ti-Zr-V NEG thin
ﬁlms whose values will be used in the following sections.
Not all gases are pumped equally and some lead to re-
duced pumping speed of the NEG at high surface cov-
erage (for example, CO reduces the pumping rate and
capacity of H2 and N2) which are shown in Table IV.
This eﬀect must be accounted for when calculating the
lifetime of getter pumped devices. The unintentional in-
corporation of noble gases in sputtered ﬁlms can result
in outgassing which may endanger the vacuum [165, 166]
and this will be discussed in Section VD. As a result,
alternative methods, such as vacuum arc deposition [156]
or e-beam evaporation [167], should be considered.
Most gases only chemisorb on the NEG surface and
show negligible pumping after a monolayer is formed.
Hydrogen is the exception as it diﬀuses throughout the
entire bulk of the getter and so only the thickness of the
ﬁlm deﬁnes the capacity. There exists a thermal equi-
librium between the absorption and desorption of hydro-
gen from the NEG. This is dependent on the hydrogen
concentration [168] and thus can be used to predict the
residual pressure in our devices. This value, known as
the disassociation pressure, follows Sieverts' law and has
been measured for Ti-Zr-V ﬁlms [157]. It was found to
be given by:
log10(PH2) = 2 log10(xH) + 14.324−
8468
T
(1)
Where PH2 is in millibar, xH is the fraction of hydrogen
in the ﬁlm and T is the temperature in kelvin. We can see
that for a very saturated ﬁlm (xH = 0.01) the pressure
is negligible at room temperature (10−19mbar) and only
endangers the vacuum at temperatures above 150◦C, at
which point helium permeation through the glass wafer
becomes equally problematic, as we shall see in Section
VB.
Earlier we dismissed evaporable getters on the basis
of high operating temperatures and vapour phase gases.
There is a new type of evaporable, or more speciﬁcally re-
active, getter [169] being investigated which uses Group
I/II atoms, speciﬁcally lithium, as the pumping medium
[170173]. Early studies of alkali metal dispensers showed
that they improve the pumping rate of the system [105],
and barium is the original and highly eﬀective getter ma-
terial widely used in cathode ray tubes. Reactive getters
will react and bind strongly to the common residual gases
found at UHV and therefore our devices may experience
an improvement of the vacuum during operation. Ex-
periments have shown that the pumping rate for carbon
monoxide by lithium getter ﬁlms is similar to Ti-Zr-V
NEGs but with a capacity over 104 times greater. This
would be very advantageous to remove outgassed species
during bonding which could otherwise saturate Ti-Zr-V
ﬁlms. Most of the work on these reactive getters has
focused on lithium due to its low vapour pressure and
ability to form stable compounds with a number of gases.
We suspect rubidium will provide some gettering, but not
to the extent of lithium due to the former's high vapour
pressure. For example, the disassociation pressure [170]
of LiH at 300K is 10−21mbar whereas that of RbH is
10−7mbar, only marginally less than rubidium vapour
pressure [89, 174]. It is expected, however, that pumping
of oxygen and carbon monoxide will be more eﬀective.
With its greater capacity and ability to pump additional
gases such as methane, which NEGs cannot, a lithium
getter could replace, or complement, the NEG in the Mi-
croMOT if the necessary vacuum cannot be pumped by
NEGs alone [175].
TABLE IV. Typical pumping rates, sticking factors and ca-
pacities of Ti-Zr-V NEGs at room temperature for a 1µm
ﬁlm. The values in parentheses indicate the pumping rate
after carbon monoxide saturation [157]. The capacities can
be increased by nearly an order of magnitude by heating the
substrate during deposition to increase surface area.
Gas Sticking Pumping Capacity
factor rate (l s−1cm−2) (cm−2)
H2 8× 10−3 0.35 (0.1) > 1016
N2 1.5× 10−2 0.17 (0.1) 1.5× 1014
CO 0.7 8 1015
In the following sections we assume:
• An internal volume of 0.5 cm3.
• A surface area of 5 cm2.
• An NEG area of 1 cm2 with a thickness of 1µm.
B. Permeation
No material is absolutely impermeable to all gases, and
so it is inevitable that they will diﬀuse through the walls
of any chamber and ﬁnally desorb into the vacuum. We
shall address the issue of permeation before that of out-
gassing and leaks as this is seen by many as the limiting
factor in achieving UHV in small, sealed, well-degassed
volumes. Permeation is complex and requires several pro-
cesses to become a vacuum risk: 1) The gas molecules in
the external environment impinge on the outer surface
of the chamber wall and physisorbed, 2) they disassoci-
ate if the surface enthalpy is greater than their bonds,
3) they are absorbed under the surface layer and diﬀuse
through the bulk along the concentration gradient (Fick's
law), 4) the gas atoms must then overcome any surface
energy barriers, and 5) desorb from the surface directly
or recombine with other ions to desorb as a molecule.
These processes strongly depend on the type of perme-
ating gas and the chamber wall material. For example,
noble gases will permeate glasses, but not most metals
due to the latter's more crystalline structure and weak
surface interaction. As noble gases are not pumped by
NEGs their permeation is of greatest importance and we
shall devote the majority of this section to them, however
we will also discuss the eﬀect of hydrogen as this is the
second fastest permeating gas (see Table VI).
Surface eﬀects, which will be discussed in Section VD,
tend to reduce the permeation rate so the simple process
of bulk diﬀusion can be considered the limiting factor
of permeation. The amount of gas ﬂowing diﬀusively
across a membrane of area A and thickness d between
two regions of pressure Pext and Pint is
dQ
dt
=
KA(Pext − Pint)
d
(2)
where K = DS is the permeation rate (cm2 s−1), D is
the diﬀusion constant (cm2 s−1) and S is the solubility
(cm3 (STP)/cm3). Both D and S typically follow an
Arrhenius-type temperature dependence and the former
is quoted in the literature as
D(T ) = D0 exp
(−ED
kBT
)
(3)
where ED is the diﬀusion energy, kB is the Boltzmann
constant and T is the temperature. The variation of
S can be much more complicated [176], however over
a limited range of temperatures the Arrhenius form is
adequate, and for most materials S does not change
appreciably compared to D with temperature. Values
of diﬀusion, solubility and permeability of the materials
highlighted in this study can be found compared to the
common vacuum materials, stainless steel and Pyrex, in
Table V. Equation 2 assumes the gas is already fully
dissolved in the membrane, which is not the case in thor-
oughly degassed materials. Therefore there is a period
of time before the gas will `break through' to the evac-
uated volume, and in materials with very low diﬀusion
rates this can be extremely long [177]. The pressure in-
crease of a cavity of volume V at a time t due to a gas
permeating through a degassed membrane is [178]:
Pc =
ADSPext
V d
t− d2
6D
− 2d
2
pi2D
∞∑
m=1
(−1)me−m
2pi2Dt
d2
m2

(4)
Since the micro-MOT chambers will require at least
one optically transparent viewport the permeation of he-
lium through glass will be a signiﬁcant issue. The amor-
phous network structure of glass forming oxides provide
channels for helium to diﬀuse. Not all glasses are alike
however, and the addition of `modiﬁer' molecules can act
to plug the holes in the network, resulting in very low
permeation rates [179]. We aim to seal glass to silicon
and therefore must match CTEs to reduce stresses and
therefore increase yield. Pyrex is the most common glass
bonded to silicon due to their comparable CTEs and its
sodium content required for anodic bonding [181] (see
Section VC). This borosilicate glass is so highly perme-
able to helium that we should expect to lose UHV sev-
eral days after bonding (see Figure 5). Much work was
carried out in the 1960s and 1970s on the permeation
FIG. 5. The permeation rate of various 1mm optical wafers
exposed to atmospheric helium after initial evacuation to
10−10mbar after complete degassing. We have calculated the
values using Equation 4 and used the data for Corning 1720
to deﬁne the properties of AS glass [179, 180].
rates of gases through glass, and the results showed that
Alumino-Silicate (AS) glass, those with approximately
20% Al2O3 or more composition, had permeation rates
ﬁve orders of magnitude lower than Pyrex [179, 182]. Fig-
ure 5 shows a comparison of the permeation rates of he-
lium through AS glass, Pyrex, fused silica, and Schott
Zerodur glass-ceramic, calculated using Equation 4. This
latter material is commonly used in UHV systems requir-
ing low permeation and its very low CTE makes it well
suited for bonding. We can also see that Corning 1720
series AS glass is more than capable of maintaining vac-
uum for our target time. Its CTE is well matched with
silicon to which is can be anodically bonded, albeit at
much higher temperatures than Pyrex due to the low al-
kali content [183185].
Other AS glasses are commercially available, but too
numerous to list here, and we mention that load-borate
and soda-lime glasses also have low permeability. Sil-
icon carbide [186] has a very low permeability [187],
can be bonded to silicon [188], and has been used for
atom chips due to its transparency and high thermal
conductivity [189]. Sapphire and glass-ceramics such as
Spinel [190] are likely to have extremely low permeation
rates, but yet again are not well CTE matched. Hard
crystalline optical coatings may also reduce permeation.
Graphene, amongst its many other attractive properties,
has shown a permeability rate equal to bulk Pyrex, yet
requiring only a single monolayer [191]. Unfortunately
uniform coatings over large areas are as yet unavailable,
but graphene-oxide may be a suitable alternative [192].
Norton [199] measured the permeation of other gases
through fused silica, as shown in Table VI, and we can see
that, in general, larger molecules have lower permeation
rates but can depend on surface interactions and solubil-
ities (compare H2 and Ne). Hydrogen diﬀuses through
glass as a molecule [176, 197] and so, as shown in Table
V, it will have a far lower permeation rate than helium.
Coupled with an order of magnitude lower atmospheric
partial pressure compared to helium, and the ability to
pump the gas with NEGs, hydrogen permeation can be
neglected. Very little data is available on the hydrogen
permeability through AS glass and so we have used a
scaling law by Souers et al [195], the glass composition
from Altemose [179], and the Pyrex solubility to calculate
the diﬀusivity constants in Table V.
TABLE VI. Permeation of diﬀerent gases [204, 205] through
fused silica [199].
Gas Relative permeation Van der Waals
rate at 700◦C radius, nm
He 1 0.133
H2 0.1 0.15
Ne 0.02 0.141
Ar <10−7 0.176
We now address the second material in our system:
silicon. Measurements of helium permeation through sil-
icon extrapolated from high temperatures show that, like
metals, silicon is practically impermeable to all noble
gases. Using measured values for solubility [193, 206]
and typical atmospheric helium content, we should not
expect to ﬁnd a single atom within a cubic centimetre
of silicon. We note that recent studies [207, 208] looking
at the hermeticity of glass frit encapsulation and other
bonding methods have indicated that helium permeation
through silicon at room temperature may be more signif-
icant than expected. However, more work is required to
conﬁrm this against the large bulk of research into helium
bubble formation in silicon which agrees with the origi-
nal low permeation result [209]. Hydrogen, on the other
hand, is known to permeate silicon albeit predominantly
in atomic form at room temperature. This matter will
be discussed in great detail in Section VD as the perme-
ation rate is related to outgassing. The results in Table
V show that the permeation rate of hydrogen through
silicon at room temperature is negligible.
C. Leaking
No seal is perfect as the bonding of materials will in-
evitably lead to a route for gases to travel, via micro-
channels and defects, or merely a local variation in the
permeation rate. Standard UHV systems predominantly
use Conﬂat type seals which employ knife-edges to bite
into OHFC copper gaskets and join metal components
together, and `housekeeper' type seals for glass-to-metal
interfaces. Commercial vacuum products quote leak rates
less than 10−11mbar l s−1 (STP), usually limited by the
resolution of the leak detector [210]. These types of
seals are not suitable for wafer-level fabrication of vac-
uum encapsulated micro-electronics and so several new
methods have been developed using chemically formed
seals, or simply relying on the attraction between per-
fectly ﬂat surfaces [211]. The small volume and long life-
time of many microelectronic chips may preclude the use
of internal pumping mechanisms, meaning that the seals
must have extremely low leakage, more so than those de-
manded by standard vacuum systems.
QL =
V∆P
∆t
(5)
Using Equation 5 we can calculate the highest permis-
sible leak rate for a gas at atmospheric pressure leaking
into our speciﬁed volume of V = 0.5 cm3, such that the
pressure does not rise by 50% (∆P = 0.5× 10−10mbar)
over ∆t = 1000days, to be 3 × 10−22mbar l s−1. This
rate seems unachievable, but we must consider that some
gases are pumped away by the NEGs and so may permit
a higher leak rate, and many gases have low atmospheric
partial pressures. For example the partial pressure of he-
lium in the atmosphere is 5× 10−3mbar and so one can
permit a leak rate [212] of 1.5× 10−17mbar l s−1.
TABLE V. Bulk diﬀusivities and solubilities (at STP) of helium and hydrogen in silicon, Pyrex (Corning 7740), aluminosilicate
(Corning 1720), and stainless steel. We have also tabulated the permeation rates at 20◦C and 500◦C to compare values more
easily.
Silicon [193, 194] Aluminosilicate [179, 195, 196] Pyrex [176, 179, 195198] Stainless steel [199, 200]
Heliuma
D0 (cm2s−1) 5.2× 10−3 3.7× 10−4 4.6× 10−4 Impermeable [199, 203]
ED (eV) -0.82 -0.52 -0.28 -
S0 (cm3 (STP) cm−3) 2.8× 10−4 0.0016 0.005 -
ES (eV) -0.77 - - -
K (cm2s−1) @ 20◦C 3.2× 10−34 6.8× 10−16 3.5× 10−11 -
@ 500◦C 4.8× 10−17 2.4× 10−10 3.4× 10−8 -
Hydrogenb c
D0 (cm2s−1) 9.7× 10−3 2.08× 10−7K−1 1.4× 10−5 1.2× 10−2
ED (eV) -0.48 -0.67 -0.24 -0.56
S0 (cm3 (STP) cm−3) 90.4 0.038 0.038 0.3
ES (eV) -1.86 -0.12 -0.12 -0.11
K (cm2s−1) @ 20◦C 5.7× 10−40 6.1× 10−23 3.4× 10−16 1.0× 10−14
@ 500◦C 1.2× 10−15 4.3× 10−14 2.4× 10−12 1.4× 10−7
a We are unable to ﬁnd helium solubility in silicon data other than van Wieringen et al [193] which is somewhat unreliable due to the
limited measurement range. In the tabulated values we have used that data with the theoretical energy of solution [194] to calculate
the prefactor. The diﬀusivity values are also theoretical but agree with experimental results [193, 201, 202].
b We have assumed the same solubility for AS glass as for Pyrex due to the small variation found between glasses and the minimal
temperature variation[197, 198].
c Like helium, the commonly quoted values measured by van Wieringen et al [193] are extrapolated from a narrow high temperature
range and can be assumed to indicate the highest diﬀusion rate (see Section VD).
Reactive gas leakage is limited by the pump rate and ca-
pacity of the NEG ﬁlms. In light of this we may model
the lifetime of the device due to NEG saturation using
the following formula:
dPc
dt
=
1
V
(
QL − LPPc(1− θ)k
)
(6)
Where Pc is the internal pressure (mbar), QL is the
leak rate (mbar l s−1), LP is the pumping rate of the get-
ter (l s−1), θ is the fractional surface coverage, and k is
the order of desorption. The eﬀect of surface coverage on
pumping depends on the gas/surface chemistry, temper-
ature, and surface geometry (ﬂat, granular, etc.). This
topic is too extensive to detail here but can be found in
most surface science graduate texts [213]. We ﬁnd that
the Langmuir adsorption isotherm, (1 − θ)k, models the
majority of data on NEG pumping rates [157] adequately
for our purposes due to the low surface coverage. The
pressure inside the cavity will drop to base value:
Pbase =
QL
Lp
(7)
As noted earlier, the eﬀect of saturation by some gases
(for example carbon monoxide) reduces the pumping
speed of other gases [157] which we do not take into ac-
count dynamically in the model, but assume the lowest
pumping speed as the `worst case scenario'.
There is a sharp drop in pumping speed at saturation
allowing us to simplify the lifetime calculation. By as-
suming that the pumping rate is constant until the NEG
FIG. 6. The internal pressure (blue) and NEG cover-
age (red) with an atmospheric leak of nitrogen at a rate
6.5×10−15mbar l s−1 (air) calculated using Equation 6. The
horizontal dashed line indicates the target pressure and the
vertical line the result of Equation 8. The cavity is initially
at 10−10mbar.
has reached its capacity of CG (moles), at which point
it ubruptly drops to zero (θ = 1), and substituting the
ideal gas formula into Equation 6, we ﬁnd an approxi-
mate value for the maximum permissible leak rate:
QL(max) =
CGRT
τL
(8)
where R is the ideal gas constant, T (K) is the tem-
perature and τL (sec) is the lifetime. If we assume a
pumping speed for nitrogen, the most abundant atmo-
spheric gas, of 0.1 l s−1, a capacity of 1014 molecules, with
a lifetime of 1000 days: the maximum permissible leak
rate is 5×10−15mbar l s−1 with Pbase = 5×10−14mbar.
Note that Equation 8 is independent of both the pumping
rate and background pressure because it assumes them
to be at equilibrium, therefore one must use this equation
alongside Equation 7 to ensure the correct base pressure.
Figure 6 compares the numerical solution of Equation 6
with the approximate value from Equation 8 and we ﬁnd
perfect agreement. We note that the capacity is that
for a single monolayer and so the lifetime can simply be
extended through reactivation cycles. Hydrogen diﬀuses
into the bulk and so reactivation does not increase the
getter lifetime, but the NEG capacity for hydrogen can
be two to three orders of magnitude greater (see Table
IV), so is not as much of a concern.
In Section V we discussed the methods to encapsulate
microfabricated vacuum devices and here we shall explore
the details of suitable bonding methods and their quality.
We foresee the need for at least two bonding processes:
one to bond the `atom chip' to the structure wafer (sili-
con to silicon, or gold to silicon), and another to bond the
glass capping wafer to the structure layer (glass to sili-
con). As many bonding technologies exist we will only
consider those which are well established, have demon-
strated leak rates below 10−14mbar l s−1 (air), and do not
require temperatures above 400◦C so as to reduce out-
gassing, stress, and protect chip components. We have
not included indium bonding (or alloys thereof) as in-
dium melts below the activation temperature of NEGs
and therefore requires specialized surface geometries and
processes [134] to reduce outgassing and ensure good
seals. Also, indium bonding can require several addi-
tional ﬁlms to improve surface wetting, and the leak rate
may not suﬃciently low [214].
Glass Frit
Glass frit bonding is a well established technique which
involves the deposition of a low melting point glass com-
pound between two materials. The glass is heated ﬁrst to
outgas the organic binder compounds, and is then raised
to the glass transition temperature which melts and seals
the two surfaces upon cooling. The vacuum hermetic-
ity of this technique has been explored extensively by
Sparks et al [215], but no absolute leaks rates have been
quoted. We believe glass frit bonding to have a leak rate
below 10−15mbar l s−1 by considering the lifetime, inter-
nal volume, and pressure inferred by the integrated res-
onator's Q-factor [216]. However, the pressure measured
(∼ 10−3mbar) is at the limit of the gauging technique
and one does not know the residual pressure immediately
after bonding. Possible issues may include insuﬃcient
degassing of the organic binder materials, limitations on
pre-baking temperatures, incompatible CTEs (although
they can be engineered to match the application) and
the need for additional materials. Of the four bonding
methods presented here, glass frit has the least sensitiv-
ity to surface quality and can be used to seal electrical
feedthroughs.
Eutectic Bonding
A eutectic alloy is one where the melting point of the
constituent materials is lowered on contact. For example
gold and silicon individually have melting points above
1000◦C, but when they are pressed together they will
melt at 363◦C at their interface [217, 218]. Subsequent
cooling will form an alloy with high hermeticity and a
strong bond. Other suitable eutectic alloys exist, such as
gold and tin [219], but we highlight the gold-silicon sys-
tem as many atoms chips employ gold as a reﬂector and
conductor. This bond has demonstrated the lowest leak
rate that we have found [132], below 10−15mbar l s−1.
Possible disadvantages include the need for multilayer
ﬁlms to prevent interlayer diﬀusion [218], the require-
ment of inert gas storage before bonding to prevent the
native oxide growth on silicon, and the temperature re-
strictions post bonding, as further heating remelts the
alloy and degrades the bond [220].
Anodic Bonding
Anodic bonding occurs between an oxide forming
metal (or semiconductor) and an alkali containing glass,
by heating the two materials together (300-500◦C) with
the simultaneous application of a high voltage (100-
1000V) across the interface[181, 183]. The mobility of
the alakli ions (typically sodium or lithium) in the glass
is increased with temperature and they are pulled away
from the interface by the electric potential. The residual
non-bridging oxygen atoms at the interface then bond
with the silicon. The high electric potential gradient has
the additional eﬀect of pulling the two surfaces into inti-
mate contact which overcomes surface inhomogeneities.
The two materials (usually silicon and borosilicate glass)
must have very ﬂat surfaces, below 10 nm, and be CTE
matched to avoid stress fractures during cooling. Her-
meticity measurements show that the leak rate is be-
low 10−14mbar l s−1, with few residual gases other than
oxygen, which is produced during bonding at the inner
seam. This residual gas source can be signiﬁcant, espe-
cially in small evacuated volumes, and so getter ﬁlms are
mandatory (see Section VD). The leak rate measure-
ments [221, 222] included the eﬀect of the bonding area
around the cavity and found no variation, from which
we infer that the seal is absolutely hermetic and possibly
limited only by permeation.
Direct Bonding
Direct bonding is the result of the attractive Van der
Walls forces between atomically ﬂat surfaces. Semicon-
ductor and glass wafers are routinely produced with the
required ﬂatness and this technique requires no addi-
tional materials, does not release gases (unlike anodic
and frit bonding), and is hermetic [222] (Leak rates below
10−14mbar l s−1). Unfortunately, for the silicon-silicon
direct bond, very high post-annealing temperatures (up
to 1000◦C) are required to ensure a high bonding yield
and to reduce voids. This latter eﬀect is due to gases
desorbing between the surfaces which becomes trapped.
Bonding in vacuum produces fewer voids, due to a thor-
ough degassing before sealing, to the point that strong
bonds form at room temperature without the need for
post annealing [223]. The extremely ﬂat surfaces are dif-
ﬁcult to retain during processing and even sub-micron
particles will result in debonding. CTE-matched glass-
silicon direct bonding occurs with lower annealing tem-
peratures [224], and the glass can absorb gases released
between the interface.
To summarize the bonding techniques, there are sev-
eral methods to obtain reliable leak rates lower than
10−14mbar l s−1 and even below 10−15mbar l s−1 which
are required to maintain UHV. Anodic and direct bonds
may even be absolutely hermetic, limited by permeation,
but their absolute leak rates were beyond the sensitiv-
ity of their measurements. Eutectic bonding has shown
the lowest measured leak rates and is a reliable and low
outgassing method. Glass frit may also have equally low
leak rates, but the residual gas pressure released during
bonding is unknown.
The atmosphere contains several noble gases [132] in-
cluding argon (9.3mbar), neon (1.8×10−2mbar), and he-
lium (5×10−3mbar), where the values in parentheses are
the atmospheric partial pressures. Their leak rates are
proportional to (T/M)0.5, where T is the temperature
in kelvin and M is their mass, hence helium leaks at
the fastest rate and is often used in hermeticity tests
[225] known as `Helium Bombing'. If we assume a leak
rate which is proportional to the pressure diﬀerential
across the bond, the eﬀect of argon, due to its relatively
high atmospheric partial pressure will be most signiﬁ-
cant. The maximum permissible leak rate for argon is
1×10−19mbar l s−1. The signiﬁcance of this gas has been
mentioned in the literature [226], but is generally ignored
as helium permeation through glass is considered to be a
more pressing issue. If we compare the lowest measured
leak rate for the bonding methods of 10−15mbar l s−1
(air) we ﬁnd all the noble gases endanger UHV, how-
ever helium and neon leakage need only be reduced by
factor of 15 and 25, respectively, which may be possible
with thicker bonding seams or external barrier coatings,
whereas argon must be reduced by nearly 104.
There is, however, a very simple scheme to reduce the
leak rate by several orders of magnitude: Simply by plac-
ing the vacuum chamber inside another. This can be
achieved practically by introducing a buﬀer cavity, or
moat, within the seam such that the slow leakage into
the moat results in an even slower leakage into the main
vacuum cavity [227]. This can be modeled by the follow-
ing formulae and solved numerically:
dPb
dt
=
1
Vb
(Cab(Pa − Pb)− Cbc(Pb − Pc)) (9)
dPc
dt
=
Cbc(Pb − Pc)
Vc
(10)
where Pi is the pressure, Vi is the volume, and Cij is
the conductance between i, and j, in which the subscripts
i, j = a, b, c refer to the air, buﬀer, and cavity, respec-
tively. We have independently modelled this eﬀect and
found stark, but advantageous, diﬀerences from the orig-
inal study by Gan et al [227]. We suspect that an error
was made in tabulating their results, which also clariﬁes
their unexplained lifetime increase for 100mbar cavities.
If we assume a main cavity volume of 0.5 cm3 and a moat
volume of 0.05 cm3 we can reduce the leakage rate by fac-
tor of 2×105 as shown in Figure 7. This allows us to use
bonds with leak rates in the range of 10−14mbar l s−1
(air) which is technically feasible with all the bonding
techniques considered earlier, and also reduces the NEG
limitations on reactive gases. The moat does not have to
be bonded at UHV as the model shows very little varia-
tion below an initial moat pressure of 10−6mbar.
D. Outgassing
Outgassing is the release of gas from a material's sur-
face and bulk. We distinguish this from permeation in
that the latter assumes a completely degassed material,
whereas outgassing is the result of gases that are diﬃcult
to remove from the bulk. These have entered either from
diﬀusion during storage, processing, or from the produc-
tion of the material itself. Cleanliness is of utmost impor-
tance in achieving UHV and we assume all components
have been through standard wafer cleaning processes,
such as an RCA and ozone plasma. This latter technique
has also been shown to improve bond strengths and re-
duce temperatures direct and anodic bonding [228, 229].
We shall not go into further detail regarding cleaning
here and direct the interested reader to the references
[230233]. We do highlight that detergents were found
to remove vanadium from the NEG ﬁlms and so should
be avoided [234].
Outgassing is the largest source of gas in well-sealed
UHV systems and so usually deﬁnes the lowest base pres-
sure for a speciﬁc pumping rate Lp according to Equa-
tion 7. Hydrogen is the dominant gas at UHV, for
FIG. 7. Numerical solution of Equations 9 for various ratios of
moat/cavity volume. We assume argon is leaking from the at-
mosphere, and the quoted leak rate is for each bond seam (air-
to-moat and moat-to-cavity) adjusted to atmospheric pres-
sure to compare with literature values. The horizontal dotted
line represents a 50% rise in pressure from an initial value of
10−10 Pa, and the vertical line indicates 1000 days. In this
simulation Vm = 0.25Vc would meet the target property with
an overall leak rate of 6×10−21mbarm3s−1 (air).
which the NEGs have a pumping rate on the order of
0.1 l s−1cm−2, and so to achieve 10−10 mbar one must en-
sure the outgassing rate is below 10−11mbar l s−1cm−2.
This is greater than NEG capacity-limited outgassing
rate calculated using Equation 8 and so the base pres-
sure will not be limited by the pumping rate [235].
There is no standard model for predicting the out-
gassing properties of all materials as many diﬀerent
mechanisms are involved [236, 237] but can be essentially
split into two sources: surface and bulk. We assume that
the surfaces are clean in that common contaminates such
as organics have been thoroughly removed leaving only
atmospheric and some processing species, namely water,
hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and noble gases. We can
calculate the surface desorption rate using:
dN
dt
=
Nθk
τs
exp
(−ES
kBT
)
(11)
where N is the surface density (molecules cm−2), θ is
the fractional surface coverage, k is the desorption or-
der, τs is the sojourn time (typically 10
−13 s), and ES
is the desorption energy [238]. Outgassing from the sur-
face usually occurs at the fastest rate as physisorbed, or
weakly chemisorbed gases, have low desorption energies.
Strongly bound molecules (ES> 1.1 eV) can in general be
ignored as they do not appreciably desorb from surfaces
at room temperature, whereas weakly bound species
(ES< 0.7 eV) can be pumped away quickly. Molecules
in the middle of this range are diﬃcult to pump out in a
practical time and so high temperature baking is required
[239]. We shall refer to this as the `Outgassing Energy
Range (OER)'.
Outgassing of reactive species from the bulk is more
complex than simple diﬀusion. Gases, such as hydrogen,
diﬀuse ionically and can form bonds with the bulk ma-
terial or impurities in a process known as trapping. Ions
may also recombine within the solid and become trapped
in lattice defects, and any ion reaching the surface needs
to recombine in order to desorb. At low surface cover-
age this latter, second order, step can be the limiting
rate. Many of the transport processes are activated and
so only occur at elevated temperatures. This can result in
unreliable predictions when extrapolating high tempera-
ture data down to room temperature. The eﬀects are
further complicated by surface oxides or nitrides which,
in general, act to reduce outgassing rates by providing a
barrier layer [240242]. Noble gases, on the other hand,
only travel diﬀusively through the bulk and easily desorb
from surfaces at all temperatures due to their weak in-
teraction. All of the eﬀects outlined above act to reduce
the outgassing rate compared to a simple diﬀusion model
and therefore one can assume bulk diﬀusion as the most
signiﬁcant factor and use the rate calculated by Lewin
[239] for a `slab' geometry:
QOG
A
=
8x0D
d
∞∑
m=0
exp
[
−Dt
(
pi(2m+ 1)
d
)2]
(12)
Where D is diﬀusion rate, A is the surface area, d is
the thickness and x0 is the initial concentration of the
gas in the bulk. For a non-disassociative gas x0 = SP ,
where S is the solubility and P is the partial pressure
of the gas. For a disassociative gas the concentration is
proportional to P 0.5 instead, and the solubility units are
adjusted accordingly. By using values for diﬀusion found
experimentally, eﬀects such as trapping are automatically
included into the model. As highlighted by Chuntonov et
al [169] the increase of outgassing during the high tem-
perature bonding process can cause the NEG ﬁlm to be-
come saturated and limit the lowest obtainable vacuum
and lifetime of the device. To calculate actual lifetime
including the eﬀect of bonding we can consider the re-
duction of getter capacity by the number of molecules
released during bonding, and using Equation 8 to ﬁnd:
τL =
T
Q
(
CGR− τB
TB
∑
gases
QB
)
(13)
where T is room (or operating) temperature, TB is
the bonding temperature, τB is the bonding time (sec-
onds), Q is the outgassing rate at T , and QB is the out-
gassing rate at TB . We have assumed the temperatures
are changed instantaneously and the bonding period is
short enough not to aﬀect the operating outgassing rate.
The same formula can be used to predict the increased
outgassing due to reactivation of the NEG during the
MicroMOT lifetime. The eﬀect of the bonding can be
neglected if:
η =
τBQB
RCGTB
<< 1 (14)
Assuming an NEG with a hydrogen capacity of 10−7
moles (xH = 0.01), a bonding time of τB = 3600s at
a temperature of TB = 400
◦C, and we wish to keep
η = 0.1, the bonding outgassing rate must be QB <
10−7mbar l s−1cm−2. If this is the result of bulk diﬀu-
sion which scales as
Q =
D(T )
D(TB)
QB = QB exp
(−ED(T − TB)
kBTBT
)
(15)
and we use a diﬀusion energy in the middle of the OER
of ED = 0.9 eV, then one must reduce room temperature
hydrogen outgassing rate to QB < 10
−16mbar l s−1cm−2.
Equation 15 also applies for surface desorption (for which
ED = ES). Gases such as carbon monoxide, for which
the NEG has only a single monolayer capacity, require
outgassing rates over a hundred times lower compared
to hydrogen without continuous reactivation. These are
extremely low outgassing rates and are the main hurdle
in obtaining very low vacua in microelectronic devices. In
the following subsection we explore the outgassing rates
of the main gases found at UHV - H2, CO, as well as noble
gases - from the materials considered for the MicroMOT
and we have tabulated measured and theoretical values
for outgassing rates in Table VII.
Hydrogen
Hydrogen can be a major issue in semiconductor de-
vices and so extensive work has been carried out to un-
derstand its interaction with silicon [262266]. The most
common and earliest citation in the literature is to the
work done by van Wieringen and Warmoltz [193] (which
we shall refer to vWW). Their diﬀusivity and solubility
data was taken at very high temperatures (967-1207◦C)
and these values are shown in Table V. Extrapolation
down to room temperature is fraught with possible er-
rors as hydrogen readily dissociates upon diﬀusing into
the bulk, interacting with the silicon lattice and impuri-
ties in various forms. Figure 8 shows the results of subse-
quent diﬀusion studies and one can see the large variation
in measurements in the literature. Advances in under-
standing have shown that hydrogen migration through
bulk silicon predominantly occurs in atomic form at room
temperature with an activation barrier of ∼ 0.5 eV, but
can recombine into a dimer which is then trapped by
a barrier of 0.8 − 1.2 eV. Exact values are diﬃcult to
predict and depend on various doping and impurity lev-
els, growth methods, defects and lattice orientations, and
even quantum eﬀects [267]. The vWW diﬀusivity results
are consistently higher than every subsequent measure-
ment and can be taken as the upper limit in our analysis
[268].
Whichever diﬀusivity one uses, the vWW solubility
results extrapolate to 10−10 molecules per cubic cen-
timetre at room temperature under 1 bar of H2 and so
there should be no hydrogen whatsoever within the bulk.
Other measurements have found agreement with a very
low value , with the highest at only a few hundred hy-
drogen atoms per cubic centimetre at room temperature
[206, 269, 270]. Using any one of these solubilities does
not alter the permeation values in Table V by a more
than a factor of two or three.
Standard semiconductor processing, such as mechan-
ical polishing, HF etching, plasma treatments etc,
can result in far higher levels of hydrogen close to
the surface [262]. Several studies have found values
as high as 1018 molecules per cubic centimetre and
drops signiﬁcantly after a depth of one micron[271].
This concentration will lead to outgassing rates of
10−7mbar l s−1cm−2, using Equation 12 and the vWW
diﬀusivity scaling law, but can be completely degassed
to below 10−30mbar l s−1cm−2 within an hour under
vacuum as shown in Figure 9, limited by surface re-
combination. Moreover, surface oxides and nitrides act
as eﬃcient permeation barriers [240242]. Hydrogen
bound on the silicon surface has very high desorption
energy [272, 273] (above 1.8 eV) such that the desorp-
tion rate from one monolayer coverage would be below
10−22mbar l s−1cm−2 using Equation 11. Thermal des-
orption studies [273] show that most hydrogen complexes
can be desorbed from silicon by annealing at 600◦C.
Hickmott [274] studied the interaction between hydro-
gen and glass and found that the hot ﬁlament of the ion-
ization gauge had a detrimental eﬀect on determining the
residual gas content at UHV. He noted that hydrogen was
desorbed at the two distinct activation energies of 0.29 eV
and 1.08 eV. The former is so low that it will desorb com-
pletely at room temperature under vacuum, whereas the
latter requires baking above 400◦C. Spectroscopic studies
by Hickmott showed that after a high temperature bake
the main residual gases were water and carbon monox-
ide. Todd [275] measured the residual water composition
in a variety of glasses and found negligible outgassing
(∼ 10−23mbar l s−1cm−2) in AS glass after high temper-
ature baking. This low outgassing rate is due to the
strong Si-H and Si-OH bonds. Using the values from Ta-
ble V and Equation 12 to calculate the lowest hydrogen
outgassing rate from AS glass, as shown in Table VII, we
ﬁnd remarkable agreement between the theoretical value
of just over 10−17mbar l s−1cm−2 and experimental re-
sult [276, 277] of just below [278] 10−16mbar l s−1cm−2.
FIG. 8. The large scatter in data for diﬀusion of hydrogen through silicon [193, 243261]. We have only plotted data for
hydrogen diﬀusion (no isotopes) and have indicated the type of silicon where known. The solid black line is the commonly
quoted vWW diﬀusion rate.
Noble gases
Noble gases cannot be removed once the MicroMOTs
are sealed and so must be completely degassed from all
components before bonding. As discussed in Section VB
negligible levels of noble gases, speciﬁcally helium, should
be found in silicon unless additional data corroborates a
recent study [207]. Noble gases in glasses are expected
to reach concentrations of 10 ppb when exposed to at-
mosphere, which will outgas from the bulk diﬀusively.
Figure 10 shows the results of degassing AS glass using
Equation 12, and we see that a thin slab can be com-
pletely degassed easily. This would scale proportionally
to the area when wafer level degassing is required.
The last materials in our chips are metals such as gold
for the atom chip and those for the NEG. Noble gases
do not permeate most metals and so one should be able
to ignore these materials, however the method of their
deposition is important: Sputtered thin ﬁlms have been
found to incorporate large quantities of argon, as this
process gas is used to remove the metal atoms from the
sputter target. The argon is then buried in the growing
thin ﬁlm and permeates to the surface along dislocations
and pores, as well as via self-diﬀusion. Where possible
ﬁlms should be deposited by vacuum arc deposition [156]
or e-beam evaporation which do not require additional
gases. In situations where sputtering is unavoidable sev-
eral modiﬁcations can be made to reduce contamination
by this gas source including [165, 166]: increasing the
sputter gas pressure [279] , increasing the substrate tem-
perature, reducing the deposition rate, post annealing,
and ﬁnally changing to a heavier gas. Using this last
modiﬁcation by replacing argon with krypton has been
shown to reduce the gas incorporation by a factor of 103
or even lower, but moving to xenon shows little improve-
ment [166]. Measurements of Ti-Zr-V NEG ﬁlms have
detected krypton outgassing rates [280] at the sensitivity
limit of the detector - down to 10−19mbar l s−1cm−2 after
several activations - which is still too high for our device,
but this could be further reduced with higher tempera-
ture anneals.
Carbon monoxide
Carbon monoxide is the second most signiﬁcant gas
at UHV. Due to its relatively large size (compared to
helium or hydrogen) diﬀusion through the bulk will be
negligible and so carbon monoxide is largely a surface
outgassing species [281]. Studies looking at the resid-
ual gases in glass have shown that the carbon monoxide
concentrations vary widely [282] and it is diﬃcult to ob-
tain repeatable results. In addition, this also depends on
glass type, processing history, and the eﬀects of ioniza-
tion cathodes. We do not know the desorption energy
for carbon monoxide on glass, but due to the latter's
low reactivity we expect carbon monoxide to only be ph-
ysisorbed and so quickly degassed. Similar conclusions
have been noted in photodesorption measurements [283].
One study looking at the eﬀect of breaking glass sub-
strates in vacuum found that the carbon monoxide level
remained constant, but carbon dioxide quickly decreased
[284]. This was attributed to the reaction with residual
hydrogen forming methane, which was seen to increase.
FIG. 9. The theoretical outgassing rate of hydrogen for 1mm
thick silicon (dashed line) and AS glass (solid line) for three
baking temperatures. We have assumed AS glass is diﬀusion
limited and calculated the rate using Equation 12 and values
from Table V after exposure to 1 bar hydrogen (i.e. immer-
sion into water). We have calculated the rate for silicon using
a summation of diﬀusion (Equation 12) from the bulk as well
as considering the higher concentration at the surface (see
text), and also recombination-limited surface desorption using
Equation 11 (k = 2) with values from Gupta et al [273]. The
room temperature silicon outgassing shows an initially high
rate due to diﬀusion of the high concentration near the surface
and is eventually limited by surface desorption of the dihy-
dride surface species (as are the higher temperature bakes).
A careful study [285] avoiding the eﬀects of gauges mea-
sured carbon monoxide outgassing rates from stainless
steel less than 6×10−17mbar l s−1cm−2, three orders of
magnitude less than hydrogen.
Thermal desorption studies of carbon monoxide re-
leased from silicon surfaces are few, but show that the
thermal desorption energy is below 0.5 eV [286] and so
should be degassed easily. Photodesorption and plasma
cleaning have also been shown to eﬃciently remove car-
bon and oxygen contamination from silicon surfaces.
Other gases
Methane is commonly found in UHV environments is
not pumped by Ti-Zr-V getters at room temperature. It
is thought to be produced from reactions on the high
temperature electrodes of ionization gauges, so should
not be an issue in our gauge-less MicroMOTs. It may
also be formed from reactions between carbon monox-
ide and hydrogen during their diﬀusion on NEG or glass
surfaces [284], as mentioned before. A desorption rate
of 10−14mbar lt s−1cm−2 of methane was measured by
Setina et al [287] from Ti-Zr-V-Fe getter strips which
would be a serious vacuum risk in the MicroMOTs, how-
ever one would expect the methane production rate to be
related to the partial pressures of H2 and CO which was
FIG. 10. The He outgassing rate from 1mm thick alumi-
nosilicate glass slab at various temperatures after storage in
atmosphere (5 ppm He content), calculated with Equation 12.
The black dashed line indicates the target outgassing rate.
not seen in other studies [288] below 10−8mbar. There-
fore, methane should be completely evacuated before the
MicroMOT is sealed, otherwise one must use reactive get-
ters, or brieﬂy elevate the NEG temperature to achieve
some pumping. Other organic species have been found
in encapsulated MEMs-type devices which are likely due
to insuﬃcent cleaning or residual gases prior to sealing
[132, 289].
Should anodic bonding be used to seal the chips, oxy-
gen will be released along the inner bonding edges where
the voltage is high and no silicon exists to bond with
the non-bridging oxygen atoms [181, 221, 290]. Predict-
ing the amount of oxygen released is unreliable due to
the lack of data and the eﬀects of bonding parameters,
chip dimensions, and increased outgassing at raised tem-
peratures. However, by analyzing the few studies on this
subject [221, 290, 291] we estimate 1013 to 1014 molecules
per millimetre inner bonding circumference. For our Mi-
croMOT design this can lead to a monolayer coverage of
oxygen on the NEGs and result in saturation. It should
be noted that oxygen penetrates the NEG surface result-
ing in a capacity of about ﬁve monolayers [157]. There-
fore it is important to maintain the chip at high temper-
atures after bonding to absorb the oxidized NEG layers
into the bulk. Once rubidium is released into the chip it
will quickly oxidize with any remaining oxygen forming
Rb2O, which also reacts exothermically with water and
hydrogen forming stable hydroxides and hydrides which
do not contaminate vacuum.
E. Vacuum discussion
We have identiﬁed all the main sources of residual gases
which could threaten our sealed UHV environment. We
TABLE VII. Lowest and typical room temperature outgassing
rates for 2mm thick materials. The theoretical values (Th.)
have been estimated using Equation 12 and Figure 9 with
a 10 hr 250◦C vacuum bake for `typical outgassing' and an
additional 1 hr 600◦C vacuum bake for `lowest outgassing'.
Outgassing rate Lowest Typical
(mbar l s−1cm−2)
Silicona 10−30 (Th.) 10−24 (Th.)
Aluminosilicate 10−17 10−16 (Th.b)
Pyrex 10−14 10−10
Stainless steel 10−15c 10−12
a Theoretical values taken from Figure 9.
b Using values from Table V
c Thinner materials have lower outgassing rates and Nemani£ et
al [298] have demonstrated 10−17 with 150µm foil.
have seen that helium permeation through glass can be
reduced to a negligible level with the use of aluminosili-
cates and could further be improved with optical coatings
such as graphene [191]. Leaking through bonds must be
several orders of magnitude lower than has been mea-
sured, but can be suﬃciently improved by incorporat-
ing a `moat' within the bonding seam. We also note
that leakage can be further reduced by coating the inner
edges of bonding seams with NEG ﬁlms and by applying
a barrier coating on the outer edges of the device. Sev-
eral bonding techniques are available and we highlight
eutectic and direct bonding as the most suitable meth-
ods due to their low outgassing and high hermeticity,
with anodic bonding as a suitable and simpler alterna-
tive if the oxygen released during bonding can be pumped
away. Lowering the temperatures of these bonding tech-
niques should be investigated as they can reduce the out-
gassing limitations by two or three orders of magnitude
[219, 223, 224, 228, 292297].
The greatest hurdle we are left with is to reduce out-
gassing. This can be tackled in two ways: 1) improve
the pumping rate and capacity of the getter ﬁlms, and 2)
reduce the outgassing rate by extensive degassing proce-
dures and careful choice of materials.
It has been shown that the pumping rate of NEGs is
diﬃcult to improve even with reactive lithium getters,
however the latter retains a constant pumping rate irre-
spective of its history. NEGs are more straightforward
to deposit, can be used to coat surfaces to reduce out-
gassing and are stable in air. Reactive getters need to be
deposited under vacuum and could result in unwanted
coating on components in the chamber. However, they
have far higher capacities and can pump gases such as
methane, which NEGs cannot. Therefore we see a com-
bination of NEGs and reactive getters as a good compro-
mise with the former activated during bonding and the
latter activated after bonding.
For the second method to tackle outgassing we have
seen in Table VII that at room temperature the materi-
als we have chosen for the device are more than adequate
once degassed to achieve the room temperature (hydro-
gen) outgassing rate of 10−12mbar l s−1cm−2 (Equation
8). When we consider the outgassing with a bonding
process at around 400◦C during which outgassing can in-
crease by eight orders of magnitude and put stricter room
temperature rates of less than 10−16mbar l s−1cm−2
(Equation 14) for bulk gettered gases such as hydrogen,
10−18mbar l s−1cm−2 for surface gettered gases such as
carbon monoxide, and less than 10−21mbar l s−1cm−2 for
non-gettered noble gases. We can see in Table VII that
silicon outgassing is likely to be negligible compared to
AS glass whose rate matches our target. When calcu-
lating this latter value we assumed a diﬀusion energy of
0.9 eV. We can now be conﬁdent that AS glass will be
the major source of hydrogen so if we use a more re-
alistic value of 0.79 eV (Table V) we lower our target
to 10−15mbar l s−1cm−2, which is certainly achievable.
Carbon monoxide outgassing is diﬃcult to predict but
we expect it to be far lower than hydrogen, as found in
stainless steel [285]. We have seen that noble gases may
be suﬃciently removed from the chamber material with
realistic baking parameters and by using the separated
wafer fabrication method shown in Figure 4, one can en-
sure the optimum baking regime for each material.
VI. PROTOTYPE MICROMOT
We are now at the stage where a prototype Micro-
MOT can be designed to provide realistic values from
which we can estimate the vacuum performance and life-
time. We are currently in the process of fabricating these
devices based on the following design which we will char-
acterize and present detailed processes at a later date.
We have consciously avoided designing the MicroMOT
around a single application or manipulation technique,
e.g. free-falling atom interferometers, or BECs on atom
chips. This is because the MicroMOT will likely need
to be adapted for the speciﬁc task, so we have chosen a
simple generic design to demonstrate what is possible.
As discussed in Section II we assume a G-MOT type
geometry using a 10mm diameter grating structure and
a cavity volume of 15×15×3mm3 to avoid light scat-
tering oﬀ sidewalls. Around 90% of the beam overlap
volume is within 2.5mm of the grating surface, and so
this is a reasonable choice of height and is also feasible
to fabricate from silicon using deep reactive ion etching,
wet etching, machining, or powder blasting [299]. The
chip is formed of four chambers: a large science cham-
ber for cooling and manipulating the atoms, an atom
source chamber in which to hold the alkali dispensers, an
alkali getter/LIAD/peltier chamber, and a reactive get-
ter chamber. The source chamber is connected to the
science chamber by a very thin channel to restrict the
vapour ﬂow. The top 2mm thick capping wafer is anti-
reﬂection coated and is anodically or direct bonded to the
silicon `cavity wafer'. The thickness of the glass layer is
determined by several factors including the permeation
rates, bondability, structural integrity and price. This
FIG. 11. Prototype design of a miniaturized magneto-optical
trap incorporating all the elements discussed in the text. Di-
mensions are 20×24×5mm3.
wafer incorporates a moat within the bonding region on
both sides to reduce argon leakage. The reﬂector layer is
coated by a thin alumina layer to prevent alkali corrosion
of the gold and is eutectically bonded to the cavity wafer.
Future designs will include atom chip wires and electri-
cal feedthroughs forming this chamber wall. We have
not shown the quadrupole magnetic ﬁeld coils as these
are trivial to implement and may simply be bonded, or
deposited, onto the top and bottom external surfaces,
or could be approximated with a double loop on single
surface [300].
Following extensive cleaning and baking procedures,
the glass and silicon wafers are ﬁrst bonded in vacuum
so that the oxygen released during anodic bonding can be
removed without saturating the NEG. An NEG thin ﬁlm
is sputtered on the internal sidewalls and onto some of the
bottom layer (with the reﬂector masked oﬀ) to provide
the largest NEG area and reduce outgassing. The re-
maining reﬂector layer is then eutectically bonded under
UHV after high temperature baking to desorb hydrogen,
carbon monoxide and noble gases.
Table VIII provides a detailed summary of dimensions
and an estimation on the vacuum properties of the device
using values calculated in this study. We can see that the
lifetime of the device is determined by the argon leakage,
but is nearly an order of magnitude greater than our tar-
get. The extremely low outgassing rate of AS glass results
in negligible outgassing after bonding such that the base
pressure is in the XHV regime for an essentially unlim-
ited lifetime. Practically, the lifetime and base pressure
will be determined by the atom source and the residual
noble gas partial pressure in the bonding chamber which
we typically achieve levels below 10−11mbar.
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that it is feasible to maintain UHV,
and even XHV, environments for extended periods in-
side sealed chips using materials and methods borrowed
from the semiconductor industry. However, it is neces-
sary to highlight the assumptions we have made if these
type of devices are to become a realistic technology. A
great emphasis has been made on degassing the materials
at temperatures up to 600◦C to ensure a suﬃciently low
outgassing rate once sealed. For the bulk materials dis-
cussed this is certainly possible, but more sophisticated
devices are likely to have additional components, such as
micro-Peltier coolers, detectors, ﬁeld emission tips (for
active pumping or ionization), or even light sources (such
as UV LEDs for LIAD), which can be sensitive to extreme
temperatures. Moreover, thin ﬁlms, such as gold on sil-
icon, can diﬀuse at moderate temperatures if additional
barrier layers are not used [218]. In these situations one
must use lower temperature degassing, such as UV des-
orption or plasma cleaning, and also develop lower tem-
perature bonding methods [219, 223, 224, 228, 292297].
The very low leak rates we have predicted are possi-
ble by a combination of hermetic bonding and additional
moat cavities. We have assumed that the materials to be
joined are reliably homogeneous and intact (e.g. perfect
crystallinity in the case of silicon) but in reality fabri-
cation processes may lead to defects which can result
in additional leakage routes such as microcracks, crystal
plane dislocations, surface defects, or thin oxide ﬁlms.
Surface barrier ﬁlms, NEG coatings and stress-relief an-
nealing can reduce these eﬀects but these possible sources
of leakage are still worth bearing in mind.
We have used the large amount of data on hydrogen
diﬀusion in silicon to predict that it has a very low out-
gassing rate. We ﬁnd that this rate is consistently low
whichever values we use from the literature, especially
after a high temperature bake for several hours, and so
we are conﬁdent in the estimate. However, as mentioned
in Section VD, there is no absolutely reliable method to
predict the outgassing rate from real materials and the
simple diﬀusion-limited model is only useful to an order
of magnitude at best, especially when considering the mi-
gration of reactive species such as hydrogen. This can be
seen with studies looking at the outgassing of stainless
steel, where the diﬀusion limited model produces reason-
able estimate for low temperature bakes (below 300◦C),
but generally fails to predict the eﬀect of very high tem-
peratures. This is usually attributed to the eﬀect of sur-
face oxides which are more stable during low tempera-
ture baking and act as diﬀusion barriers [301]. Therefore
we expect silicon to have a very low outgassing rate but
probably higher than the value stated in Table VII. Ex-
perimental studies focusing speciﬁcally on outgassing are
required. We have used measured values for AS glass
outgassing, but glasses are notorious for producing vari-
able results [302] so it is necessary to perform additional
outgassing studies on the speciﬁc glass one uses to ensure
TABLE VIII. Expected vacuum properties of the prototype MicroMOT in atmosphere at 20◦C.
Internal volume (cm3) 0.65 including subchambers
Surface area (cm2) 7.8 2.6 glass
NEGa area (cm2) 3.3 all sides and some of the reﬂector surface
Glass thickness (cm) 0.2
Moat volume (cm3) 0.03 1×0.5 mm trench within each bonding seam
Bonder base pressure (mbar) 10−9 equal H2 and CO, negligible noble gases
Bonding parameters 1 hr at 400◦C typical eutectic bond
Gas source (mbar l s−1) Surface pumped (CO) Bulk pumped (H2) Noble gas
Permeationb - 1.3×10−23 7.3×10−23
Leakagec 1.9×10−23 3.8×10−24 2.3×10−22
Outgassingd 4.5×10−17 2.6×10−16 < 10−24
Base pressuree (mbar) 10−18 10−15 -
Lifetime (days to reach 1.5×10−10mbar) 106 109 3200
a Surface capacity of 5×1014molecules cm−2 and bulk capacity of 7.5×1016molecules cm−2 (1µm ﬁlm with xH = 0.01).
b The permeation rates are calculated using the breakthrough time from Equation 4 substituted into Equation 5.
c Bond leak rate (air) of 10−15mbar l s−1 for 2 bonding seams (top wafer and bottom wafer). We have assumed the carbon monoxide
leak is from atmospheric carbon dioxide.
d As the carbon monoxide outgassing rate is unknown we have assumed a value which is ten times less than hydrogen as discussed in the
text as a worst case scenario.
e The base noble gas pressure will be equal to the residual level in the bonding chamber.
suitability. For the sake of bevity we have limited our dis-
cussions to silicon and glasses but there are likely to be
many other suitable materials, most noteably ceramics.
In conclusion, the aim of this study was to prove that
Magneto-Optical Traps can be miniaturised and inte-
grated into devices capable of leaving the laboratory.
We have shown that recent advances in microfabrica-
tion techniques and materials can lead to sealed cham-
bers with microlitre volumes that maintain UHV for at
least 1000 days using only passive pumping elements.
The MOT geometry can be miniaturized to use a sin-
gle laser beam, patterned reﬂectors, planar optics, and
atom source. Controlled by a number of methods includ-
ing LIAD, integrated cold ﬁngers, conductance channels
and several pumping mechanisms. The main issues to
maintain sealed UHV environments are the need for ex-
tremely low leakage bonds, low outgassing materials, and
also negligible noble gas outgassing from chamber walls
and sputtered ﬁlms. We hope that this work motivates
the development of ultracold quantum technology which
has a vast number of practical applications and promises
to be a fruitful technology in a number of ﬁelds.
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